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Colfax Corridor Connections Public Input Summary 
July 2017-March 2018 

 
The project team provided a wide range of diverse public input opportunities during the study phase for 
center-running Bus Rapid Transit (BRT), which allowed the community to engage directly with the 
team, receive information on the project and provide direct feedback. Opportunities included project 
information sessions, presentations to area neighborhoods and other organizations, and panel 
discussions at area events. 
 
The community was asked to provide input on the preliminary recommendation for center-running BRT, 
including system benefits and potential challenges, as well as priorities for more detailed examination. 
Through this outreach, the project team met with over 960 individuals across 41 meetings. 
 
Input was primarily collected through a community survey available on the project website, a kiosk 
located at Carla Madison Recreation Center and at project information sessions, neighborhood 
workshops, pop-up events and Community Task Force meetings. The survey was also promoted 
through social media, email updates, group presentations, news media, project partners and 
Community Task Force members. Additional comments were submitted via email, general comment 
forms and the project hotline.  
 
The following graphic gives a snapshot of the outreach conducted during this phase of the project, from 
July 2017-March 2018: 
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A summary of overarching input themes follows, along with detailed results from all surveys and other 
comment submittals.  

 
Overarching Themes: Based on the comments received, the following themes emerged: 
 

 Project support: The majority of input received via the community survey was supportive – 
75% of respondents “agree” or “somewhat agree” with the recommendation of BRT on Colfax. 
The most important benefits of center-running BRT were identified as:  

o Speed: Faster transit travel-time and improved schedule reliability, 31% 

o Moves more people: Increases the number of people who can safely travel the corridor, 
20% 

 

 High likely use of BRT: 39% of survey respondents reported using the current bus service on 
Colfax daily or weekly. 75% of respondents reported they are likely to use center-running BRT 
on Colfax. 
 

 Safe traffic management and delivering the vision: Challenges related to potential vehicle 
traffic diversion, speed reduction and safety improvements on adjacent neighborhood streets 
were validated by the community. Survey respondents also expressed concern with ensuring 
that implementation stays true to project goals. The primary potential challenges for center-
running BRT were identified as:  

o Moving cars: Potential vehicle traffic delays and/or diversion of traffic to side streets, 
22% 

o Building it: Maintaining the vision and intent of the project through construction, 21% 
 

 Intersection design, local access and stop locations as focus for additional study: Survey 
respondents indicated that intersection design (locations of stop lights, protected left turns and 
maintaining local access), safe connections (connectivity with other transit services and 
bike/pedestrian facilities) and BRT stop locations are the most important items for additional 
study in the next phase of the project.  
 

 Support for placemaking and safety benefits: Comments reflected support for the potential 
streetscaping and placemaking opportunities afforded by center-running BRT. Others cited 
safety benefits, such as speed reduction/traffic calming, protected vehicle left turns and reduced 
pedestrian crossing distances, achieved through the center-running design, as a source of 
support for the project. 
 

 Balancing access and travel time with BRT station locations: Community input emphasized 
the importance of optimal bus stop spacing to support faster transit travel time and preserve 
accessibility for people of all mobility levels. Some respondents felt the unfamiliar center-running 
design could be a challenge for transit users in the corridor and others emphasized improving 
the existing pedestrian environment between BRT stations.  
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Survey Responses:   

(Please note not all respondents answered every question.) 

Question 1: 

Do you agree with the recommendation for center-running Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) on Colfax? 

Why? 

(Please note some respondents did not answer. “Why” responses are included in the raw comments 

section.) 

  
Total Responses Percentage 

Agree 747  58% 

Somewhat Agree 223  17% 

Disagree 185  14% 

Somewhat Disagree 75  6% 

Neutral 53  4% 

Total 1,283  ~100% 

 

Question 2: 

Please identify the two (2) most important benefits of center-running BRT on Colfax.  

(The below shows total responses for each, with respondents being asked to select two options total. 

“Other” responses are included in the raw comments section.) 

 

Benefits Total Responses Percentage 

Speed: Faster transit travel-time and 

improved schedule reliability 

740  31% 

Moves more people: Increases the number 

of people who can safely travel the corridor 

470  20% 

Safety: Improved safety for pedestrians, 

vehicles and transit users 

394  16% 

Look and feel: Improved streetscape and 

placemaking opportunities 

336  14% 

Other 210  9% 
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Business benefits: Retail sales and economic 

development opportunities 

156  6% 

Comfort: Enhanced bus stops, rider 

amenities and vehicles 

95 4% 

Total  2401 100% 

 

Question 3: 

Please identify the two (2) biggest potential challenges of center-running BRT on Colfax. 

(The below shows total responses for each, with respondents being asked to select two options total. 

“Other” responses are included in the raw comments section.) 

 

Challenges Total Responses Percentage 

Moving cars: Potential vehicle traffic delays 

and/or diversion of traffic to side streets 

542  22% 

Building it: Maintaining the vision and intent 

of the project through construction  

537  21% 

Connecting it: Connectivity with other 

transit-services and bike/pedestrian facilities 

404  16% 

Local access: Maintaining local access with 

vehicle left turns at signalized intersections 

346  14% 

Bus stop locations: Consolidation and 

location of local bus stops 

274  11% 

Parking: Removal and addition of some on-

street parking spaces 

230 9% 

Other 179 7% 

Total  2,512 100% 
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Question 4: 

What two (2) items are most important for additional study during the next phase of the project 

(more detailed design)?        

(The below shows total responses for each, with respondents being asked to select two options total. 

“Other” responses are included in the raw comments section.) 

 

Items Total Responses Percentage 

Intersection design: Locations of stop lights, 

protected left turns and maintaining local 

access 

560  22% 

Safe connections: Connectivity with other 

transit service and bike/pedestrian facilities 

468  19% 

BRT stop locations: Identifying locations for 

BRT stops 

383  15% 

Traffic and parking: Vehicle operations and 

parking management 

360  14% 

Coordination: Coordinating with streetscape 

and neighborhood plans 

345  14% 

Construction: Mitigation of construction 

impacts 

247  10% 

Other 128  5% 

Total  2,491 ~100% 

 

 

Question 5: 

How often do you use transit along Colfax?        

(Please note some respondents did not answer.) 

 

How often Total Respondents Percentage 

Rarely  532  42% 

Weekly 273  21% 
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Monthly 247  19% 

Daily 229  18% 

Total  1,281 100% 

 

Question 6: 

Are you likely to use the new center-running BRT system on Colfax?        

(Please note some respondents did not answer.) 

 

Use center-running BRT on Colfax Total Respondents Percentage 

Yes 966  75% 

No 315  25% 

Total  1,281 100% 

 

Response Breakdown by Neighborhood: 

Zip Code Percentage Agree/Disagree 

80220  
(East Colfax/ Mayfair / Montclair / Park Hill) 

31% 52% Agree 
 30% Disagree 

80206 
(Congress Park / City Park / Cherry Creek) 

16% 61% Agree 
21% Disagree  

80218 
(Cheesman Park/ Capitol Hill / Uptown) 

7% 76% Agree 
14% Disagree 

80203 
(Capitol Hill / Uptown) 

6% 74% Agree 
5% Disagree 

80205 
(Five Points / Whittier / City Park) 

5% 86% Agree 
8% Disagree 

80207 
(Park Hill) 

4% 50% Agree 
33% Disagree 

80202 
(Downtown) 

3% 72% Agree  
4% Disagree 
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Raw Comments 

(Please note, the below comments appear as they were written. No edits have been made to spelling, 

grammar, format or content with the exception of removing personal information such as names and 

addresses.) 

Question 1: 

Do you agree with the recommendation for center-running Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) on Colfax? 

Why?  

 

Why? 

We need fully engaged, knowlegdable, passionate advocates for this project. We would not be doing it service 
otherwise.  

Smart people seem to like it. Makes sense 

Reliable, efficent and safer transit promoting development opportunities to benefit surrounding neighborhoods.  

Eases congestion on traffic trying to turn and makes a better experience  

Better public transit, and dedicated public transit within the city is key to handling the city's growth and making it 
livable.  Along with better pedestrian and bike pathways.  

My family and I live a block off of Colfax. I'm hoping the changes will improve the corridor near our house. I 
hope there's a plan to implement adequate parking for businesses or create permit parking areas for the 
residents in the area that require street parking. I'm concerned that our street parking will fill up with vehicles 
that are patronizing the area.  

It will make the traffic problems worse not better It will negatively affect the re vitalization of Colfax business it is 
a Horrible Idea and a waste of tax payers money  

It isn’t my it’s choice for a solution for rapid ransit but as it is the only option, I support it.  

I think it would behoove the neighbor to add a trolley or set up a transit in a similar fashion to the 16th street 
mall making Colfax from Broadway to Colorado only pedestrian, bike friendly and mass transit friendly.  We 
should eliminate cars from the area.   

losing a lane of car traffic will cause more congestion.  
 
Also losing left turns is not any benefit. why not just lose the rtd 15 and leave the 15l. it seems to be the same 
as your not gaining any more stops , 

I think this is a good compromise along the corridor to preserve street parking while also providing high quality 
transit service. I would like to see better coordination between Denver and Aurora so that the service can 
provide complete access between Downtown and Fitzsimmons.  
 
I worry about pedestrian safety along the corridor. I would like to see station design focused on discouraging 
jaywalking at station areas. This should include measures such as fencing and impediments to channel 
pedestrians to safe crossing locations/crosswalks. 

I would like to get more information about how this type of plan is working in other cities similar to Denver. 

We need a better system on Colfax and BRT in some form seems our best option. 

Will improve the overall Colfax experience, for people on foot, for business owners along the corridor, for 
drivers and for mass transit passengers. 

It's hard to tell how pedestrians will be able to get out of buses and cross safely and how we won't lose lanes 
for cars 

any change is a potential improvement. 

Will help activate the pedestrian space while consolidating transit service and making the environment safer for 
drivers, pedestrians, and transit passengers.  

It would make public transport on colfax so much better. 

It reduces Colfax to a single lane in a commercial district. The four-way intersection you show Is non-existent 
between York and Colorado Blvd. Half the passengers will have to cross the two bus lanes, a turn lane and the 
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entire remains of the Colfax traffic reduced to one lane in each way. Physics would suggest the single lane will 
go faster and angry people caught in a mess by someone trying to park a car are apt to be sprinkled among the 
drivers. 

I live near Colfax so I have a vested interest in the transit effects on the area. By moving the BRT to a center-
running system it will hopefully slow down traffic, beautify the street and transition the streetscape to be more 
approachable, safe and pedestrian friendly.  

As Colfax and adjacent neighborhoods get further developed, we need a more efficient transit to handle the 
increased population. 

This will divert more traffic through our neighborhoods.  There is nothing wrong with people driving cars.  I 
disagree with Denver’s agenda to raise taxes and make more difficult for people to get around in their vehicles.  
This will increase crime in our neighborhoods and decrease safety. Those of you in Denver County that don’t 
live in the colfax surrounding area should be required to take the bus up and down Colfax for a few months so 
you understand the concerns 

This is one of Denver's major thoroughfares and a number of people use this corridor for commuting and 
shopping. I could agree with it if there was another alternative roadway people could choose to travel across 
town. But there is nothing other than limited local connecting roads. When Denver didn't decide to connect the 
6th Ave. freeway through the the city in some way much of the through traffic is forced to use Colfax and a 
number of one way connectors. I can understand the vision being that it would make the street more 
"neighborly" restricting general purpose lanes but in the long run with Denver's predicted growth it's my opinion 
that This would backfire with gridlock resulting. In the 50 years I've lived in Colorado I've seen a lot of change 
yet improving mobility has become a volley between an uninformed and unsolicited population and a group of 
environmental special interest political group-think forcing alternative transportation on its residents. I'm certain 
that it is an issue where not enough denizens are engaged in the feedback process. Take the voting 
attendance as an example. Denver is just not engaged... So to give constructive feedback I would say I'd rather 
see investment in fixed rail running down each outside lane that shares with traffic than bus only as that would 
restrict general traffic flow and hinder business for the retailers as well. The example being Market Street in 
San Francisco. A city that has always done well to invest in public transit that also understands the importance 
of auto mobility. I don't agree that auto traffic is becoming less popular. I believe that there will be more 
expansion in hybrid and electric vehicles but that autos aren't going away nor do I believe the majority of the 
population (all ages) wants to be forced into a busing alternative and we have to take into account with 
Denver's style of limited auto accessibilty it isn't addressing the fact that Denver is the center of a region of 
travelers not only a patchwork of neighborhoods. Imagine the extra strain thes travelers will have while I-70 is 
being worked on. Colfax would be one of the alternative routes for travelers but having only one lane in each 
direction for autos and delivery trucks? It's only going to force autos into adjacent neighborhoods and certain 
gridlock. People will decide to avoid Denver and take business where there's access. 

Colfax is one of very few roads that can handle traffic. By reducing lanes and putting bus lanes in the middle 
will reduce the vehicles that can travel on Colfax and put more stress on the surrounding streets. I can't 
imagine any businesses would want this either. Their goal is traffic (more traffic more business). By taking cars 
off the road, means less business for them. You'd be making it more difficult to access their businesses. This 
plan also seems like a safety hazard to pedestrians as well. By putting bus lanes in the middle of the street 
travelers will have to cross traffic to get on and off public transit.  

It wouldn't alleviate congestion, as cars would have to use some other streets.   Even though crosswalks are 
provided,  the reality is that a lot of people will still jaywalk across the car lanes to get to the bus stops.   The 
simplest and least expensive solution would be to make the right lanes into bus lanes, as is  the current case 
on Broadway during rush hour, allowing cars to enter that lane if they are going to turn right at the next corner.  
This solution would also allow you a much more flexible use of all the lanes, as you could determine which 
times and which directions  to enforce the bus lanes. 

It's not going to work 

I think it would make more sense to have these buses running on 13th or 14th instead of Colfax. A lot of cars 
travel on Colfax and it looks like this plan would take away lanes used by cars currently. 
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will put too much traffic in neighborhoods - should put buses on 13th & 14th or 17th.  Main arterial made pretty 
with full time bus lanes that constricts travel (loss of 12 lane miles and reduced access (fewer left turns)).  Part 
time (rush hour) right-running option makes more sense and less costly.  

My reasoning is because we need a better flowing traffic for the buss on colfax which are two busses traveling 
the same routes 15 and the 15L. We need a better consistent flowing buss to alleviate traffic jambs on the right 
(slow lane).  

I have never had problems with buses and I consider Colfax one of the least congested streets except over by 
the Fox theater where it has that island area and the street looks like the model.  I am concerned about the 
traffic when using Colfax to actually be on the way to somewhere else. Colfax is part of a larger journey many 
times and so not sure what alternative street is available further east after 13th and 14th disappear by Delmar.  
Though I am a Democrat I am suspect of whether Mayor Hancock has the best interest of the people or the 
best interest for developers. i.e. apartment complexes where parking within is not required and street parking is 
considered adequate. etc. I am also concerned about the environment and would hope that this truly has been 
researched and the designers feel this would make an actual difference in that regard. 
 
If you are consolidating stops it will be less convenient for people coming to the Colfax bus stops. I am trying to 
understand the importance of center lanes when getting off and on the bus. Does that mean that all buses 
would have to be renovated or do people step out into traffic? 

Better meeting the needs of commuters during the next 30 years is appealing. So is the potential to 
revive/strengthen retail businesses along east Colfax. 

Really can’t believe this is even coming up. Once again leave it to Hancock to ruin this city even more. Lived 
here my whole life and what this city is becoming is disgusting. Make col fax a one lane road and then have all 
of the traffic through our neighborhoods. It would be insane. Guess it is easy to come up with stupid ideas like 
this when you don’t live in the area. No one is going to ride the bus because you put a bus lane in. They don’t 
ride it now no common sense.  

People are getting on and off a bus in the middle of the street, and waiting for buses in the middle of the street.  
This increased likelihood of pedestrians being hit.  Increased difficulties for people in wheelchairs and with 
other kinds of mobility issues.  Longer waits do to bad weather increase vulnerability to getting wait due to rain 
or snow. What would happen in a snow storm to keep the waiting areas clear for people? People on bikes also 
having to find room to wait with their bike.  Also, people waiting would be exposed to traffic and traffic fumes on 
two sides.  There's no evidence that this city has a history of maintaining right of ways well. 

More rapid transit, yay! Dedicated lanes so that it really flows well, yay! Some inconvenience / changes for 
cars: honestly, people, get over it.  

This will cause massive auto congestion and push drivers on to residential side streets.   It's very dishonest to 
say that traffic will only be a few minutes slower than it is now!  It's going to be a lot slower!  Thousands of cars 
pushed into one lane in each direction -how is this a good plan??  This is a terrible idea for the main east-west 
corridor through town.    

A large part of East Denver does not have a light rail line.  A safe, clean, reliable, and relaxing Colfax bus rapid 
transit can be reliable alternative to driving to downtown.  

I worry that it will slow traffic on Colfax making it even more congested - and then funnel traffic into the 
surrounding neighborhoods. We already have issues with traffic during high volume times and cars running 
stop signs in the neighborhoods - near schools. 

Why not!  I live close to Colfax off Monaco...and welcome the new design to our neighborhood and beyond.  
How exciting! 

By creating 'bus only lanes' there are less lanes available for cars, which in turn will cause more congestion on 
Colfax and the nearby parallel streets.   Also, it will make the businesses along Colfax less accessible.  

Have a safer location and stop many people from hanging out at stops on sides of roads. 

Fewer cars, faster transit. 

I think it should be light rail i the center transit. The busses are smelly and take away from Colfax. If you really 
want to make a positive change to Colfax ditch the busses for light rail. 

Any opportunity to decrease congestion and add transit opportunities for citizens has value.  
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Reducing vehicle traffic to one lane will cause more issues than improvments. Where will all the extra traffic go 
to? They still will utilize the roads. Will they most likely start using 13th and 14th? Yes. Will there be funding 
provided for those roads for improvements? I’ll probably hear not right now. Find another way. 

Will this much better than the existing bus system? How will one lane on Colfax affect traffic and businesses? 

I'm interested in the project but am skeptical because I do use the 15L service to commute.  The current 15L 
service is a reliable and consistent route into and out of downtown. 

Having lived in Cleveland prior to Denver, I have seen first hand the benefits of BRT on the primary east-west 
corridor on the east side of town. The Health Line in Cleveland is a great success, and I believe would be a 
great opportunity for Denver to cement its place in America's list of best cities. 

Colfax could be much more appealing with a central bus lane. 

It will calm traffic and decrease dangerous situations for pedestrians. Please enforce cars not being allowed in 
these lanes, as cars routinely zoom down the bus lanes on Lincoln & Broadway.  

4 lanes of East Colfax seems dangerous on most blocks especially where there is long distances between 
lights, people often drive very fast, sometimes 50mph or more.   

Having Brt in center might ease other traffic. If the "center" is also attractive it could enhance the neighborhood 
areas.  What about NOISE? 

It seems like a good concept. My only concern would be potential increased pedestrian crossings by having 
everyone load in the middle of the street. 

I like the idea of BRT on Colfax Ave, but I'm not sure that the center-running concept is the best application.  I 
do like the current iteration of having the boarding areas offset from the center.  I just hope that there is a 
substantial barrier on the border of the boarding areas to protect passengers from rampaging vehicles. 

Prioritizing transit, bicyclists and pedestrians is the only viable solution to solving transportation issues in 
Denver as we continue to grow and densify.  Hopefully this project will serve as an example that can be 
replicated on other thoroughfares throughout the city. 

I think it’s safer for pedestrians and cars buses are coming in and out of traffic the same way 

Updated, safe 

I like the idea of the BRT being able to move with different rules and it seems to work in other cities very well. It 
will take some getting used to, but I am an advocate for progress. 

Please add a 15L stop at Steele St - ASAP and make Steele a BRT Stop 

Colfax needs to remain as is. Changing to one direction will hurt 13, 14, 15 + 16. Not a good idea 

Traffic calming. Better visibility for transit. Faster buses without blocking car traffic. Detour-ability during Civic 
Center events (unlike street cars) 

no - curb running is my preference 

Light rail will likely not be completed along this major trunk line. Pedestrian safety is paramount in a highly 
urban zone between the central business district and the growing medical complex on the east end. This 
represents a minimum attempt to enhance a modern approach to mass transit to effectively move a significant 
larger number of commuters. In the end, if no option is created, we can see colfax becoming a ever increasing 
urban bleak zone where cars speed through to avoid the area and pedestrians move to other areas of Denver 
Aurara finding better commuting opportunities. 
 
Additionally, the two main corridors of Colorado Boulevard and Colfax are two horribly served transit options at 
the current moment. Buses on both corridors are difficult to access leaving no real options of daily use for non-
car people. 

I ride the 15 bus and have personally experienced the significant delays that result from buses having to 
operate in the same traffic lanes as cars on Colfax.  I also work for a human services agency near Colfax and 
many of our clients ride the bus and walk. A center-running BRT line would provide a much-needed safe haven 
for pedestrians in the center of Colfax.  I also believe this will beautify the area and create better spaces for 
pedestrians along Colfax. 

It is a direct thoroughfare perfect for mass transit ridership. I like the rapid bus idea as an alternative to light rail 
based off what ive seen in Brazil. It is also an opportunity to improve safety for pedestrians and bicyclists on the 
route.  

While I had originally hoped there would be a Colfax-running light rail line, a BRT for Colfax with a stop at 
Colfax at Auraria will greatly improve connections for both students and commuters throughout the region who 
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have to use Colfax to get to and from work or just to access other parts of Central Denver more readily than 
having to rely on regular bus service. 

It will make the 15 more palatable to a wider ridership. Will hopefully continue to revitalize Colfax. Will make 
bus transit faster.  

It's a great idea to move people East and West and move some of the automobiles art of Colfax. It's smart 

Those friggin buses won't be blowing past me while walking the streets. 

Less conflict between cars and buses, closest configuration to rail. 

 To make sure stuff stays out of the bus's way and improve safety for pedestrians 

It seems like a great and fast way to head east/west without the hassle of driving  

The amount of traffic that comes through this crucial road will be re reputed in a disastrous manner. The city of 
Denver and RTD has yet to succeed in connection of this part of the city to other by ways. I think a better idea 
would be to buildup the existing transit lines and encourage those that live in the central city to use them 

We need more mass transit and less autos.  

It is the fastest way to move the most people. Public transportation will have to improve to accommodate all the 
people moving to Denver 

Seems a little unsafe having pedestrians walk to the center of the road to catch a bus. Also I feel like it would 
cause accidents and excessive traffic 

More comfortable ride vs. running in gutter.  Safer turns across bus lanes.  Better streetscape. 

I fully support mass transit, i think its a nice option if BRT is eminent - I would prefer a rail solution. I am 
concerned about taking Colfax to only 1 lane of vehicular traffic in each direction. in other places where i have 
seen this work, there are 2 lanes of vehicular traffic - enabling passing etc. This could result in more traffic 
being pushed to 13th/14th and 16th/17th which isnt all bad as i hope it will encourage more people to use 
transit - but just something that will take time for people to adjust to. I hope it results in more traffic to 
businesses, but devil is in the details - if this turns into a less desired mode, businesses could suffer due to the 
corridor becoming difficult for those not using transit. 

I would love to see Denver become even more public-transit friendly. I support the expansion of public 
transportation in our city. I am concerned that reducing car traffic to one lane each way on Colfax would cause 
congestion issues. I am also not sure how much this recommendation would actually affect transportation in 
Denver.  

Because it seems like an incredibly efficient way to move people up and down Colfax. 

It's the most sensible design that truly gives buses an unimpeded right of way and ability to move quickly. I've 
spent time in several other cities (Portland, Seattle, Berlin) that have used similar designs for street cars and 
BRT, and it works very well.  

Anything that results in less cars on Denver's streets is good for Denver. 

Causing pedestrians to cross the street to get to and from a bus stop increases the chances of a person being 
struck by a car exponentially. 
 
The restructuring of Colfax by the BRT system will take away the ability for Access-a-Ride (Denver's Federally 
Mandated Paratransit service) to pickup or drop-off passengers along Colfax. 
 
YES, because of the increase in the number of people using public transportation will increase over the next 10 
to 20 years, a system like BRT will make Colfax more accessible to buses and automobiles.  However, doing 
so at the expense of pedestrians is not an even exchange.  

I think as we increase population in Denver, we need to use innovative solutions to move more people that 
don't rely on single occupancy vehicles. 

I've answered this before. Crossing any part of Colfax as a pedestrian is a gamble and is unsafe. 

Dedicated lanes with priority signals will work more effectively and boost ridership.  

There should be more effort to make Denver more pedestrian friendly and I believe this accomplishes that to 
some degree. 

We moved from Alexandria/Arlington, Virginia where they successfully implemented BRT on a road that is 
equally busy as Colfax.  It was visually appealing, eased congestion, and made commuting much easier.  

This is a no-brainer for this heavily traveled corridor 
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It appears to be the option that best reduces conflicts with vehicles. 

Would rather see the City/RTD work towards a more comprehensive, long term transit solution to the east/west 
corridor.  
 
While the center-running bus will be better than the current 15/15L buses, it seems like a value-engineered 
solution that will minimally decrease bus travel time on a central corridor. It will not be RAPID. 

Too expensive, too disruptive, too widely spaced stops for convenience of people who USE this bus line. This 
strikes me as a designer's dream, not something practical in reality to solve problems that real users have with 
this route. 

I think it will make traffic more manageable on Colfax. I really appreciate the BRT on Broadway and use it 
often. My commute is super quick because of that dedicated lane and the ability to go ahead of traffic. 

  We need a faster and more reliable system on Colfax and other transit corridors. A dedicated lane with raised 
platform will meet this criteria. 

I use transit on E Colfax quite frequently and would like to see more improvements and investments in transit in 
the area. I think BRT would be able to greatly improve the service at a low cost.  

This will highlight the importance of public transportation and make sure it has its own paths 

This design is DANGEROUS! Every single bus rider is forced to cross a street to both board and disembark a 
bus. This means two extra street crossings for each pedestrian to take a bus. 
 
The new design will completely inhibit the ability for Federally Mandate Paratransit (called Access-a-Ride in 
Denver Metro area) to drop people off or pick people up along Colfax.  
 
And for that matter, the one lane of traffic next to the curb means more accidents with pedestrians because the 
traffic is directly adjacent to the sidewalk. 
 
And for the same matter, no one will be able to drop off people along Colfax. 

Center running BRT will provide a higher quality transit service, with less delay for transit vehicles that side 
running BRT. This appropriately prioritizes the allocation of road space to shared transit vehicles, and will tend 
to increase the capacity of the transit system. This is particularly important as we think about the role of transit 
as ridesharing and AVs compete with lower speed, lower capacity bus service. 

Main corridor of Denver needs some updating and better transit 

worried about the impact of traffic on adjacent neighborhoods. 

I want Colfax to continue developing into an appealing place to shop, eat, and walk. Center busses make me 
feel safer as a pedestrian. It also creates an appealing environment as a destination. I see this as a result of 
the combination of an improved look of the street and accessibility to businesses.  

Transit will only be more broadly adopted if it is only modestly more time consuming than driving their car. 
Securing a traffic free, dedicated right of way is key to that outcome. 

It will promote mas transit and create vibrant pedestrian friendly neighborhoods.  

Buses need to be able to move much faster than they do now.  This efficiency will move more people faster 
and has the possibility of getting more people out of single occupant vehicles! 
 
This plan is needed in many other parts of the city--West Colfax, West 38th Ave. Federal north and south, 
Sheridan, etc, etc. 

It forces peds to cross the street and it's more difficult to integrate with existing transit lines.  

We need better public transit options on Colfax and the rest of Denver, this sounds like a good attempt 

Sight lines will improve for drivers. Fewer chances of rear -end accidents from traffic stacking up behind buses. 

I would imagine significant thought is behind this new design.  At first blush, in the picture above, having a 
vehicle lane turning across the dedicated bus lane seems like it could be a problem however I assume this will 
be controlled through traffic signals.  It seems like a good idea to try and make traffic smoother on Colfax but 
this may push more traffic onto 13th, 14th, and 17th. 

I like all of the benefits of the dedicated center lane, but neither 14th Ave or 17 Ave can accommodate the 
traffic diverted from Colfax being reduced to a single lane for cars.... 
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The center-running lane will greatly decrease headways and make the line reliable in a way that it is currently 
not. Private vehicle traffic will adjust to this change over time. Colfax should be a multi-modal thoroughfare, not 
a grade-unseparated urban highway. 

I live a few blocks from Colfax but avoid taking the 15 & 15L as they are slower than alternatives (driving & 
biking) and can be sketchy. I similarly avoid driving on Colfax if possible due to the 15 & 15L lines slowing 
down traffic in the right lane. 
 
This BRT plan would speed up transit down Colfax and would put buses in dedicated lanes, making the 
experience better all around. 

First off it's so twentieth century. Second,what's to stop passengers from getting run over  trying to get to the 
center? 

Good starting point but the design still needs improvement.  As an engineer for the state of Colorado I designed 
a similar system for Colorado Blvd based on what I saw in Bremen and several other cities.   If you want more 
ideas and support, let me know. 
 
[phone number]  

I'm not clear on how much an impact will occur. If 2 lanes are taken away for the BRT does it reduce to one 
lane of car traffic each direction? Will parking be taken away resulting more cars parking in the neighborhood? 

If you make Colfax a walking corridor by improving transit and taking away 2 lanes of traffic, then you have to 
make improvements to 13th, 14th, 17th, and 18th. The improvements have to be in terms of pedestrian safety.  
I know you will not be able to widen these roads, but you have to give more places where pedestrian can cross. 
Stop lights, signs, something. They are already so dangerous to cross and will get much worse when you put 
more cars on these roads. 

I either walk along or use the bus along this corridor daily. I support efforts to make this process safer. 

Will create a serious traffic hazard 

I agree it would improve our city transit down the main artery of transportation. 

Because I need to get to my other bus to Golden at 5:08am. ( 16L ). Mon.-Fri. For my job. 

Looks like an interesting transit plan for Colfax.  Since I don't drive and I need to actually be on a bus to see 
how it actually runs, I can't say.  If BRT runs like the light rail, it should work. 

I don’t know much about it but it seems to me it would slow traffic to a crawl. 

Center transit will make Colfax more attractive looking. Also, interested bus service in this area would change 
the overall ridership experience around Denver as a whole.  

Colfax is already congested. This will turn it into a complete bottleneck and push even more traffic onto 13th 
and 14th, which are also already slow and congested many times during the day. This will NOT result in fewer 
people driving. People will not give up their cars. It will only worsen traffic congestion. Look at Cherry Creek 
North. I don't go there anymore. You took away auto accessibility (lanes and parking) without increasing the 
transit system convenience (buses). Bikes are NOT a viable alternative - bad weather precludes biking (we 
have a LOT of bad weather), many people are NOT capable of riding bikes as an alternative (disabilities, 
health, age), and bikes won't do when running errands that require transporting anything of size or weight! 
 
Besides, the MAIN reason for so many pedestrian accidents on Colfax is the rampant jay-walking at all times of 
day. IF you ticketed EVERY signle jaywalker EVERY time, you might cut down on them being hit! I am a 
cautious driver, but the constant dashing of pedestrians across traffic mid-block, right in front of oncoming 
traffic, is dangerous and impossible to avoid. NO ONE seems to use the crosswalks or follow the crossing 
signs! Fix that first! 
 
I am a VERY LOW mileage driver - for the environment and to save on gas. I group trips by destination. BUT, I 
depend on my car. The transit system does not fit my needs. Rapid transit is nowhere near me, so I would have 
to drive or take many buses to get to a station. AND, I would have to take a bus or taxi at the other end, as 
destinations are ALSO not near stations. Great system for suburban commuters, but not for city dweller 
errands. And you cut the bus routes when you built up rapid transit, so my friends who DON'T/CAN'T drive 
have to take MANY different buses, making multiple connections, and still have to walk farther. HIGHLY 
inconvenient. Also hard on my fellow aging friends. AND puts us in more danger, as we are out walking by 
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ourselves, instead of inside the relative safety of a car. No woman in her right mind would be out walking in the 
city after dark. Just a fact of life. We are not safe. (Increasingly true for men now, but always for women.) 
 
Stop trying to force people out of their cars - it isn't going to work in the short term. Maybe in the long term 
when we truly have a working transit system (like the "Peoplemover" in Disneyland) that truly goes everywhere, 
stops everywhere, and is capable of being more individualized - "cars" capable of grouping and ungrouping as 
necessary. But not now! 

I have rode the 15 and 15L on East Colfax and having the buses given a dedicated lane will be good.  It will 
make traffic run better during peak times and I think it will help the buses run better. 

It's dangerous for pedestrians and cyclists out there, and drivers of cars and RTD buses have so much to 
watch out for. This is especially true on the Colfax corridor. Let's make it both safer and faster to travel 
Colfax...and let's bring some needed refreshment (not necessarily gentrification) to the neighborhood while 
we're at it!  

I need to see more details regarding impact on parallel streets (13th, 14th and 12th) before I am totally sol; 
however, addressing this major east/west artery which serves those in the heart of the city is greatly 
appreciated! 

Frequent stops of buses are annoying for car drivers 
 
Safety hard to see around buses for pedestrians  

I did not look at the Peer Systems Videos until i completed the first survey.  
 
I had seen the only functioning BRT system of the three videos, the Cincinnati BRT line. The other two are still 
fantasies.  
 
The maindifference between three systems shown and the Proposed Colfax BRT is that all three use left 
boarding bus stops from a central shared facility. Unlike the Colfax BRT none of them have the buses weaving 
back and forth around medians with separate bus stops for each direction.  
 
I know that this weaving is being proposed for Colfax so that RTD does not have to purchase 5 door both side 
boarding buses or Left side boarding buses that could not operate on any other route.  
 
RTD switches is buses among all of its routes for most types of buses.  
 
 
Left boarding buses could only be used on this BRT system and where the 15 and 15L continue past Anshutz 
Medical Campus and return to right side curb bus stop running the right side boarding will continue as at 
present. 
 
Cincinnati's system works because they purchased all new 5 door left and right side boarding buses.  
 
But I did notice in another video on the Cincinnati BRT that there were several unsafe curb zones near the bus 
stops that had teenagers hanging out within inches of the bus mirrors.  
 
Not safe at all.  
 
This Colfax BRT concept is a very poorly thought out idea and does not seem to have consulted with any city 
transit bus operators, just upper management that have no real life experience driving the streets.  

Ease congestion,  more friendly for the neighborhood tenants as will for those who visit and shop 

Reducing Colfax Ave to one lane of vehicle traffic is a very very poor idea. Vehicles parking will block traffic 
flow as will many other conditions. An accident will shut down the street.  
 
Cincinnati, Ohio has a center running BRT that seems to have solved the problem of the bus lanes serving 
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around center medians to get to right hand boarding. It uses left hand and right hand boarding with 5 door 
buses.  
 
Center median bus stops will lead to many more pedistrian accidents, as passengers will be running from both 
sides of the street to get to the bus stop. Unlike the present where they are only running from one side of the 
street. And they will run out into traffic to get to the buses. 
 
This weaving the bus back and forth around medians did not work on the 16th Mall and is now having to be 
redone at major expense.   

efficient and more cost-effective mode of transport 

It’s hard to understand how this will not effect ordinary car traffic if it eliminates lanes now shared by both cars 
and buses. It seems to rely on increased bus usage, which isn’t certain.  

One lane for cars will not work. One person driving very slowly, a daily occurrence, will cause massive traffic 
jams. Most traffic will move to 13th and 14th, making those neighborhoods less safe and livable. I personally 
would avoid heading to downtown Denver for anything. How long and at what cost will it take to discover the 
mistake and return to the current situation? Also, I thought Aurora decided not to go with this setup. What 
changed? 

I think it will in fact make the bus more "rapid" and encourage people to take the bus more often.  

You've already proven how slow and costly such a project is with the various light-rail lines. The R-line is 
practically a complete failure. to build your Colfax proposal would be expensive not only in cost, but to the 
businesses along Colfax and create immense traffic problems for pedestrians as well as automobiles. 
 
Additionally, requiring people to gather in the middle of the street proposes additional risks.  
 
I don't know why you think this is such a grand idea, but you clearly have not thought this completely through. 

I still wonder about safety for pedestrians/bus riders having to cross Colfax. as a bus rider at Tamarac St & 
Colfax, this has been a problem. 

no answer at this time 

It can really help a lot of people - including me - who need to go downtown or out to Aurora.  Obviously it does 
not help for all the north-south trips so similar  I'm not sure if it will go all the way to the Medical Center, but it 
should. Reducing lanes on Colfax will increase traffic on already overloaded 13th and 14th and 17th Streets as 
well as in nearby neighborhoods, so a parallel plan for increasing traffic capacity along those routes needs to 
be made for those traffic corridors.  The people who say it will reduce traffic congestion are blowing smoke and 
deliberately lying to us.  It can help to reduce some of the increase in the already horrible traffic congestion, 
however, and that is a benefit. 

Too few, too widely spaced stops. Making people walk 1/4 mile on EAST COLFAX (Colfax does continue east 
past Monaco, people) in the winter, in the dark, on unshovelled sidewalks past whores, drug dealers, pimps 
and panhandlers is not going to work for me. I'm a female person and don't want to "walk the gauntlet" in the 
dark just to get to the closest bus stop. I will have to quit taking the bus and drive instead, which totally defeats 
your purpose.  
 
IF you think this is a good idea, I strongly recommend you send some of your female staff to stand on those 
dark corners waiting for a bus about 5:30 am or 5:30 pm IN THE WINTER when it's dark out. See what they 
report to you about their feelings of safety and if they wouldn't mind walking a quarter-mile past all the people 
"hanging out" on Colfax in the dark. 

Because it will cause more traffic congestion. 

Normal Colfax traffic will not be reduced an surrounding streets will absorb higher volumes.  

Improving transit service will make more people choose to use it. East Colfax is a potential reservoir of 
affordable housing, a transit investment will make developers more likely to redevelop the corridor and thus 
develop desperately needed affordable housing.  

The BRT concept looks safer, will move more commuters and be more attractive than the current Colfax 
configuration. 
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My concerns are: 
 
1.) Availability of parking at the end of the line in Aurora 
 
2.) Traffic congestion on nearby east-west one-way streets (6th, 8th, 13th, 14th) 
 
3.) Isolation of neighborhhoods due to reduced access being cutoff by BRT 
 
4.) Displacement of commercial vehicles to other routes or inconvenience to business deliveries on Colfax 

It will force traffic to 17 th Ave and 14 th/17th Ave. 

Not sure that it will fit. There won’t be turn lanes for regular car traffic. The pedestrian “island” appears too 
narrow and right near car traffic behind it. It doesn’t look safe for anyone - buses, cars, pediestrians.  

We need light rail — something faster and more permanent on the East side of town. And it needs to connect 
to the Highlands and RINO neighborhoods, as well.  

I love more rapid transit. I do wonder — not being an expert or well-educated in transit alternatives — if this will 
move enough people or if there will be added connections to the Colfax corridor for other modes of transit to 
increase the use of transit by more city residents. 

Colfax should have the best bus service in the city.  East-West automobile traffic is already bad and will get to 
the point that it will take 30 minutes to travel the four miles from Monaco to Broadway.  Center-running buses 
are essential to maintaining reasonable commute times within Denver city limits. 

In the cities of the world I have been in that impress me they have forward thinking transit systems. Check out 
Budapest. And then check out Lima, Peru who's city grew rapidly and now it is impossible to maneuver through 
it. 

Because it’s a waste of tax payer money and it’s retarded. 

I would take public transit up and down colfax for many of my transportation needs which I currently meet with 
a private car if it were more efficient, frequent, and convenient 

I am concerned with the traffic moving to the side streets when one lane is eliminated. Until our society realized 
it's okay to ride public transportation, even if you are not poor, we will continue to rely on personal vehicles and 
I fear this has potential of being a waste. 

will improve mass transit within the city, improve aesthetics along colfax and bring commerce and foot traffic to 
that area. however, as a nearby resident I'm not sure what impact it will have on traffic on arterial streets and if 
the east west traffic will become even more voluminous on the residential east west and feeder streets.  

I live in a neighborhood that could see even more traffic as a result of traffic being diverted from Colfax.  People 
travel too fast and at a very high volume at times on 13th and 14th already. 

My greatest concern about this plan is that it will divert even more traffic onto 13th and 14th. There is already a 
good deal of traffic through our neighbor (we are one house off 13th) and greatly impacts our quality of life. 

BRT will result in significant, tangible negative impact to 13th, 14th, 16th, 17th avenues and surrounding 
neighborhoods. More traffic on these streets will destroy the safety, cohesiveness, and character of these 
neighborhoods. Residents will experience reduction in parking and access to their homes. Additional traffic will 
result in more crime. Businesses along Colfax will lose parking and pedestrian access.  

Need newsolutions to crowding and transport 

The effect to adjacent north/south streets as well as 13th, 14th and 17th Avenues, which are primarily 
residential areas will be significant.  I do not believe making these changes will entice people to ride the bus 
rather than take their cars.  I know many people who will not take the Colfax bus because they do not feel safe. 

why turn the side streets into a nlghtmare? where do you think the frustrated car owners will drive when Colfax 
turns into the parking lot that Colorado is? They will pour into OUR neighborhoods and make them even more 
unlivable than they are already becoming.   A good way to run old residents out so the developers can come in, 
buy up  our homes and neighborhoods and turn Denver into Detroit with junk houses and running decent 
people into the suburbs. I'd like to know who is getting the kickback for this and how much? 

I don’t think enough people will give up their cars to ride the bus which will create even more bottlenecks on 
Colfax and move traffic to the surrounding neighborhoods as cut throughs. One car lane is not enough. This 
would be a great idea if Colfax was wider. 2 car lanes and a bus lane on each side makes more sense.  

To encourage more rapid transit use by speeding up commute times.  
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The success of buses really depends on having dedicated lanes which this creates. But also on arrival 
frequency and perceived safety on the buses, which a center lane can’t address on it’s own. 

Changing a major/busy street like Colfax to one lane is a terrible idea.  It will just push more traffic on to 17th, 
23rd and 13th/14th.  It's ridiculous to decrease auto traffic in this area. 

I don't think buses are the answer. i would be happy if the city was looking at some kind of light rail set-up. 

Lanes for cars will be eliminated, people don't use RTD for numerous reasons, and prefer to drive. There will 
be setbacks taking away sidewalk and street parking. It will negatively impact the resident homeowners 
pushing traffic through the alleys which is already high, and too making it more difficult for the residents to get 
out of their alleys where their garages are located and park their cars. It will also push more traffic onto already 
congested streets i.e. 14th, 13th, 17th Montview Monaco Parkway. 

We need reliable, safe, and frequent transit and this is a good option 

I feel reduced car lanes will push that traffic into the neighborhood streets. I rarely see the buses full outside 
rush hour. 

We need better public transport!! 

It would be extremely useful for me. I take the 15 bus to get downtown to make connections. I share a car with 
my partner and rely mostly on bike/walking/transit to get around. This would allow me to travel farther distances 
more quickly.  

Haven’t studied the pros/cons 

Concerned that it will make other forms of transit -- driving, walking, biking-- more difficult. Also concerned that 
it will not be much better than what we have now. Its probably not reliability that keeps people from riding that 
particular line. (On others it is, though!) I ride The 15 and 15L to work near UC Health when I need to get there 
fast, but prefer the 6 because it is quieter and I'm less likely to be asked for money, harassed, get booze spilled 
on me. 

It will help modernize Colfax and bring us a better city 

Cant get people to gove up their cars and Colfax isn’t specifically part of the Stapleton/Park Hill traffic problem.  

The new plan for a bus rapid transit on East Colfax would eliminate street parking in front of many small 
business. 
 
There are many small business that do not have parking and depend on street parking.  
 
If the street parking is eliminated it would have a devastating effect on all the small business. 

This BRT concept is great, but you must also clean up East Colfax (some has already but needs a ton more) 
businesses. 

I somewhat agree because I do think we need more efficient transit going to and from downtown in this area of 
Denver. How does this impact street parking? 

I've seen it work in other cities. 

I strongly disagree due to the impact of overflow traffic into surrounding neighborhoods, and believe you 
haven't adequately addressed this.  For one, having only one lane of traffic wouldn't sufficiently meet today's 
traffic flow, and its unrealistic to think everyone who drives will start taking the bus. 
 
Also, as bus passengers depart the bus, they are going to have to invoke the street crossing buttons, and get a 
red light no matter which direction they have to walk which is going to increase the chances of red lights up and 
down what will be a crowded street.  Again, just forcing overflow traffic into neighborhoods.  Transportation 
projects that add traffic into our city neighborhoods is not an acceptable project to me, and I think only lessens 
an aspect that makes our city great: attractable neighborhoods to live in. 

It will push traffic into the neighborhoods and onto side streets.  it is a horrible idea.  Plus it will make it even 
harder to catch a bus and push bus riders across car lanes . Finally, it will impact retailers by reducing foot 
traffic.   

Going from 2 lanes in each direction to one lane in each direction will dramatically decrease traffic count on 
Colfax.  My business relies on traffic count for spur of the moment sales.  Also, the construction of the BRT will 
severely impact my business as well. 
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I have no experience with this configuration to know whether or not it will be safer for folks riding transit. I can 
see that it might be safer because one will not have to cross the whole street to get to the bus stop. I hope the 
city is studying the existing cities/bus lines with this configuration before construction begins. 

It looks like it will be good in the pictures,  but I worry about this as a safety concern for people getting off the 
bus and crossing Colfax.   

BRT centerline will devastate access and automobile throughout on Colfax. It is a terrible idea  

I agree that the busses need to be in the center lane 100%.  However, I think that rapid bus is a cop-out and we 
would be better served by rail.  Either way, it will be a huge improvement. 

I think this approach will have the least amount of tension with the traffic on Colfax, and will provide a safer 
space for pedestrians to board and disembark from the bus. It also shows a clear commitment to sustainable, 
multimodal transportation options up and down Colfax. 

Traffic is a mess with four lanes, this would make Colfax a two lane street! 

Seems to alleviate car and bus conflicts. 

While the center-running bus provides for less conflict between buses and autos, it introduces conflicts 
between pedestrians and vehicles (including buses) that side-running lanes do not. These can be addressed 
through pedestrian signal prioritization. 

I  would prefer to see the trolley be used for the center-running transit on Colfax.  

City needs a fast way to get crosstown east to west, everything goes around town or n/s 

This would be great for our community! I feel public transportation is lacking on the east end of Denver, and this 
would b a major improvement. 

I like the idea of streamlining our transportation system, but I'm not sure how the bike traffic would interface 
with this design. 

I love this because it is so smart! It will definitely improve my neighborhood and the whole of Colfax Avenue. To 
catch the 15L, at Tamarac we walk 5 blocks, to catch the 15 we could just walk 2 1/2, but the stop is very 
sketchy so to speak. And we lack sidewalks on most streets.  

Boosts transit ridership, reduces automobile speeds, improves pedestrian safety.  

The problem is not the buses. The problem is that the street needs to be widened.  

It will be faster, safer, bring more businesses to the street, make the area more pleasant for pedestrians, and 
hopefully reduce car trips 

Why?! Well, Transit options for traveling within central Denver area range from abysmal to not available, 
currently. I live in Colfax and if I want to go downtown I have to take the 15 or 15L. Neither are reliable by any 
measure. The 15/15L routinely stops due to passenger conflict which delays up the buses between 10-30 
minutes. This happens often. Not to mention that traffic patterns also very much dictate the timeliness of bus 
routes so during regular commuting times (7-9am and 4-6pm) the bus runs the slowest. Center running 
dedicated bus lanes would: 
 
 a. Encourage more people to use the transit via reducing car traffic options. 
 
 b. Provide faster, more reliable public transport due to the creation of dedicated lanes.   
 
c. make pedestrian traffic more safe by reducing the number of traffic lanes crossed when crossing Colfax, and 
possibly reducing overall traffic.  

It reinforces the objective of having a reliable mass transit option to get downtown. This encourages residents 
to take advantage of the BRT for their transit needs. 

Will increase traffic on 13th and 14th 

I believe that the impacts on adjacent streets and neighborhoods have not been adequately analyzed. The 
typical section decreases the number of through traffic lanes and will cause heavy traffic diversions onto 
neighborhood streets thereby degrading safety and property values. 

I take the bus to school and the amount of drivers give buses the right of way is scary. 

It appears to be a high usage route.  More reliability would entice more riders because of frequency.  Would like 
to see the streetscape / landscaping updates as part of this. 
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I'm not a 5 because it could be done at a time that self-driving ride hailing may be drastically reducing transit's 
appeal. 

This is a horrible idea. Why? Because the pedestrians already cause enough accidents (or nearly) running to 
catch the busses which are never on time, and you want them running in the middle of a road to catch the next 
one? I don’t want to see any street parking go away, which will make the already narrow street even more 
narrow and create an already undesireable parking situation even worse. Besr idea for Colfax is a raised light 
rail, like in Chicago, the trains can go above the street, or you can install an underground subway.  

Just settin up situations for business loss and accidents 

Colfax is a major thoroughfare in Denver and a logical place for permanent, well-designed east-west transit 
options. Current car-centricity leads to congestion and dangerous conditions for pedestrians. The 15 current 
moves at a snail's pace, and I rarely find it's faster than walking the same distance.  

Colfax is a busy street and as stated above in the graphic, the less conflict between buses and autos, the 
better! 

Risk of pedestrians crossing,  
 
Loss of lanes, 
 
Unused space majority of time 

Denver needs a fast east/west corridor but busses still need to follow traffic lights which will be slow compared 
to light rail. Also, the current proposal would not serve west Denver or Anschutz.  

I'm concerned for safety of those walking, using a walker or in a wheel chair. Will it be fully accessible? 

Cutting traffic lanes down to one lane will hurt more business slow traffic even more then it already is.  

It is important to provide the public with efficient transit and this is the best solution. Denver is way behind other 
cities when it comes to bus service. I do not use bus now, but I will definitely. Use the bus in the future if 
Denver actually invests in this service for Colfax. I think it will make Colfax safer and more walkable. As a 
resident right off Colfax I avoid it as it is not transit friendly.  

central Denver needs rapid mass transit options since few of the major central Denver neighborhoods are 
connected by rail 

Safer for all and believe traffic will flow more smoothly  

There are already too many accidents with pedestrians running across the road 

I mostly disagree as this design is not working any longer out in many major cities.  
 
Albuquerque's recent implementation has been a disaster to local business, increasing education that has not 
led to safety improvements, and transit times have not improved greatly relative to the costs.  

It should encourage more people to use RTD by making it faster as well as making it better for vehicles issuing 
Colfax. 

I am not sure Colfax is right. I wonder if it would be better on 14th..or 17th. I worry about thru traffic on 17th 

Appears to be treacherous.  Not pedestrian friendly for the elderly or seniors.  Will take away parking from local 
businesses that don't have a parking lot.  Will force drivers to park cars on already crowded side streets.  
Overall poor idea. 

Fewer conflicts with right-turning traffic, parked cars.  

Your graphic is poorly drawn, with no lane widths or understanding of access to streets by vehicles, and 
bicycles that do not have openings in the BRT lanes you cannot make a recommendation for this design. You 
have zero study on the impacts this will have on the 13th, 14th and 16th streets.  You are basically destroying 
Colfax for vehicle movement and use. You are pushing all vehicles to north and south and will turn these 
streets into level F for traffic movement. Your graphic is dishonest, there is no way you have the street section 
width for this large green, tree lined median you portray! Completely dishonest. Stations in middle of Colfax will 
be unsafe, right turning vehicles frustrated and raging due to high traffic will hit pedestrians regulalry.  

To decrease public transportation times down Colfax, to provide reliable transportation for those who utilize it, 
and to have another transportation option for myself. Additionally, I'm hopeful it will encourage further 
revitalization of Colfax, especially in my area (between Quebec and Yosemite). 

Colfax is an incredibly high speed corridor for vehicles, constantly endangering pedestrians and cyclists. It's 
time to redesign this important street to prioritize moving people, not vehicles, and to make it a safe, enjoyable 
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place to be. This means slowing down vehicular traffic, making Colfax more narrow so pedestrians can cross 
without risking their lives, and definitely providing better, faster and more reliable bus service. 

Any light rail plan will have difficulty given the lack of regional partners such as the Fast Track program. 
Instead, the BRT would enable the colfax corridor to be tuned for faster bus service while meeting the 
budgetary constraints. I do not own a car so opening the colfax corridor to better transit services would allow 
me to explore more of that part of town. I'm avoiding the current 15/15L due to over-crowded conditions along 
with long waits at intersections. 

It's time to give buses priority and the center running brt keeps them out of traffic.  

I get around solely with my bike, public transit and the occasional Lyft already. I've lived in the area since 2007 
and see that Colfax would benefit from these changes. My only major concern is how the plan will address 
people tempted to run out in front of traffic to the middle platform to catch a bus.  

I regularly take the 15 and feel that a dedicated bus rapid transit lane would greatly improve both public 
transportation and private vehicle flow on Colfax.   

We need efficient public transportation on the largest main street in the U.S.  

Quicker access to buses running on time.  

Concerns about some parking  
 
Fewer conflicts with autos  
 
Requires PEDs to cross traffic to BRT  

The amount of people driving on Denver roads has drastically increased over the last few years leading to 
longer commute times as well as accidents. Having a dedicated bus lane would hopefully make taking the bus 
more efficient and decrease the amount of people j-walking across Colfax Ave 

A very environmentally friendly, unique and highly functional idea.   

Separate, dedicated transit right of ways allow for more frequent, reliable service.  Physical infrastructure 
investments also encourage more dense and walkable commercial and residential development. 

I question the safety of the center lane.  The west side of Colfax (west of I-25) currently has many riders that 
are mothers with several children and often babies in strollers; handicapped in wheelchairs, often times not so 
sober riders.  I wonder how safe it will be for them to board and leave the center lane trains.  Otherwise yes, 
love the expediency of getting from the west side to east Denver.  It will open up ridership for many people who 
live in Lakewood and work at Anschutz and DIA that currently have to drive, or sit for hours on buses. 

It's the only design that makes sense and would be true BRT. 

Rtd and public transport needs a full overhaul before we waste time and money on redoing the streets.  

Seems very efficient. My only concern is ease of accessibilty for peds. 

Where are the cyclists supposed to ride? I see no room in this proposed plan for cyclists. Denver being one of 
the top cities for growth, and commuting by bicycle, one would think you would make accomdations for cyclists. 

Traffic & on-street parking. Colfax is full of traffic all day. BRT will cause much more backed-up traffic. Crossing 
of Colfax from north-south streets will be inhibited. Colfax traffic will be diverted through the neighborhoods 
unto 13th-14th and 17th Streets. Colfax bus, which runs very frequently throughout the day, is often mostly 
empty. I don't think BRT will attract many more transit riders because if you live, for example, on 6th Ave you 
would have to walk 9 long blocks to catch the BRT, which I believe most people would be unwilling to do. If you 
are going to a destination in Aurora, say Anchutz, you would apparently have to get off the BRT & catch the 
Colfax bus. I can't see how this would work to improve traffic congestion, and would negatively impact traffic in 
the neighborhoods & other East-West street. Then there is the issue of on-street parking on Colfax, the lack of 
which would hurt the numerous small businesses along the street. I hope you decide not to do this! 

It’s a desperately needed mode of public transit 

Cheaper alternative than rail; less disruptive to implement; improve connection times to downtown and CU 
health center. 

Would be more urban  

I am legally Blind and concerned that I will have to travel further to catch a bus.  That the stops will be further 
apart!   

While I would love to support this project, I cannot fathom how the dedicated bus lanes could be added without: 
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1- reducing the number of car lanes, further increasing traffic congestion 
 
or 
 
2- eliminating on-street parking, negatively impacting parking lanes. 
 
Additionally, I’m disappointed that this has not become an opportunity to decrease pollution and noise by 
making this an electric bus corridor. 

This destroys the corridor and hurts the businesses. There is no real justification for this alternative at this price, 
According to articles this $135 M to gain 15 minutes. Congestion for buses only exists for 6 hours a weekday, 
6-9 AM and 3-6 PM. Where is the cost/benefit analysis for this? For these few hours you could restrict parking. 
There would be practically no impact during the AM hours and some impact during the PM. This could be done 
at minimal cost to test effectiveness. There are too many needs in the city to justify this expense. 

1.  Buses competing with normal traffic is a problem.   2.  It makes using public transportation a much more 
viable option .  3.   It promotes the Colfax corridor.  

It will make an important corridor feel safer and better for pedestrians and transit users. Currently it is mostly 
walkable but can feel scary and underdesignded for pedestrians while overdesigned for cars.  

Greater access for transportation and creating opportunities for merchant growth 

I have concerns that more traffic will be pushed to neighborhood streets, particularly 13th and 14th Avenues.  

Beautifies the street and makes it more attractive to pedestrians. 

I am now retired, but for 20 years I rode the Colfax bus.  This plan makes sense. 

All the car traffic will move to 17th and 14th.  A neighborhood and a park. 

It will only jam traffic on Colfax and push traffic to other streets such as 13th, 14th, 16th, 17th, & 18th.    The 
bus does not work for a lot of people.   I would not let my kids ride the Colfax bus with some of the wierdos and 
anti-social people that use that use this bus.    

Transits traffic from single auto to masstransportation.  Keeps parking open to businesses, actually should 
increase parking due to no curbside bus stops. 

I love the idea of bus rapid transit on Colfax. But why would you put it down the center? I say eliminate the 
parking on the outside and make the existing parking a bus lane. This will also allow you to keep the existing 
bus stops in their existing location thus saving the project money. You can also keep two lanes of traffic each 
way on Colfax instead of eliminating a lane each way. I understand we need to build to public transportation, 
but eliminating existing traffic lanes is not a good solution.  Also why are we eliminating a lane of traffic but 
putting in a center median with vegetation? I say the project is as simple as removing the existing parking on 
Colfax and turning it into a bus transit lane. 

I'm still unclear why this idea is being pursued when clearly it will push too much traffic/parking into 
neighborhoods and off of a main artery in Denver. Also, I'd never take another RTD bus until that agency puts 
some funds in cleaning up its vehicles. Ugh.  

Are all perpendicular streets going to be marked like that at intersections? Seems like you are introducing more 
volume of traffic off Colfax and into neighborhoods 

There are several reasons for having it in the center.  First, it reduces congestion because buses are not pulling 
in and out of traffic.  This reduces traffic flow and it is hazardous.  Second, it gets people waiting for the bus in 
the center of the road, thus reducing the loitering and trash that occurs in the present locations. Finally, it allows 
for improving the street appearance. 

Need easier, quicker, cheaper ways to move people in and out of downtown in order for people to choose to 
take the bus rather than drive personal cars 

I think we need to prioritize the bus more on Colfax and make it the preferred transit option along the corridor  

The more efficient, accessible, and easy to use public transit is, the more people will use it. I have always 
thought they should shut down Colfax and just put the light rail and busses down the middle! Traffic is so 
terrible that I never use Colfax anymore and this would have mitigate that issue.  

I'm concerned w/vehicle drivers  making turns, left or right. 

Our area needs a reliable and quick way to get downtown. Right now, we don't have that. 

I have two concerns.   The first is safety.  Everyone riding the bus will have to cross a lane of traffic to get to the 
bus stop.  I don't see how this is safer than getting on the bus on the side of the street.  In addition, what is 
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going to stop drivers from driving in the bus lanes?  I see people do it all the time downtown.  Second, if the left 
turn lanes aren't long enough this will completely stop traffic.  I have driven on Colorado Blvd. during rush hour 
traffic and been at a stand still because the left turn lanes aren't long enough.  Colorado Blvd. is three lanes 
wide.  If you're in the left lane and the left turn lane is completely full of cars there are cars in the left lane that 
are stopped and blocking traffic while the they wait to get into the left turn lane.  Either the left turn lanes aren't 
long enough or the left turn light isn't long enough to let enough cars turn left.   

Having buses jamming up a major corridor that is already overcrowded is just going to exacerbate the 
congestion. Bus traffic means more accidents and pedestrian deaths. This is a terrible idea  

I think it is a great idea, not only will it be a great investment in Colfax, it will provide much needed alternate 
transportation options.   

The center location seems to make alot if sense. However. The bus technology doesn't seen to have the 
benefits that a rail streetcar would.  
 
Regardless of the improvements in travel time, you are still riding the bus. I worry new ridership and more 
importantly, adjacent development and improvements will not occur on a bus line. 

Dangerous to have passengers cross traffic lanes to access bus lane 

Will not expand ridership on Colfax route. Will push traffic onto other East/West one way streets. 

Concerned for ped safety 

Length between stops is excessive and center stops are not as wheelchair  friendly as they need to be.  Also 
the loss of parking on Colfax is a concern. 

Good use of space 

Agree for transit. Disagree for two way switching Lanes. 

Looks like flow of traffic will be improved 

We must do something about transportation but it must be done with neighborhood impact in mind. 

Because Colfax is so tight, buses have to ride so close to the parked cars along the side.  It is commonplace 
for the buses to hit/take off rear view mirrors of the parked cars. 
 
Traffic can be wreckless on Colfax.  Taking it down to one lane could discourage crazy drivers to take other 
routes.  We'll need to discourage them from clogging up 16th Ave.  13th & 14th are better equipped to take on 
the additional traffic load. 
 
Pedestrians don't use the crosswalks so I'm not sure what all can be done to help with that issue unless you're 
putting a raised barrier down the middle. 

Would very much prefer rail/streetcar, but doubt it would get done in the next 15 years.  So, this is a viable 
alternative. 

I would use the bus to get to work at the Medical Center! 

Would prefer center-running streetcars or light rail. They are quieter and cleaner and much preferred by riders.  

I think it will be a great way to encourage more public transportation along the Colfax corridor. 

Need more reliable frequent transit in this corridor  

Need colfax for moving massive numbers of personal vehicles—will throw 
 
Traffic into residential—will increase time for cross town traffic to access freeway. Need personal vehicle traffic 
for access to businesses located along traffic corridor. Bus costs for multiple shopping destinations equal 
increased costs especially for low income.  Would rather spend monies on better and more efficient bus access 
to outlying areas poorer served communities to enable less affluent citizens use of a more efficient RTD system 

Not all sections of Colfax are as wide as others. Between York and Colorado Blvd where we live is an example 
of narrow.  East of Colorado Blvd Colfax already has a center strip and wider lanes.  How is that to be 
addressed if it is the same width of bus?  Also, our residential streets have cars driving way to fast as they turn 
from Colfax to take another route to 14th ave or 14th to Colfax depending on where the traffic is backed up. 

I question what it will do to the fabric of the close in neighborhoods and the side streets. Already there is 
speeding up and down the side streets to 14th and to 13th.  
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Denver is growing and needs more rapid transit options and fewer cars and less traffic. The plan seems like it 
would continue to encourage business development and hopefully make Colfax more walkable with slower and 
less traffic. How about a protected bike lane too as a way to encourage totally green transport? 

The span of this project runs through many high-density neighborhoods. Many of the multi-family housing 
developments do not have enough parking, but are close enough to walk or bike in order to reach Colfax as a 
transportation hub.  
 
Please, please make it happen :).  

The street is already crowded. 

I much prefer to board and disembark from buses at the curbside and consider the convenience of that an 
acceptable trade-off versus faster travel times. 

It would help make it fast to get down Colfax, could use the revitalization, might offer more pedestrian friendly 
options. 

I like that it helps emphasize the priority as a transit corridor. It also reduce likelihood of being slowed down by 
right turning vehicles and potential interactions with cyclists and pedestrians.  

Colfax desperately needs this transportation improvement, and a center-running BRT is a great compromise.   

speed plus flexibility plus comfort plus ease of use 

I don't agree with the project at all. It is obvious that the City of Denver is looking to tear down the homes that 
are a few blocks north and south of Colfax and turn it into a high density piece of crap. This is a terrible plan. 
How's about the trolley? Encourage good business and stop all your DENSITY, DENSITY, DENSITY BS???? 

My primary reason for agreeing with the center lane design is because of the perception it will create in the 
community. Not only does this create a transit-centered design, but it plays on the public preference for rail, 
which often operates in a similar fashion.  

Reduced space. Moving the express to the brt lanes, what happens to the local bus? If it stay running in the 
regular travel lanes then there will be more traffic and less space for the traffic.  

Designated lanes make safer roads. I also want to see electric buses to improve air quality and reduce overall 
pollution.  

I mostly agree for nostalgic reasons, our neighborhoods are going back to a time where we were less private 
car dependent. 
 
I am concerned that we have not fully studied the impact of delivering goods to all these locations. EX: how will 
that walk-up ice cream shop or restaurant have deliveries impanced when a lane of traffic is lost? Will this all 
create even more side street traffic? 
 
Will the city finally make and regulate a standard for parked cars and the number of feet cars can park, from an 
intersection at Colfax?  

Colfax needs a more streamlined system of public transit and this option seems much more cost-effective than 
a trolley. 

I live about 30 feet south of Colfax avenue, my windows overlook the avenue, and use the 15 for my daily 
commute. The bus runs intermittently, often the schedule runs well, but there were times when I had jobs that 
had a hard start time that a late bus, or one that didn't show up so many of us were waiting for the next one, led 
to docked pay and potential for being cut. A consistent and timely transit option would be far stronger with the 
BRT. 

Seems efficient layout. 

It does not make sense for vehicle drivers to use Colfax as a major east/west route with 13th and 14th and 17th 
and 18th and even 16th as better and faster alternatives. As a pedestrian I often cross Colfax but always at a 
light.  

Important to have buses completely separated from traffic to increase speed and reliability.  

Congestion on Colfax reduces the efficiency of bus service, which dissuades riders from taking RTD 

I've seen this system work well in in San Francisco, New Orleans, and many European cities. 

There will be fewer stops on the BRT, left turns will be limited , and traffic lanes will be reduced. 

Reduce traffic congestion, buses are great but can bog down traffic flow 

This will adversely impact vehicular travel on East Colfax Avenue. 
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Needed due to increased traffic. Faster commutes. 

It seems the technocrats like it...and it makes sense 

I believe it will drive even more traffic on to 13th and 14th.  Currently speeding on those streets is excessive 
and the city has been unresponsive to complaints.    The ban on large truck traffic (like King Soopers delivery 
trucks) is not enforced.    

More sidewalk space. Efficiency of travel. 

I worry about the loss of parking for businesses and residences in the neighborhood. I worry a higher number 
of pedestrians trying to cross Colfax on foot, already dangerous at signals due to speed at which vehicles travel 
now and a frequent disregard for traffic pedestrian right of way. I worry about 4 traffic lanes for vehicles and 
then essentially 2 lanes of traffic for BRT and that vehicles will travel even faster without parked cars on the 
street.  

I lived in Santiago, Chile & they had a similar set up for many streets. Although the streets were usually much 
wider than Colfax, but if they can figure it out I think it would be much more efficient for everyone. 

Downtown is my home and main business target being able to get in and out would make living near the metro 
area much more conducive with using public transport and actually getting more done than just transit 
conservation. 

Having lived in Cleveland prior to living in Denver, I saw the Health Line (East Euclid BRT Corridor) in use. It is 
confusing at first, but after a couple weeks I managed to get a handle on driving the corridor. It made driving a 
car easier as we didn't have to worry about busses pulling out in front of us after bus stops. 

The part I strongly agree with is having a dedicated lane for buses. I don't mind if it is on the outer lane or the 
inner lane. 

I'm not convinced this won't: 
 
1. Be a reason for the increase in my rent (already paying $2200 per month for a 2 bedroom!) 
 
2. Be a reason for more traffic diverted to 17th Street or 14th Street. 
 
3. Be a reason to not go to a business along Colfax especially in my neighborhood (between Colorado Blvd 
and Esplanade) -- do you suggest I park out in Aurora to go to Steve's Snappin Dogs?  Not going to happen! 
 
4. Decrease conflict between buses and autos. 
 
5. Provide left turns at important places that don't back up traffic horribly 
 
6. Make the 15 or 15L any more desireable to use 

Transit must run faster than adjacent traffic to be attractive to potential users. The center-running configuration 
allows BRT on Colfax to achieve this minimum requirement. In high school (overseas) I used a center-running 
streetcar to get to and from school. It was heavily used and was safe to access on foot. We need to give similar 
priority to transit on Colfax.  

I'd prefer street car service - but this is better than nothing. 

It seems like the least distributive way for the buses to travel Colfax.  

It’s the most effective BRT system, minimizes conflict between busses and cars. 

My initial reaction was somewhat agree. However, I’m not clear on the impact onn car commuters traveling 
through downtown and out playing neighborhoods. I’m uncertain of impact on already overwhelmed parking 
options. And safety of passengers crossing streets. I rode the 15 daily years ago myself. The entire route 
needs a safety overhaul. I’m not really interested in riding the 15 again.  

It just makes sense.  

it is a great way to make the buses move quickly  

Mostly because of the 1/4 mile spacing between stops. I REFUSE to walk the gauntlet of east Colfax hookers, 
drug dealers, pimps, panhandlers and recently released Denver jail inmates to get to the nearest stop. During 
the winter the walks are all icy, it's dark and the "entrepreneurs" are out at 5 am plying their trade. It is NOT 
SAFE for a woman to be walking a quarter of a mile through that environment to get to the closest bus stop. 

Not sure.  I like many of the ideas but don't know where the diverted traffic will go.  
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It will be much faster and more reliable than the current buses.  

BECAUSE WHAT E. COLFAX NEEDS NOW AND HAS NEEDED IS FIXED RAIL STREETCAR SERVICE. 

Because we need to prioritize transit over cars or we will never have residents who choose public transit over 
driving. 

I am less concerned with the traffic patterns of Colfax but rather I am concerned with the state of the streets 
with respect to walk-ability, usability, and interest in businesses opening to freshen the look and opportunity of 
the neighborhood. 
 
This investment in the flow of traffic, pedestrians, and overall improvement of the area should help invite new 
businesses and usability to the area which I believe is a good thing. 

You already had one plan and now you are redesigning it. Keep the 15 and 15L please. 
 
Center running design along Colfax will actually be more dangerous for pedestrians in my opinion. It's already 
touchy crossing Colfax to get to a bus on on the other side of the street and forcing everyone to cross a part of 
Colfax to get to the bus stop will just be mean. 

It will improve safety 

The most intuitive to use as a rider (I know where to get on for the destination I need) and the simplest to 
interact with as a driver on Colfax. The most efficient for quicker times. 

Traffic on Colfax is a mess and there plan makes it worst by eliminating a lane of traffic both ways. 

I was skeptical at first of center-running, but as I learned more about it, I became convinced it was the only way 
to go. It will run faster, have fewer conflicts with cars and do a better job of place-making. Too bad Aurora can't 
see the light. this would actually help the R Line, and they can't see it. 

From my undrstanding, this will alleviate traffic on Colfax as well as the side streets, and streets that intersect 
Colfax within a few block radius. 

Appears to be even more dangerous for pedestrians to cross over than the current crosswalks on Colfax. 

It will narrow the street.  Colfax is a thorough-fare, highway with a lot of traffic.  You will be pushing traffic into 
the neighborhood side streets. I live right next to 13th and anticipate this causing livability issues for me 
personally.  How about an elevated line instead of street-level? 
 
You market the bus line as creating business benefits, but I think that's a huge stretch.  A narrower street will 
reduce parking capacity (again forcing to neighborhood streets) and people doubtful will jump on jump off.  
Especially to visit crappy hotels and used car lots.  I worked near a shopping mall in the bay area of CA and the 
crime rate went up significantly after BART added a subway stop next to the mall.  Crime could go up along the 
Colfax corridor. 
 
When I moved to Denver 2.5 years ago I was committed to riding the bus everyday.  I used to live in Chicago 
and didn't have a car.  I was ready for a similar lifestyle.  Instead the amount of homeless and criminal element 
at the bus stops was overwhelming.  I don't like sitting next to a homeless person who smells to high heaven 
and is covered in flea bites.  Why can't you push ridership to the 10 line and other lines instead of pushing all of 
this within blocks of middle to upper income homes. 

BRT is short sighted. Look at what Detroit did with the QLine Street Car along Woodward Ave.  Organizers of 
the QLine streetcar project in Detroit say the final estimated construction cost for the 6.6-mile loop on 
Woodward Avenue is expected to top out at $144 million. 
(http://www.crainsdetroit.com/article/20170828/news/637526/qline-cost-7-million-higher-than-previous-
estimate).  
 
The value of the economic development, both planned and finished, along the QLINE's path is estimated at 
more than $7 billion, according to a report ..(https://www.freep.com/story/money/business/2017/05/04/qline-
detroit-streetcar/101294354/) 
 
DETROIT is out thinking Denver.  SAD! 

I think the transit along the colfax corridor should be improved. I have some significant concerns about the 
potential re-routing of traffic into community neighborhoods along 13/14th and 17th. These roads are already 
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congested and see high speed traffic which is disruptive to the overall neighborhood safety and quality. These 
roads were not meant to be thoroughfares. We need to ensure that there are extra lanes on bigger roads like 
alameda, 6th, colfax, montview, and mlk so that cars can still travel successfully while avoiding backroads like 
13,14, and 17.  

Need rapid transit in that corridor ASAP  

Traffic is bad enough on Colfax, it doesn't need to be cut to one lane each direction. 

I think it will eliminate problems with buses pulling into and out of traffic. 

Do not see benefit. If like 16th Mall will be very crowded uncomfortable to seniors. Of course RTD cares 
nothing about seniors. ADA products physically handicapped but many seniors have age related issues. Never 
seen RTD rep at local meeting to hear issues that Frank has put on at our residence. 

Although drivers make stops as quick as possible, there is still noticeable congestion and frustration from 
stopping busses. Many people use public transport, myself included, but I would like to see more expansion 
with light rail/trains. Maybe it would be possible to add an additional light rail line along colfax. It would be more 
energy efficient.  

Cross city transportation is horrible. Anything to promote alternative modes of transportation are improvments 
to the existing condition. While rail is preferred, given the limited  available right-of-way, BRT offers an option 
that meets halfway between bus and rail.  

Safest solution for both autos and pedestrians.  It also frees transit form delays and congestion which hopefully 
results in fewer delays and will ensure the high-frequency plan is achieved without clustering of multiple busses 
like frequently is observed on the 16th street mall shuttle. 

Better transit is needed all over Denver. Center-running bus lines have had great success in Bogota and other 
cities all over the world. They're safer, efficient, reduce pollution and increase accessibility. You should also put 
one down Colorado Blvd. 

Prioritizes transit, enables true BRT speed and efficiency, establishes sense of permanency 

Colfax is a major thoroughfare that could move a lot more people with BRT and a dedicated lane. 

We need to move people around and it's much cheaper than a train 

It gives more importance to the busses then they deserve!  Ninety five percent of the time the buses are 
running near empty. The buses bring the drug dealers to our neighborhood as they don’t live here and for the 
most part do not drive.  Also, the buses are very noisy and polluting!   

I think it allows for less complexities in the dynamics for the street, can allow for better placemaking, is better 
for businesses on the corridor and allows for less car/bus conflicts. 

I like the idea of trees in the center lane to help absorb some of the city noise. I live on Colfax and it is LOUD. 
However, I don't see how one lane of traffic is going to work with how frequently the police and ambulances are 
called and need to take up lanes on Colfax. I predict this is going to be a huge headache for vehicles. Also, I'm 
concerned that the center grass areas are going to just be constant hangout spots for the homeless, which 
already are extremely present on Colfax. 
 
The plan is looking at the long-term needs of Denver. I think the time and resources spent on a project looking 
to make a real change would be better invested in a Colfax light rail line or an underground subway like most 
big cities have. Either that, or shutting Colfax off completely to vehicle transportation and using it only for public 
transportation (bus/light rail, dedicated bike lanes and large pedestrian walkways), like 16th Street Mall. That 
would really be a progressive change for Colfax. 

I don't have much experience with this type of set up, but I could see that it might help with transportation 
issues. 

It is a real long term solution and not BRT-lite.  It will make Colfax a people first corridor and it could be the best 
corridor in the city. 

Colfax as it stands now takes forever to get from downtown to Aurora, and the light rail is too far out of the way. 

Lets keep historic Colfax the way it is, we dont need this. 
 
The impact on business along Colfax and to residents will be catastrophic if this plan is allowed to happen. 
 
Why are we spending money so that people moving here from California and Texas have a nice street to drive 
on with bus lanes. 
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No THANKS  

Looks safer for pads, less conflict and appearance seems more pleasing. 

Colfax can be difficult to navigate and the bus routes are challenging. A dedicated lane seems like it would 
eliminate some of the traffic and frequent stops. Anything that can increase efficiency and reduce traffic on 
Colfax, I support! 

Dedicated lanes for 24 hours, signal priority, reduced conflicts 

I’m worried about car traffic being pushed from Colfax onto 13th, 14th and 17th Avenues.  I don’t see a win for 
adjacent neighborhoods. 

Why not? 

 
 
The benefit of a dedicated bus lane and one lane of traffic compared to two lanes of traffic  and been shown to 
be questionable at best. The graph you have is for Bus speeds. The penalty in relative bus speeds is for the 
BUS, not all traffic. To double the bus speed, you will reduce the speed of all other traffic (cars, commercial 
trucks and bicycles) by much more than 50%.  
 
The data skew on the Currie and Sarvi 2012 graph invalidates any conclusions and is for Trams only, not 
buses. The following paragraph on page 10 describes this difference and ends with this statement: 
 
"This makes it very difficult to save buses on some routes no matter how big travel time savings are." 
 
http://www.wctrs-society.com/wp/wp-content/uploads/abstracts/rio/selected/2491.pdf 
 
You are using cherry picked data. There have been no real thoguht put into this as this is just a exact copy of 
this general paper done is 2016: 
 
http://www.vtpi.org/blw.pdf 
 
You have been sold a bill of goods that will enrich contractors and ruin the traffic follow of all kinds on Colfax. It 
does not even consider that car drivers cannot move over to being bus riders when the journey only covers the 
end of the routs and there is ZERO long term parting along the route. 
 
Colfax, 13th and 14th will simply become a traffic nightmare. 

I think losing a lane for cars will create traffic congestion for drivers.  

More frequent busses and reliable arrival times would increase my ridership.  

We need to get people out of their cars. Center running BRT, with adjacent passenger loading islands, will help 
that. 

Potentially losing a full lane for vehicles on Colfax. Traffic flow is already a problem and would be made much 
worse with the loss. (I could not find information on this aspect of the plan, so if this is *not* part of it, please 
consider me an ally and 100% in for the project.) 

It prioritizes transit and safety. 

I think it will help to revitalize the eastern Colfax corridor. 

Colfax is already one of the most traffic jammed streets. I know this because I run across it most days and 
there is always grid lock. Eliminating one of the lanes won’t help speed up traffic. It would only stop buses from 
causing grid lock (which they currently do). 

I am concerned about the inability to make left turns on lots of side streets and commercial areas. I am also 
worried about the traffic with only one lane each way. Parking is already challenging as well.  

It will cause too much traffic congestion and slow traffic to a crawl on Colfax. Commuters take the bus, not local 
neighbors, unless they live in capital hill. Fix congestion by making the 15 and 15L buses run more frequently, 
not by taking away lanes of traffic. It appears that Denver planners are trying to eliminate cars in Denver but 
that will simply cause folks to leave because getting around is too difficult. If Colfax did not have all the ugly 
tattoo, car dealerships and pot shops, and was not surrounded by so much low income housing, then 
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PERHAPS trying to pretty it up with tree filled center medians would make sense, but this plan will just give 
drug dealers and prostitutes more appealing places to hang out.    

I see only benefits and no downsides. I'd love a faster corridor to get down to the light rail / 16th Street Mall.  

I have seen this work very successfully in a similar location in Detroit.  

Cutting down to one lane will hinder traffic flow also buses will pass by but not stop every block to patronize the 
business on Colfax. As well I believe most of our customers drive here as a destination and the bus riders 
mostly pass by. 

It will make it much safer for pedestrians. I like the idea of a dedicated transit route for faster service. 

Traffic congestion only getting worse. Faster, safer buses would increase ridership. 

Colfax is a valuable arterial road that serves both commuters to downtown and Colfax business users. Taking 
away 2 lanes of car traffic to put in center lane BRT will severely impact commuter flow. I drive to work 
downtown because the bus double or triples my commute time due to the lack of frequency, delays in arrival, 
need to make connecting buses, and then still a need to walk 8 blocks. The bus is also more expensive than 
the parking garage downtown. By leaving parking along Colfax, you will severely cause impact to traffic flow in 
the remaining 1 lane, when all traffic must stop because a car is trying to park. Frankly Colfax is an ugly street 
with ugly businesses, prostitution and drug activity, and that borders some of our lower income neighborhoods. 
Putting in Center pedestrian areas will only make a nicer area for the prostitutes and drug dealers to hang out. I 
do not allow my wife or daughter to take the Colfax bus in the dark, and BRT will not change the safety aspect 
of the neighborhood and commute. Allowing the BRT to travel 50 mph between the 15 stops will also disrupt 
the remaining Colfax travel, and all travel on cross streets as lights have to change to accommodate the 
passing. We have seen how well that has worked on the A train. How will these far spaced stops help the local 
traffic- do you expect people to walk back 6 blocks to get to the stores they want to visit? They won't use your 
bus and will start driving more to compensate. This is a horrible idea. If you want more people to take the bus, 
increase the frequency of the 15 and 15L buses, drop the prices, and leave the 2 lanes of traffic in place.     

worry about it affecting other traffic and budget concerns and construction efforts 

A street car would have been better. 

Having been hit by and RTD bus on Colfax standard bus lanes are necessary.  

The centerline design will pop and offer a fresh way to address urban mobility. 

Our city has been built for 80 years around the automobile, which has become an unsustainable and inefficient 
way to transport the people of Denver. Offering a fast public transit option, that is also significantly cheaper and 
less intrusive than light rail systems, will only work to improve mobility and accessibility on Colfax. Hopefully the 
city will see the benefits of expanding the program to many other major streets in Denver.  

Center running BRT places stations in the middle of the intersection, making less conflicts with right turning 
vehicles and decrease north/south crossing distances for pedestrians via median refuge islands. 

It will allow the Colfax bus to carry the large numbers of people that needs and help continue to revitalize 
businesses and neighborhoods along the Route. 

In order to deal with increasing traffic in years to come we need an effective way to move people quickly.  More 
cars are not the answer and wider roads are not possible.  This seems to be one way to get people up and 
down the corridor with the least amount of traffic. 

Colfax is an ideal place for BRT. It is a heavily used street that connects many nodes.  BRT will make the 
corridor more efficient at moving people through the corridor. 

Where is the current car traffic going to go. People aren't going to stop driving. I don't want to take the bus now 
because of the crime and people on the bus. Besides the bus is dirty. 

Concerned with impact in East Montclair homes and schools adjacent to 13th and 14th avenues. We are 
already struggling to keep those streets at residential speeds and traffic flow.  

Concern for having such a busy street (colfax) down to 1 lane each direction. Although I may be more inclined 
to take the bus if it ran more frequently.  

I'm an occasional user (once a week) of the 15 route and live only a few blocks from Colfax in Mayfair. A faster 
more convenient transportation service would greatly benefit me and help reduce my desire to drive along 
Colfax. I've been to multiple cities that have center rail and have always liked it as a transportation option, for 
both its looks and ease of use. 

1. It will reduce the visibility of commercial property by dramatically limiting the number of vehicles and 
potential customers                                                                                                         
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2. It will increase congestion and slow vehicle travel time. E.G. when someone wants to park then traffic will 
come to a standstill.                                                                                                        

3. It will force traffic onto residential streets and will harm the values and safety of those living on 13th/14th 
aves. or 17th Ave. Parkway 

As a city, we have learned a lot from the original light-rail line along Welton Street.  Center Running BRT will 
provide better pedestrian experiences along the sidewalks and main street business uses. 

It will create more congestion on Colfax and divert traffic onto 13th and 14th streets through residential 
neighborhoods. Causing safety issues, more noise, and depressed property values. 

Concerns about safety issues on Colfax in areas east of Monaco. 

Totally silly. Won't work. 

Reducing Colfax down to one traffic lane would be a nightmare for congestion and backups. Pedestrian access 
to these center platforms looks extremely dangerous, and presents further congestion issues due to  the 
presence crosswalks. 

I think the traffic on Colfax and the surround streets will get much worse if Colfax goes down to one lane for 
cars.  

Traffic congestion will shift from the business area of Colfax to the RESIDENTIAL areas/streets of 13th, 14th, 
and 17th Avenues. These streets cannot handle the increased traffic.  

ABSOLUTELY NOT.   
 
When is Denver going to start using some common sense?  This will destroy neighborhoods and the 
businesses on Colfax and it will lead to more traffic congestion.  Denver is NOT a city in which everyone uses 
public transit or uses bicycles!  ( Is this being done so that more high density housing without adequate parking 
spaces can be further promoted?)  I have lost numerous days of work because I could not get out of my 
driveway due to the fact it was blocked by vehicles who park here and then take a bus downtown in order to 
avoid parking costs.  Denver is spending money like a drunken sailor - but that drunken sailor spends his 
money, not mine.  We have enough problems to deal with in this area -beggars, robberies, murders etc.  Check 
the police records  .The city needs to address and take care of that stuff that we are dealing with on a daily 
basis.  . 
 
Large projects are being introduced that a premature for Denver but are huge enough to have plenty of room 
for graft and kickbacks.   Re: the train from Union Station to the airport which is a disaster, premature for the 
area and when it is needed 10 years from now it will have to be updated or rebuilt.   At Monaco and Colfax I 
can hear the train horn - how is it for the people farther north?  Any consideration for the taxpayer who actually 
is your boss and pays the bills?  What about I-70 and the golf course?  This is not a practical solution, just the 
most costly.  
 
Poor and costly projects are going to bankrupt Denver, cause a mass exodus, increase crime, raise the tax 
base  and the people involved in these projects will take their money and leave the state or city.  I have been a 
tax payer/ resident of Colorado since 1981 and Denver county since 1993.  The poor management of this city, 
and this project,  will just be giving me one more reason to move out of this state.  What is wrong with our 
Denver politicians with all of their grandiose dreams and costly projects?  They do not answer to anyone. 

Air Pollution- The stop and go and impedance of auto traffic... and now one in the MIDDLE of the street??? 
come on............and the type of people on the buses.. Last time I took one, a woman was incontinent of bowel 
on the bench behind the driver. We were put off the bus and I will NEVER go near one again. I shudder to think 
of the lice, bed bugs  and other FILTH  on these rolling porta-potties, and not to mention the muggings. A 
neighbor ( a doc working at DH) faithfully took a bus to work.. Was beaten by thugs at the bus stop..he was 
crying when he came home. They are not clean, or safe, and there is no way in hell that a person of my age 
(72) should be subjected to this tax funded abuse. What ever happened to all the whining about the "Brown 
Cloud"?  Our main streets are turning into parking lots and buses don't help... AT ALL, Why was Colfax NOT 
included in the rapid transit trains??? as well as The Colorado Blvd "parking lot"? Are we aiming to make core 
Denver another Detroit????? If so, congrats... you are doing a great job..Unlivable for ALL people... Only the 
destitute will end up in core Denver... All of our open spaces are being grabbed up by development and I would 
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love to see the kick back that goes into the pockets of the City fathers who are guilty of promoting over use of 
already established neighborhoods...  Graft , corruption, greed... hallmarks of Denver since its founding 

Auto traffic that is currently using Colfax will have to go somewhere else---into the neighborhoods. Permit 
parking in the residential neighborhoods will probably have to be instituted. Parking for customers of Colfax 
businesses is already minimal, which is why I've stopped going to them.  

rapid bus transit is a cost effective and efficient way to improve public transit. Only concern is that left turns 
restricted to major intersections would increase number of people attempting to make u-turns at the 
intersection. Many business have parking lots along the streets and previously you could easily turn into them 
from any direction.  

Going from two lanes to one lane will increase travel time and delays for those of us who plan to keep driving 
and will not use the bus.  

don/t know details enough to fully agree 

It will move colfax traffic to side streets, and congest neighborhoods  

It would make Colfax too congested for all the local businesses.   
 
Is there that much need for that much bus travel on Colfax???? 
 
It would make 13th and 14th WAY too crowded.  It would probably affect 16th as well. 

It is very hard to get out of Congress Park during peak traffic times, even with two lanes for traffic each 
direction on Colfax.  To reduce traffic lanes available for vehicles by half will back up traffic even more than it is 
currently and will throw even more traffic onto 13th and 14 Avenues. 
 
If left turns off Colfax are only permitted at places where there are traffic lights, there will be a line of vehicles to 
turn left, often needing several changes of lights to make a left turn.   
 
All this makes using businesses on Colfax more trouble than it would be worth. 
 
Many people need to use their cars for errands and business calls; some are unable to walk the distance from 
their homes to Colfax to use the bus and others need to go places where the bus doesn't travel, so people still 
need to use cars and cars need lanes for traffic. 
 
Please don't make it harder than ever for auto traffic. 

No one rides the bus. Look inside the current buses and see how empty they are. Why spend all this money? 

The increase not only in congestion on Colfax but on the neighboring streets from 23rd to 13th will NOT be 
offset by RTD ridership. 
 
I tried taking the 20 & 40 bus to work and was appalled at how dirty and slow it was. It too 3 times as long, I still 
had to walk a half mile to and from, and I felt I was putting myself at risk of catching the flu or Hepatitis C ! 

Reducing traffic on Colfax will greatly increase traffic on 13th and 14th Streets.  Those streets run right through 
residences/quiet neighborhoods with many pedestrians/homeowners walking their dogs.  These streets will 
most definitely see an big impact.   
 
Also, since those streets are both 'one-way' there will be more incidences of folks turning the wrong way on 
them -- happens today, and most of the ones I've seen are when someone honks at them to let them know, or 
they discover quickly enough and duck down an alleyway.  I've heard a handful of accidents from my home -- 
cannot confirm cause but my suspicion is from cars turning the wrong direction - of course public records would 
show cause. 

It makes the most sense to have a set up like this.  

It will add to the already busy side streets between Colfax and Eigth Avenue.  

I’ve seen this work great in other cities. This will make a great impact.  

Already too many accidents on Colfax and too busy.  People that do not take the bus will not start. 

Will create a lot of adjacent street traffic.  With 1 car lane on Colfax, traffic could be congested. 
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It seems like it would increase the speed and ease of busses reentering traffic. I also like that it keeps the 
sidewalk free for other public uses.  

Forcing cars of Colfax to other residential streets such as 13th 14th and 17th which is already a race track. 
Pedestrians being hit. I've seen this too many Times. The effect it would have on the businesses. Parking. 
Also, a trip on the 15 bus is foul language smelly and frightening. 

I live in a neighborhood next to Colfax that would have a significant increase in traffic and congestion, which will 
put the neighborhood children at risk and detrimentally impact our neighborhood's character and quality. 

It’s a very poor idea and will negatively impact my neighborhood and the businesses on Colfax. Citizens will 
avoid Colfax, other streets will be negatively impacted, it will not increase RTD ridership, and will cause more 
parking problems.  

One lane of traffic each way is very limiting  

ARE YOU KIDDING? ONE lane for drivers is a terrible, terrible idea!! 

It sounds like a way to make Colfax a more transportation and pedestrian friendly corridor. 

I think PW is underestimating the number of cars that use Colfax daily and those cars are not going to go away 
with the implementation of BRT.  They will divert to side streets, cutting through neighborhoods.  I live between 
13th & 14th and am concerned about the impact and increased traffic to those streets as well as to my own 
street.  13th, 14th, 17th, will become busier due to cars diverting from Colfax, seeking a less congested route.  
However, unlike Colfax, they aren't major arteries, they're residential avenues.   I agree Colfax could use 
improved bus service but I'm not convinced that putting BRT on a 5-mile section of a 26 mile long corridor is 
the answer.  Logistically how will that work, narrowing 4 lanes to 2 lanes and moving the buses from right to 
center then back out again once the BRT section ends?  Eliminating left turns will force drivers, like me, out of 
their way in order to turn at a lighted intersection, go around the block and backtrack to their destination, 
resulting in more traffic on neighborhood streets. 

Significant increase in car traffic on 13th, 14th and 17th avenues.  Crease serious safety concerns - people 
going to the center of traffic to wait for busses. People in Colo are not giving up their cars.  We are too spread 
out and people need cars to get to the mountains! 

traffic will be terrible.  it will be under utilized due to the cost of the bus.   

Na 

It will help speed redevelopment of the corridor and make access to downtown easier.  Only reason I don't 
completely agree is that I think Light Rail would have been a better choice. 

One lane each direction for car traffic is insufficient; such restricted left turns are a nuisance for local traffic; too 
many people will use the existing one way streets that are already over-crowded (13th/14th for example).  

I think it will gridlock traffic 

Absolutely, totally disagree!!!! 
 
Colfax Ave is a major route - 40! - through town.  
 
It is already heavily traveled WITHOUT reducing traffic to only two lanes.   
 
Denver had bright ideas, too, about 1 way streets in Cap Hill a number of years ago which ended up just 
creating more congestion on other streets. BRT will simply put more traffic on 17th /18th Ave, 13th/14th Ave, 
etc.  ....That's an improvement?!?  Not by a long shot. 
 
Moves parking into the hood 
 
Excuse me: didn't Aurora already say no?! 
 
No way, no how. Plan SUCKS 

East Denver is completely under served in terms or transit and this could help. 

I think reducing Colfax traffic to one lane will cause major back ups and result in increased traffic on residential 
streets. I also think businesses that rely on street parking for short term customers will be negatively effected. I 
also envision a line of cars backed up while waiting for someone to parallel park.  

not enough room in 80 feet 
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I do not believe that more people will take the bus. Cars will be off loaded to the side streets. 
11th,12th,16th,17th and more. 

Reducing Colfax's increasing traffic to one lane each way would be a real issue.  

I think this concept could work very well, but emphasis needs to also be put into station design (barriers) and 
fare collection, or this could easily turn into an expensive mistake like some other BRT's.  Anyone that rides the 
15 or 15L regularly know that the crowd is very different from the train lines heading to the suburbs.  I believe 
that stations need to be set up where you purchase ticket outside the entrance, use turn stile to enter, and bus 
loading doors facing the street, like found in this photos at the following link. 
 
http://thecityfix.com/blog/seven-features-successful-brt-station-luisa-zottis-virginia-bergamaschi-tavares/ 
 
I do not think fare enforcement officers will work well in this situation when you are dealing with a bus that is 
often standing room only and lots of people getting on and off at each stop.  If the enforcement is anything like 
the rail lines (I have never had my ticket verified), the bus line will attract even more homeless and people not 
legitimately using the bus for what it's intended.  If it is decided to make the stations barrier free, I feel the 
stations could easily turn into shelters for people not legitimately using the bus, which will turn people away as 
it's not perceived as safe.  Initial cost of stations will be higher, but RTD needs to look long term at fare evasion 
and the ongoing cost of salaries to deal with these issues that are already a problem on the 15 and 15L.  Every 
person working on the design should spend a couple days riding the 15 and 15L before making any decisions.    

Reducing the lanes of traffic from 2 to 1 will be a detriment to traffic flow and I believe will hurt the small 
businesses on Colfax - not aid them in any way.  The amount of time it will take for this project as well as 
limited parking and driver frustration. 

Ridiculous cost to taxpayers! 

It’s a major thoroughfare for the city. Taking away a car lane pushes traffic over to the residential 
neighborhoods. 
 
The bike lane on Broadway is a disaster-accident prone, bad for the merchants and there are no bike riders 
using the lane. 

Every functional, growing and proactive city needs well thought out transit and options. We need to get much 
better at this in Denver and this is a great start. I fully support this way of thinking and think it is a very smart 
move. 

Doesn't seem the least bit safe for bus passengers getting off or on the bus. 

People avoid the 15 bus it because it is unsafe and gross.  We don't need some traffic engineering science fair 
project, you just need to make the 15 line tolerable.  A clean safe, prompt bus would do more to get cars off the 
road than this.  

Single lanes only for cars? Crazy! 

Colfax needs 2 lanes for cars moving east and also west at most hours of the day. 

Because Colfax could (perhaps should) be a pedestrian and bike street over a vehicle thoroughfare. It's proven 
TOD and bike/ped focused projects have greater ROI and economic development than car centric projects.  

This takes away car lanes 

It's only 7.5 minutes faster from Yosemite I don't see the value  
 
It will add traffic to neighborhoods making them less safe 

I like that it provides quick access for buses without tying up traffic in the right lane.  However, I would be 
concerned that one lane of traffic couldn't handle to volume of cars and there would be congestion. 

I wish to support effective public transport in the city, but I am concerned that the design to do so will create 
major inconveniences for motorists such as myself. 

To give over two lanes to busses, even if there is one bus in each direction every two minutes, or sixty buses 
an hour, verses what, maybe 1000 cars? Really a bad use of the space. This is the West, we really don’t ride 
buses. It will simply transfer the congestion to 13th, 14th, and 17th aves. They are busy enough. Look how 
much worse south Broadway, Lincoln, Logan, Grant etc have become because of the bus only and the bike 
lane there. If you don’t think it is worse, you don’t drive it. 
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I’m concerned about the impact on local businesses. 
 
Will this really benefit disabled and elderly riders? 

Traffic is too congested now. Reducing each side of the street to one lane will make it worse 

This plan caters to those who already use the 15 and ignores the fact that thousands of motorists drive on 
Colfax daily, and the number of cars is simply too great to try to force them all into one lane in each direction.  
And for 5 miles of a 26 mile long street?   Drivers are not going to use the bus because it doesn't meet their 
needs, no matter how fast it goes.    With it stopping at Yosemite and not going all the way to the hospitals in 
Aurora I think the projected daily ridership of 50,000 is extremely optimistic.   

I am unsure whether or not enough people will use the rapid transit to offset the cost, and whether there will be 
enough room for cars traveling on Colfax. I am glad to see alternatives to driving being developed, so hopefully 
people won't have the need to own a car and will use public transportation instead. 

I drive west on Colfax from Aurora to Downing Street daily for work. It moves pretty well even when there's 
construction in various spots. If you stay in the middle lane. the buses are not "in the way" and the left turn 
lanes allow cars to no clog up traffic. It's not always perfect but I can't imagine only a single lane for cars with 
left turn lanes only at intersections. Although there is, in reality, only a single lane available for the most part 
now the combination of dedicated bus lanes and on-street parking will permanently restrict flowing traffic to a 
single lane. Any construction along that route would be a huge obstacle. It, most likely, will increase traffic on 
both 13th and 14th avenues as an alternative to slow moving Colfax. 
 
I'm also not clear, from the drawing, how folks would board and get off the bus if it's in the center of the street. 
Are the bus stops only at intersections requiring bus riders to cross Colfax into the middle of the street? If so, 
wouldn't that slow traffic even further since now the board from the curb? 

Reducing Colfax to only one traffic lane in each direction with limited left-turns, no less, is going to result in 
congestion for the thousands of cars that use Colfax.  Those cars will cut through neighborhoods and drive on 
13th, 14th, or 17th instead.  Colfax is technically a highway and that many cars, trucks, service vehicles, etc. 
cannot be squeezed into one lane each way without speeds bogging down.  It seems as though RTD thinks 
that people will suddenly start taking the bus with this new system and while some people might, the majority of 
motorists won't.  Even if one wanted to take the bus, there is nowhere to park their car all day other than on 
residential side streets while they take the bus somewhere.   

Less vehicular congestion on colfax and 13th and 14th will be helpful.  Vegetated medians would be nice as 
shown as well. 

Because you are reducing the regular traffic lanes by half trying to force people to use the bus. 

It will help connect east Denver to downtown... it will close a big transit gap 

Traffic needs to be moved more quickly and having a brt line on colfax adds a much needed east-west higher 
speed connector from downtown to the east side neighborhoods. 

Colfax is a long corridor with many employment centers, and it needs a reliable, safe rapid transit option 

As stated, this is a primary corridor from Aurora, through Denver, to Lakewood.  
 
With dedicated bus lanes, that will mean fewer lanes for those who drive or ride.  
 
I Have not seen the bike lanes yet. Hopefully the city doesn't expect cyclist to share the same lane with 
vehicles.  
 
It will be congested on a good day. Imagine the rage when someone tries to parallel park along Colfax.   
 
The center bus lanes seem extremely dangerous for bus riders who are waiting at a red light, so they can get to 
the center lane to catch the bus.  
 
Its not clear yet on what side of the intersection the bus will wait for patrons. Does the bus wait in front of the 
light, or does the bus cross the street and come to an immediate stop to pick up riders? 
 
Maybe this is mentioned later on... 
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This design would improve traffic safety and increase mobility options on Colfax, as well as the speed and 
reliability of the bus service.  

like the cross section and fewer conflict points with autos 

Easier transit for residents, cleaning Colfax and making it more approachable for residents.  

I don't think more buses are the solution. I would use a trolley system. Adding more vehicle and reducing lanes 
won't help us. I am also worried about more green area for the homeless to set up camp, furthering the 
problem. 

It will make a key transit connection and improve travel times on RTD's busiest route. 

While it may make the bus service faster, I don't think there is any data showing that ridership will increase.  I 
generally don't take the bus because I always seem to need to transfer to a second or third route to get to a 
destination, so increase one leg of my trip won't make that big of a difference. 
 
I understand that this line would end when it gets to Aurora so even a completed project will not be fully 
functional. 
 
Auto traffic on Colfax will be down to one lane in each direction so any current congestion will be rerouted to 
13th/14th and 17th/18th making the neighborhoods less safe.   
 
It seems like millions of dollars could be wasted on this with little effect. 

I'm concerned that single lane automobile traffic in each direction will create unbearable delays for auto traffic. 

A good transit system, that has a sense of permanence, is incredibly important to the city and to the local 
neighborhood. 

Stops are limited to where stop lights are, making it more difficult for people with disabilities and older adults to 
access the bus because stops will need to be further away in distance.  

Going to be a mess for all other vehicles taking Colfax! Also will increase pedestrians running into the middle of 
the street to catch the bus.i 

It restricts overall ease of mobility throughout the city and my neighborhood. 

Because getting home on the 15/15L from downtown is an absolute SLOG. Making these overcrowded buses 
run more efficiently is an imperative. A train is, frankly, what's needed, but this is a viable alternative solution. 

I don't know enough about the potential effects on the neighboring communities, especially the residential 
areas within a block or two of Colfax. 

I support improvements to transit.  Without these improvements, ridership will never increase teh way it should. 

What problem is this solving??  I ride the #15 bus and other than peak or rush hr. , the bus is RARELY full.  
How is this creating more bus riders?  Have you all ridden the bus lately?  Do you drive a car or ride the 
bus???  The result of this "great idea" is just going to divert traffic 
 
to 13th, 14th, and 17th which is already full and into the neighborhoods. Colfax is full with two lanes, now you 
want to take it to one.  This idea people will take the bus and abandon their cars just for Colfax  that will go from 
Broadway to  Yosemite is crazy.  What about the businesses on Colfax.  That is a big ticket idea for solving 
nothing.  Why not just add some more buses.  What is going to promote more riders?- Not more buses going 
down the middle of Colfax.   

Taking away 2 lanes of traffic will not encourage more bus ridership. The buses run every 6-15 minutes now, 
and make stops at many blocks-that is what adds the most travel time to commutes. Taking away 2 lanes of 
car traffic means thousands of cars with drivers who will never use the Colfax bus, will not be able to drive on 
Colfax and will drive on 13th, 14th and 17th as an alternative, impacting residential areas more. Those streets 
are already extremely congested with high volume. People do not ride Colfax buses because they are 
unreliable in their timing, are spaced too far apart in timing,  the fares are too high, or they are concerned about 
safety traveling after dark. I used to take the 15L to work and my trip would take 45-60 minutes each way. Now 
I drive and it takes me 25 minutes. The only way to make this work more beneficially is to make a subway line 
along Colfax,  that could connect at the RTD train intersections. If you are going to continue with a bus line, 
then make improvements to the existing stops and increase frequency of buses, but do not use center running 
lanes.  If you persist with center lanes, then all parking on Colfax must be eliminated to preserve 2 lanes of car 
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traffic. Due to the concentration of bus stops and impact to left turning lanes, stops will also be eliminated, 
causing longer commute times for those who will need to walk additional distances. Alternatively, if stops are 
maintained, then travel time will still be slow just as travel on the 16th Mall is slow because of loading/unloading 
at all stops. 

I think BRT is good, and I think if the planners design it for the existing curbside, there is too much temptation 
and ability to implement a half-assed solution like RTD did with the Flatiron Flyer. 

Great for mobility and businesses on Colfax.  

Concerned with safety of people waiting on bus.  

Extending the distance between stops may be a problem for disabled individuals.  If a person already must 
walk 2 blocks to get to Colfax and then another 1/4 mile to get to a bus stop, I fear that will keep people from 
using the bus. 
 
I also need more details about the stops.  Is the waiting, pick-up and drop-off area covered?  Will there be 
places to sit?  Are the stops accessible and easy to navigate for a person with a mobility device such as a 
walker, scooter or power-chair?  

Colfax is a really busy street and it needs to move a huge number of cars and pedestrians in addition to the 
buses. This seems like a good way to help the buses move more quickly, incentivize people to use the bus 
system, and give the street a more organized, interesting look that will manage the volume better.  

I used to drive East Colfax from Broadway to Clermont almost every weekday and always found that busses 
and large trucks (of the Semi Tractor Trailer variety) were the main cause of slow traffic flow --- especially 
between 4pm and 6pm. 
 
Busses would often block the right traffic lane while loading or unloading.  Large Semi trucks would often slow 
down the left lane due to their size and inability to get up to speed very quickly.  
 
I would also suggest that Tractor/Trailer type trucks be prohibited between the hours of 4pm and 6pm Monday 
thru Friday.    

Terrible idea for businesses and residences along Colfax. No one wants to ride a bus and now congested 
Colfax will be even worse (as will the traffic on 14th, 13th, 17th and Montview). This is the death knell for 
neighborhoods in east Denver. We’ll be moving for sure, rather than driving several extra blocks because we 
can’t take a left onto our street. 

It should alleviate congestion and traffic problems with buses pulling into and out of traffic. 

Revitalizing the Colfax corridor is essential to keep pace with Denver's growth. 

Colfax is already a busy street, while I appreciate the dedicated bus lane idea, it appears from the rendering 
above that it will narrow Colfax to one car lane in each direction. This will mean two things for Colfax; 1) It will 
hurt business because people will avoid the street altogether - as in wont drive down the street and discover 
businesses, and 2) it will push traffic onto already busy residential streets such as 17th, 13th and 14th.  If you 
must do this, I suggest the elimination of the parking along Colfax to allow for two lanes of traffic each way.  I 
realize this would impact businesses, but many already have lots for parking and people park on the side 
streets.  The city could also strategically build parking lots along the corridor. Finally left turns will become even 
more difficult! 

A single lane for cars will be a traffic nightmare.  The volume of cars on the road is increasing yet the cities 
want to get rid of car lanes.  Mass transit is NOT going to replace all the cars on the road.  And autonomous 
cars are not going to be ubiquitous for quite sometime.   

Yes agree but it is not clear if the two existing  travel lanes in each direction will remain. Do BRT vehicles 
merge into the two lanes of traffic or is there only one travel lane after the project is completed? 

Easier for both traffic and buses. 

You all obviously have never driving on Colfax - one lane each way will never accomodate the traffic and 
people are NOT going to start taking the bus down Colfax - obviously no one in your office has ridden the 15 
bus lately - it is full of really unsavory people and pretty scary.  I tried to ride the bus to and from downtown for 
over a year and the issue wasn't the traffic but the other "riders".   
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Trying to force a mass transit overlay within a City - where the actual distance is quiet short will never work and 
trying to get more people to ride the Colfax bus is laughable.  This is only going to increase traffic on 13th and 
14th and 17th Avenue - with people cutting over on side streets - which diminishes the quality of life for those 
people - but I guess that doesn't matter. 

Like the premises of not dodging buses  

For public transport to be used by people who have the option to drive it needs to be reliable, available, and 
reasonable. The buses need to show up on time, frequently, and the travel time needs to not be much longer 
than a normal car ride. If there is not a dedicated lane the buses will be beholden to the same growing traffic 
problem as every other car. This will cause arrival delays and make riding the bus considerably slower than 
driving. If a bus can make up all the time is has to stop for pickups by cruising down its dedicated lane it takes 
away the risks of not being reliable, available, and reasonable. 

Not sure how reducing the car lanes will help with traffic, since the busses appear to be fairly heavily used 
already. 

Easy and fast public transportation 

It will help traffic congestion and give the bus s chance to run on better time 

Not familiar with the alternatives presented  

Only BRT folk hanging at station, does not remove needed parking spaces, vintage trolley vibe. 

Terrible idea! Takes up too much space and constricts traffic on Colfax. Will make the situation worse, not 
better.  Denver needs a subway system or an elevated rail system, not a center street bus system.  

Need to do something to improve bus system on colfqx.  Increase ridership also 

I commute exclusively via bike and bus.  

I’m supportive of public transit and am 100% on board with making improvements to the East Colfax 
coordinator. The only worry I have is making sure that traffic still flows well down Colfax so it doesn’t get 
pushed to 14th and 13th  

I can't tell from the picture if each direction will have two lanes for cars... if not I disagree completely.  

Turning colfax into one lane each way for cars will be a nightmare. Also now you have the drunks and disabled 
people walking/wheeling across traffic to catch the bus. Disaster! 

I think we need to invest in public transit in general and will support most projects investing in public transit. I 
think this project specifically will benefit Colfax business because more people will be traveling on Colfax, can 
easily jump on and off the transit to stop at stores and not have to worry about parking. I also think it will 
decrease congestion on a Colfax 

Have not seen them in action but concept seems workable 

I’m worried about unanticipated consequences auto traffic on 13th, 14th and 17th Avenues. 

Improve the neighborhood. 

I currently do not take the Colfax bus to go downtown because it takes 4x the amount of time that it does 
driving. However, with the Colfax BRT, my husband and I will definitely take it and are very excited!! 

I'm skeptical about the whole thing, but interested. I've seen nothing that "proves" it's going to work, and Aurora 
seems to feel the same way, eh? 

should be rail line, because buses ended up in the same traffic congestion, people take rail to avoid delays 
getting to work 

I generally like the idea.  I want to provide more sidewalk room for pedestrians and sidewalk cafes/restaurants.  
And, it's good to increase speed of buses, thus encouraging more use.  However, I'm a bit concerned with 1) 
Pedestrians crossing to center lanes to catch BRT; 2) Lack of parking for our main businesses, since folks will 
still be using their cars. 

I am trusting the experts on this one.  I hope this has been tried before elsewhere that had similar 
circumstances. 
 
I am not sure of the intent is to divert more automobiles to parallel streets, but I am sure it will have that effect. 

There is a need for more rapid options on this corridor. 

Great idea. Why isn't it being extended all the way to Sheridan? Make it a city defining feature. Don't short the 
Western third of the city! 
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no bikes allowed on colfax,  
 
no bikes allowed on the sidewalk, 
 
no bikes allowed on 16th street mall, 
 
no bikes allowed on denver's two most premier streets, 
 
bikes allowed on BRT... 
 
this means more people will be biking on the sidewalk on colfax 
 
we need to create space for this inclusion...it seems silly: a person that lives on 14th ave and wants to get to 
say the ogden theatre for a show....they are expected to bike down to 12th (two blocks out of their way) or to 
16th (two blocks out of their way) or to catch the BRT...potentially waiting 10 minutes when the bike ride takes 
7 minutes?  we need to create room for bikes on colfax!  

A bus cut me off last January on Colfax, resulting in the totaling of my car. Hate buses but recognize some 
people need them to get around. As it is colfax is way too narrow for both buses and cars.  

I don't like the idea of taking away a lame of traffic on both sides. Colfax traffic is awful enough with reducing by 
a lane 

These Center lanes are going to take up too much space, provide fewer lanes for cars to park to their 
destinations on the ‘Fax.  Talk about gridlock.  If I were a shop owner, I would be mad as you know what.  This 
is not going to be a business booster once finished and sure isn’t going to grow business during construction.  
Rapid Transit is equivalent to Rapidly bypassing stores, restaurants and other destination businesses and 
boutiques.  Why would this city and RTD support by-passing businesses?  Do we want to see businesses 
shuttered again so soon!?  Who’s ridiculous idea was this?  It’s terrible.  This will not revive Colfax.  It will be 
the death of an improving neighborhood and life on the ‘Fax. 

Would create incentive for people to use rapid transit, and help limit the traffic and amount of cars on Colfax.   

It will encourage more ridership on the 15 bus route and will benefit all the businesses along Colfax. 

The city desperately needs to speed up travel along the east-west corridor. While my first choice by far would 
have been streetcars, BRT will go some of the way toward improving both travel speed and the image of 
Colfax. I sincerely hope the illustrated green medians will actually be planted, and it won't be a hideous 
concrete wasteland. 

The plan will push more traffic into the neighborhood side streets 

I work at the Tivoli building on Auraria campus and I do not own a vehicle. I depend on the 15L to get to work 
and to get back home afterwards. The bus is usually on time and delivers me there quickly, but some days the 
traffic is terrible and congested ant the route takes forever.  

It would ease congestion on colfax and on I 25 and I 225. 

Any innovative idea will bring a faster way of getting around this city. Just do it in a very stylish, 
environmentally-friendly manner.  

Better use of roadway for constant traffic from buses.  

Since the Colfax Corridor is already such a high ridership corridor, we should to everything we can to enhance 
the experience -- especially the travel time -- for all of those riders.  Additionally, as congestion continues to 
worsen, any options that can reduce the travel time for transit riders should be explored.  As the City continues 
to grow, we should be focusing on person thu-put in the corridor, which the bus excels at.   

Currently, the buses block the right lane when they stop leaving cars to use the left lane. Cars also use the right 
lane to turn right. This proposal, I would argue, would increase congestion because there is no longer a left, 
passing lane for through traffic.  
 
As it is hard to imagine where all of this space will come from, the toll this construction would take on the City 
will be vast and have implications for years to come. I don't see how pedestrians, cars, and the current bus 
network can function safely with this construction taking place in such confined spaces. 
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I just don't see the cost vs. benefit value here. I am a Denver resident and work at RTD and voted "no" on the 
project. I think that sums up how against this I am.  

Traffic is awful on Colfax so hopefully this could help. Though I think a tram system would be better. 

The build up along E. Colfax doesn't seem to call for any drastic change like the proposal calls for. Must for 
the4 business along this street seems to be small business with the exception of National Jewish and the n 
hospital complex near I-225. This would also put an undue stress on drivers that use E. Colfax. Also this would 
force even more traffic to use 13th and 14th as the major routes both East and West. Adding very heavy traffic 
through neighborhoods that already have heavy traffic. These two roads are not equiped to handle this kind of 
traffic. IF RTD wants to improve traffic flow, then improve or streets to handle the influx of more traffic before 
they disrupt a major traffic flow, and also improve pedestrian and bicycle usage. 

The 15 is always running late and often when it does arrive there are often two in a row (meaning at least 30 
mins until they show up there again). A dedicated lane would keep buses on schedule and make sure they 
don’t double-up due to traffic. 

one of the most dangerous streets in the country and you want to add more congestion.  another place for the 
criminal to hide and attack. You have no interest in public safety.  

It seems fair to travelers going both directions, minimizes the impact of traffic, and will provide traffic calming. 

Dedicated transit lanes can make transit more reliable and therefore increase ridership. Also, I view the 
creation of this separate right-of-way as necessary for the installation of rail or automated guideway systems in 
the future. 

I live on the Colfax Corridor and take the 15/15L almost every single day. It's already one of the most 
convenient bus routes but it still terribly slow and at times can be packed to over-capacity. I personally know of 
people who live less than a block from Colfax who used to take the bus but stopped because of how long it 
took and safety concerns. I also think BRT will encourage new businesses to start on East Colfax which will 
bring development and jobs.   

Why not, there was plenty of opposition with the 16th Street Mall and today it works.  You planners spend the 
money to figure it out. 

Colfax too narrow to take lanes from traffic for this operation.  Center lane access seems very pedestrian 
hazardous. 

We need more public transportation options in the city, especially since the population has been booming for 
years. 

I agree that It would be a much more efficient way to operate the bus transist system along Colfax. 

For cross streets with bus service, the center-running BRT means the loss of the two corners of the intersection 
where adjacent (no crosswalk needed) transfers were possible. So that is not an improvement. The EB/WB 
sections of the Colfax / Colorado stop seem to work pretty well for the system.  I am unclear whether both the 
15L and the regular 15 are both being moved to the center. If so, how do limited buses pass the locals? 

It makes sense and will allow more frequent service.  

One lane of auto traffic seems very insufficient for Colfax. 

Denver needs better transit to continue to become an even better place.  

1)  I live between Colfax and 17th St.  I suspect that, with only one lane of traffic in each direction on Colfax, 
many drivers will elect to use 17th St. more, and it's already a busy speed trap and hazardous for pedestrians 
trying to cross to/from City Park.  (There aren't enough traffic lights along 17th St. between Colorado and 
York!!)   Those of us living between Colfax and 17th have a hard enough time now turning left onto either 
east/west street, and jamming up Colfax will make it worse. 
 
2) Based on the drawings, it looks as those making left turns from Colfax onto a side street will hold up all traffic 
behind the car wanting to turn.  How can that improve the flow of traffic.  And then there's the issue of street 
parking on Colfax.  That, too, will require all cars behind the "parker" to wait until that car is tucked in.  That, 
too, may cause drivers to use alternate East/West roads, the most logical being 17th, which is already jammed 
during busy driving times.   
 
3) If the new bus plan attracts riders from other areas, they may park on the side streets, making it even more 
difficult for nearby residents to park near their homes.   
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I can probably think of more issues, but those are top-of-mind at the moment... 
 
- [name] 

this project would be better on 14th ave or 16th ave 

1.Automobile traffic is being restricted. 
 
2.BRT ending at Yosemite on the east side excludes use by the Anschutz community. 
 
3.I see no plan to have the busses run on schedule. Delays are a major reason bus travel is not more readily 
embraced in Metro Denver. 

No, this is idiotic. How is moving bus traffic to the center going to speed anything up? How are transit riders 
going to safely cross the remaining lane(s)? Wouldn't the need to cross pedestrians/transit riders safely just 
slow down the non-bus lanes? What about the cost of signage, traffic rerouting, scheduling lights, diverting 
traffic, etc.? Who will pay for that? Colfax is FORTY MILES LONG--are you planning to install station platforms 
for forty freaking miles? How would that affect existing businesses and side street traffic? We're still 
implementing FastTracks, and not terribly successfully. I have zero confidence in RTD's ability to execute this 
in a timely and cost-effective manner.  

I like the idea of a centralized bus route but have concerns about the reduced number of stops. 

I sometimes need to take the bus from my downtown office to Anschutz for doctors appointments. It takes so 
long to get there, and just as long to drive. I am often late to appointments because of the traffic on Colfax or 
17th. A dedicated bus lane would make for a much quicker ride, in my opinion. There hasn’t really ever been an 
easy way to get to Aurora from downtown during rush hour. I dread going to Aurora. I think this would be a 
major improvement for the area. 

Making one driving lane is just crazy.   No way to get around cars that are trying to parallel park or stopped for 
any reason.  Just glad I don't use that street very much. 

Ease congestion and provide more public transportation  

No need for more poor RTD service! 

Buses are more likely to be used if they’re timely, rapid, and convenient. A center bus lane would check these 
boxes.  

I think it would improve the speed of buses and public transportation as well as increase traffic for normal cars 
pushing more people to use public transportation to get around. 

Makes sense and is innovative and forward thinking. 

It's needed because there's too many buses operating in the right lanes making it difficult for traffic to commute. 
When buses are stopped, traffic usually swerves or switches lanes around the buses into the left lane making it 
difficult for the traffic in left lane to continue flowing at a good pace and sometimes causing accidents or near 
accidents from people who aren't very patient. For the buses it woild make the commute better and much more 
reliable, you'd be able to buy a rtd pass while waiting for the bus to arrive eliminating the time/delay it creates 
when paying while getting on the bus. 

Moving the buses to their own lane on the center reduces systemic traffic impact while significantly reducing 
the incorrect use of the lane by cars, as seen on the South Broadway equivalent. While this may result in some 
car operator frustration with the reduced capacity, increased safety for pedestrians will result. 

I think there are many stores on colfax which are important to the community and will be harmed by the bus 
transit lanes. 

I think center-running will be less dangerous for pedestrians on sidewalks and with cars turning right. 

Allows opportunity for creation of standardized boarding area and improvements for pedestrian crossings. 

it's the only practical way for east denver residents to get downtown through transit and there is no existing rail 
system 

Colfax needs improved travel times for transit along the highest use corridor and full BRT is necessary to make 
transit a more effective option while increasing numbers moving through this corridor. 

Increasing capacity along Colfax will reduce congestion and increase local air quality. It will also move transit to 
the center allowing for increased safety along the sidewalk.  
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The corridor is congested for regularly scheduled buses and is an important for the cities economic 
development. Not sure why no light rail line is being built. 

Need to make public transit alluring to the public to use - that means make it quick, easy to use, and 
AFFORDABLE.  

Removing a lane on a major east/west road will not decrease traffic. It will force existing traffic to use residential 
streets next to colfax making them less safe.   

I don’t believe the conflict between buses and autos is severe enough to do this project. Going to cause a 
bunch of traffic congestion, important to have two running lanes going each way.  

We live between 14th and 13th on Glencoe St and my husband takes the 15/15L to Auraria campus every day 
where he is a professor. While I love the idea that his commute could become shorter, I do have concerns 
about how this will impact traffic on 13th and 14th--which are already pretty busy streets! We have a small child 
and have recently fenced in our yard because we are concerned about how fast people drive down Glencoe 
(which has a light on it at Colfax so it's heavily used) and on 14th. I would hate to see walkability in our 
neighborhood impacted negatively by this with heavy traffic being moved even more to our area.  

Reducing Colfax from 2 driving lanes to 1 is a poor decision. In the rendering, there are no crosswalks shown 
on the side streets, which is more dangerous than now. 

How would park and rides work? 

Seriously have you seen the buses. Most of the time they are empty. We need more lanes not less. Makes no 
sense 

First off, I like the idea of BRT in the Denver metro area. However, I really wish there had been a way to match 
the way BRT works in other parts of the world with narrow, dedicated, bus-only corridors with concrete barriers 
to better-separate automobile and bus traffic. With this design I'm seeing here, it seems that 1., the universal 
turn lane in the center of certain parts of Colfax would be going away, which would create problems for traffic 
needing to access businesses and residential areas along the street. There may not be any buses to contend 
with along Colfax, but now Colfax is down to one lane in many places, which would result in many more people 
having to do U-turns and use turn lanes to get to places where you can now just use the universal turn lane. 
Traffic jams would abound. 2., I foresee more people running into the middle of the street to catch a bus 
whereas now they mostly just run along the sidewalk. 

This will drastically increase the traffic on 13th and 14th Avenue which are surrounded by schools and 
residential areas. This increases the danger for children walking to and from school whether they are 
accompanied with by their parents or not. 

Decreased lanes for vehicle traffic, increasing traffic on other side streets to avoid Colfax 

This will increase the traffic flow more than significantly on 14th Avenue and 13th Avenue. Both of which run 
through pure residential areas. That is a danger to young children walking to and from school with their parents 
or anyone else in the close proximity of these residential areas. There are numerous schools on 13th and 14th 
Avenue amongst these residential areas. 

This survey is ridiculous.  Do you even have someone who knows how to write a survey?  I have no idea what 
the recommendation is and you want an evaluation of it.   

It is one of the busiest bus routes. It will make commuting via public transportation more feasible for people 
who now think it takes too long. 

Colfax is a vital artery and well used by commuters. I believe it’s feasible to hasten bus times along the corridor 

It has to run all the way to Aurora;at least to Chambers Rd. 

More time is spent with the bus navigating traffic than actually moving, particularly during rush hour. Having 
fewer stops with more predictable and quick-flowing buses (rather than bunching up and then waiting forever) 
would make Colfax commuters way better off. 

Reduce congestion, increase access. 

I think it will make it easier to get on and off the bus. If you are on the south side of colfax but you need to go 
west, as the bus system is now, you have to cross all of colfax, which depending on lights and traffic, you can 
sometimes wait a long time. If the bus is in the center, I think it will be easier to get to what ever side, north or 
south, of colfax that you want to get to and faster.  

We need a better public transit option for Colfax. The current bus system is clogged up by traffic and makes it a 
less reliable and efficient alternative to cars. 
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I am worried about the traffic impact on adjacent streets. I live on the corner of 17th and Krameria and the 
traffic is already bad and getting worse. Krameria, specifically can't handle more traffic without severely the 
lives of the residents on the block and the value of their homes.  
 
Also, while I think Denver does need to deal with its transportation problem I am wondering how they planned 
on getting residents from the North and South to the Colfax Corridor. 
 
The overpopulation of Stapleton is really a problem and the Stapleton traffic on Monaco and Quebec has yet to 
be solved.  

Seems like a good idea but don't want to lose a lane.   

I like the flexibility of the Colfax thoroughfare, and am not sure how traffic would be affected by reducing the 
number of lanes for car travel. 

It will make Colfax a corridor for the future! I work downtown. It will be much faster than the 20 bus that I 
currently take to work when I do not bike. 

Denver has needed good transportation down Colfax forever.  This connect a very needed community.  DO IT! 

Yes, I want to see improved infrastructure for public transportation options to reduce traffic delays of bus routes 
and improve the flow of traffic for everyone (cars, pedestrians, bus riders).  

nee to make bus systems quicker and more efficient which will eventually encourage more ridership equaling 
less cars/traffic. 

We’ll never get people to switch to public transportation if we don’t prioritize that over driving. 

Need 2 lanes each way for cars.  

Faster east-west travel along Colfax would be a huge improvement to mobility in and around downtown 
Denver. 

Dedicated bus lanes would make bus travel faster. Stopped buses would not back up vehicle traffic. But this 
looks like car traffic must come down to one lane at each bus stop intersection. I think that will not work well for 
cars. 

I have always thought that Colfax should have a train or something to help out with traffic. With all of the new 
commuter trains and light rails, the most densely populated areas of Denver got nothing. Colfax is full with 
pedestrians, bicyclists, motorists, buses. The way it's set up now buses get caught in traffic and the many 
people that ride the bus are late to work, miss connecting bus transfers, and other problems when public 
transportation should be priority since it carries a lot of passengers - more than the many cars with only 1 
person clogging up the street. The only thing with the illustration is that it seems that there will only be 1 lane 
for cars. That doesn't seem like a good idea. Also, there should be the same thing or a mono-rail type transit on 
Broadway/Lincoln from Colfax to I-25.  

I think it would be confusing, bad for traffic 

Colfax needs more public transit and fewer cars! There are nearby streets that better handle east-west traffic, 
and Colfax is always a mess of congestion, so lets just make it more pedestrian friendly. 

It’s a great way to separate the bus traffic in a safe and effective way. 

I like the concept but am nervous about the impacts on adjacent streets, specifically 13th and 14th Avenues as 
cars try to avoid Colfax congestion. What will be done to help mitigate that? Unfortunately we are in a society 
that values the car so much it will likely take years before bus ridership is high enough to help bring that back 
down. Is light rail a possibility? Those trains seem to be full all the time, versus busses which are often empty. 

Going from two lanes each direction to one lane each direction will negatively impact my business.  I have a 
self service car wash that relies on traffic count to bring in business.  The traffic count will do down at least 
25%.  I expect my business will be hurt from 10 to 20%.  People will not be getting off the bus to wash their car, 
so the expected increase in bus riders will not help me. 

To reduce congestion and create a more livable city we need to get out of our cars and use other effective 
modes of transport 

I'd prefer a more robust loop rail line that connects the existing light rail to lines that service non-commuters in 
the center of the city, but this is a good place to start. 

I believe it is a overreaching project for a urban main street - by removing a lane of traffic 24/7 it will drive cars 
onto residential streets on either side of Colfax, and will make the neighborhood far more difficult for local 
residents and local business patrons to reach their homes/shops. This is an expensive process for a problem 
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that is a 4-6 hour issue 
 
This is also the reason Aurora is not participating in the take away. 
 
Additionally, east of Monaco, there are very fewer or no sidewalks for children and pedestrians. According to 
the city plan our are is level 6 of program expenditures - meaning if there is money left after anything else. 

While I am in full support of figuring out way to increase public transit and mobility in my great city, as a nearby 
resident, I am truly terrified that this plan will push traffic and congestion directly into my neighborhood.  Our 
stretch of South Park Hill has few sidewalks and I have no doubt people will begin using 16th Ave to get off 
Colfax or 17th Ave creating safety issues along with decreased property values for all in this area. 

I STRONGLY disagree with the recommendation for three main reasons.  First and foremost, it should be 
obvious that reducing the number of lanes available to non-bus traffic will slow travel times significantly for car 
drivers and will result in traffic diverting through the neighborhoods.  A number of the homes in our area do not 
have sidewalks (and there's no real way to install sidewalks).  Increased traffic will pose a significant safety risk 
to pedestrians and bicyclists.  Second, limiting the number of places where left-hand turns will be made will 
also increase traffic on those streets.  For example, if someone driving east on Colfax from Broadway wishes to 
attend a funeral at the mortuary on the corner of Colfax and Niagara, that driver will have to turn left on Oneida, 
then left on 16th, and then left on Niagara, in order to get to the mortuary.  This results in increased traffic on all 
of those  streets (which are exclusively residential), since right now, all that driver would have to do is to turn 
left from Colfax onto Niagara.  Third, I oppose this proposal because it fails to address the impact of eliminating 
parking lanes on Colfax and spaces.  Drivers who presently park on Colfax will end up having to park on 
residential streets.  Fourth, the study that was done on the BRT showed that the majority of the time savings 
that would be realized by the bus riders is the result of the installation of bus fare kiosks where passengers can 
pre-pay to ride.  This can be done without center-lane buses.  Fifth, it appears that it would be much more 
difficult for us to cross Colfax safely with BRT.  The City should not be focusing on BRT because bus travel is 
simply not a preferable alternative to driving.  It doesn't save time, it's not comfortable, it's not convenient, and 
it's not much more affordable when you're transporting a family.  Let's think longer term and spend our 
resources on a subway beneath Colfax, which actually WOULD save time by bypassing traffic.   

People always run for buses.  And I believe having to always cross a street to catch a bus will increase 
pedestrian accidents.   

I think we need better, safer, faster ways to get people through that east-west corridor, and in fewer cars. 

I love the idea of having a bus only lane, having wider sidewalks and making the transit along colfax more 
efficient. I am worried that giving buses a dedicated lane will push car traffic onto the side streets and will 
exacerbate our traffic problems. 

A significant amount of traffic is caused by cars getting stuck behind buses at bus stops. 

This proposal is going in the wrong direction. You need to be adding car lanes, not taking them away. This 
thinking that if you take away car lanes, people will simply take public transportation is wrong! 2 things need to 
happen: 1. you need to remove all parking spots on Colfax and turn them into car travel lanes complete w/up to 
to date turning lanes 2. I know it's more expensive, but you've got to go 3 dimensional, you have to run a 
subway line under Colfax. The BRT is short sighted and in the long run is going to waste a lot of money. You're 
not even going to have it completed before you realize it's way under capacity for projected population growth. 

Safer for peds 

For faster, safer and more efficient travel time between I 225 and I 25 

Bc we need a transit system that supports effective mas transit for the number of people who live here.  

One of busiest, highest demand corridors in region. Only improved transit can enhance throughput.  

As someone who lives right along Colfax, I could see myself using the BRT service to get to downtown Denver. 
I am just far enough away from downtown that driving is usually more efficient time-wise than walking or biking. 
I think that a BRT service would compete favorably in terms of time, and would certainly cost less than parking 
in downtown Denver.  

We need less car centric solutions to moving people through Denver and the metro area. These solutions need 
to move people quickly or they continue to use their car. 

Best way to revitalize without disturbing the current businesses 
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The center running BRT is a great idea that will really improve the feel of the Colfax corridor. We live just a 
couple of houses off of Colax in the Bluebird district - Colfax currently separates the community and 
surrounding neighborhood. It is difficult to cross and cars passing through are usually speeding and are often 
unsafe to the pedestrians. The center BRT in particulat could help to tie the two sides of Colfax and the 
surrounding neighborhoods together, would slow down traffic and be safer for the pedestrians and those of us 
who live here. 

Denver has grown so much that updating transportation options is important. 

Struggle to feel like it's wise to completely eliminate traffic lanes. Why not use a lesser used street to make a 
dedicated bus lane.  

It is very effective, safe, and quick for the overwhelming amount of people that ride the 15 everyday. This 
model can be seen throughout Europe and is extremely effective.  

I think it is the most efficient use of the transit corridor to allow for bus traffic, road traffic, and pedestrians. 

Prioritizes transit efficiency on a corridor that never quite fit as being auto-centric. 

It gives transit its own space that doesn’t cross car traffic and adds much needed greenery to the corridor.  

You are eliminating a vehicle travel lane for a transit scheme that is not necessary. 

Side-running BRT would mean keeping the possibility of maintaining local service in addition to the "limited" 
BRT stops. Center-running eliminates the local service. 

I think we need to emphasize transit as an alternative to driving alone. This plan does that by making bus 
transit more appealing and reliable.  

We need frequent and effective transit on Colfax.  

More efficient. safer. better schedule capacity. 

I ride the #15 Bus regularly and also drive on Colfax. I feel any change would hamper the other. All of the 
displaced traffic will be speeding through our neighborhoods to avoid Colfax and I-70 will be under construction 
for at least the next decade. This is the wrong time to take away two traffic lanes on Colfax. 
 
Traffic has been increasing on Colfax not decreasing so taking away two traffic lanes doesn't make any sense. 
The #15 Bus stops at the end of my street and the new BRT stop would be several blocks away. The current 
bus system is great please don't change it.  

Bus raprid transit would speed time down Colfax through a dedicated lane for buses. 

Will eliminate too many lanes of traffic from cars. 

looking forward to improvements to the 15 and getting more people out of traffic 

You don't need special lanes for busses. They work fine within traffic. Upgrade stops and improve 
intersections, sure, but just keep normal lanes.  

Denver needs better options for non-car transportation 

I like the idea but I’d be concerned about the traffic impacts. Ideally the rapid transit option would have more 
people riding rather than driving.  

To help with overcrowding of the highway system 

I am appalled that you term this "rapid" transit.  Having used both Haarlem/Schipol and Cleveland/Euclid 
systems, they are just buses moving at a predictable speed.  As an automobile driver I object to throttling traffic 
to apparently a single lane in each direction as indicated by the diagram above.  This would force me to use 
one-way pairs either north or south of Colfax even when not convenient and not desirable in residential areas. 

The 15 and 15l serve the community well enough as is. If you really want to make a positive change in the 
community you should build a light rail on an above ground platform in the place of where you would put the 
new bus lanes. Although it may cost more to do this I'm sure the majority of Denver residents would prefer this 
to your current plans. 

This is a fantastic idea that would save time on my commute and allow me to take the bus more often. 

Need to resolve the issues with cars, for sure. 

Improving mass transit connections between the Colfax Corridor and downtown would substantially expand the 
reach of downtown visitors to a wider swath of Denver. Although Colfax already has an eclectic mix of 
entertainment, retail and dining options, most people believe those businesses are out of reach from the city 
center unless one has access to their own vehicle. Integrating Bus Rapid Transit with the Sixteenth Street Mall 
Ride and other transit options at Civic Center Station would help make the Colfax corridor more accessible to 
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out-of-town visitors and people who already take mass transit to the City Center. Hopefully, RTD could also 
expand connections between the Colfax BRT and the transit options at Union Station - maybe an express bus 
service that runs parallel with the 16th Mall but avoids most of the stops. Similarly, the BRT should connect with 
the light rail lines near the Auraria campus to allow riders to switch between the systems without having to 
detour further downtown. 
 
Center-running seems like the most efficient use of space for BRT on Colfax. Keeping the buses to the center 
of this busy roadway should help preserve on-street parking and  separate buses from other vehicles and 
bicyclists.  However, one concern that should be addressed is how to maximize safety for bus riders as they 
cross the street to and from the transit platforms. Also, the city should determine how to best prevent 
passenger vehicles from unnecessarily blocking traffic along Colfax while dropping off and picking up BRT 
riders.  Perhaps dedicated drop-off zones can be included in the designs for the stops. 

Faster and more convenient 

It will cause congestion on a street where traffic flows well right now. It will be dangerous as people will run into 
the street to catch bus and drivers will be confused  

I am concerned about traffic lights.  I never cross Colfax on foot because there are so few places with safe 
crossings. If the middle lanes block more intersections they will only help people travelling east or west.   
 
The busy traffic on 13th/14th and Colfax cuts my neighborhood off from businesses and amenities like the 
library that  require an north/south crossing. 

More efficient use of the Avenue; cut down on the competing interests between bus, auto, pedestrian traffic 

We should bite the bullet and put a rail corridor either above or below ground such as found in Wuppertal, 
Germany. Leave the BRT to Aurora who aren't really sure what they want. 

I don't know enough about the configuration to have a strong opinion either way. The plan calls for taking out a 
traffic lane in each direction, and I'm not sure this will work well. 

It will greatly improve the efficiency and functionality of the Colfax transit corridor, make BRT competitive with 
driving, improve the quality of life along Colfax, and spur investments along the corridor.   

My wife and I are concerned about the impact on north-south side street like our block, and the effect on 13th 
and 14th Avenue traffic. 

The problem is vehicle movement not bus riders.  Still going to have same traffic but make it more difficult and 
slow down the movement. 

Better for us, but still too far for easy walking 

I am concerned that taking away 2 lanes will narrow the existing lanes for cars and/or eliminate on-street 
parking, adversely impacting frontage businesses.  Also, if traffic cannot use Colfax, more will move to 13th & 
14th Avenues, parts of which are already have narrow lanes; unless you take the 3 narrow lanes and make 
them 2 wider lanes that provide a less "claustrophobic" feel. As I drive those now, I feel like cars on either side 
of me are practically scraping mine; or I, theirs. 

Safety, efficiency and less disruption to traffic and on street parking. 

It's still a bus and will have most of the safety and service desirability issue of a bus.  It will also consume 
valuable traffic lanes impacting other traffic in return for minimal gain (15% per RTD) for riders.  It's hard to see 
any benefits that couldn't be met with simply better busses on the existing route. 

I believe the center running buses will be too dangerous for passengers boarding and unboarding in the center.  
It will be especially difficult for passengers that need assistance.  The will need to cross a lane of traffic to 
board the bus.  It would be safer from the sidewalk.  In addition, during busy times there will be crowds of 
people standing in the center of the street.  I also think this will be dangerous. 

It's the best solution to create truly rapid transit on Colfax without spending billions and waiting for many years 
to build elevated rail or subway systems. 

I think that there is a huge gap in good east-west transit in the middle of the city. I don't think that Denver is 
going to really offer an alternative to car-dependence until you can get to and from major destinations by bus 
where all you have to do is show up at a stop, knowing you'll have a ride in about 5 minutes. That ride, like rail, 
also needs to have right of way and amenities that make it better than sitting in traffic. I think this project is 
important for the neighborhoods, corridor, and city. 
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I hope the City waits until there is a drastic decrease in auto traffic before this scheme takes place. Parking is 
already horrible on Colfax and Broadway. If you think this is a good idea, check out the bike path on Broadway, 
it's nuts. Plus a dedicated bus lane puts a real dent in the traffic lanes. Wait for the first big storm, everyone will 
be driving their car to work, Imagine the the commute time. 

BRT is a high-returning transportation investment. It promotes sustainability goals, and saves commuters time. 
We need this on many places in Denver. Curitiba Brazil is a good example of BRT implementation.  

The current plan will move traffic off of Colfax and into the neighborhood. 

This design forces pedestrians to cross traffic lanes to access the bus.  Further, with the reduction of traffic 
lanes on Colfax it seems likely that traffic density will increase thus making pedestrian access to the bus a 
larger problem.   

Better and safer traffic control. Much better for pedestrians. 

Increase speed of travel along Colfax Avenue, further encourage use of public transportation, and encourage 
additional foot traffic with attendant shopping and dining along the corridor.   

We need a solution to traffic on one of the busiest corridors in central denver 

Looks great! Looks like it would allow more people to move more efficiently, instead of buses' clogging up 
Colfax. 

I am concerned w/safety when boarding/getting off the 15/15L in the middle of the street.  For now, 
boarding/getting off on the sidewalk seems much safer.  

Drivers are going to lose functionality along this corridor from the proposed traffic alone; why not be pre-
emptive and shift the decrease in capacity for drivers into an increase in ridership. It’s more sustainable long-
term... and the renderings look pretty dope. 

Faster and more convenient service, ensures that buses don't get caught in traffic; the reliability and speed will 
improve ridership 

I'm good with it as long as the reduced traffic lanes are carried out. 

I'm a planner, and a daily Colfax bus rider and can visualize the benefits in speed, safety and comfort. The 
congestion (especially at peak times) conflicts with the purpose of high-frequency bus schedules and often 
does little to incentivize or entice more transit use. This is a highly needed infrastructure upgrade for the 
corridor. 

Removing a lane in each direction of Colfax for a barely used BRT system will cause traffic nightmares not only 
on Colfax, but throughout the corridor area. I'm especially concerned about the traffic increase that will 
inevitably happen on 14th and 13th avenues between York and Monaco. Pushing automobile traffic onto those 
narrow roads will lead to increases in fatalities and traffic collisions throughout this residential area.  

Better transit, less congestion.  

It would be a lot fast for people to get where they need to go while taking public transit 

I am having a hard time with all the disruption that is happening in this city.  Overcrowding, bike lanes on busy 
streets, confusion all around. Take a rest!  

I believe we must make a cultural change from car-centric to public transits/sustainable transportation methods 

DO not put either public or temp bathrooms at the corner of colfax/downing i am a resident and strongly protest 
this location for bathrooms  

I think it’s a creative alternative.  

Improvements in usability and safety would convince me to ride.  Excited for improvements to streetscape. 

Improves the utility of public transit on a road that doesn't actually serve car transit that well, anyway. Super 
useful for a variety of reasons. Colfax has a lot of stuff, but it's a pretty spread out street. This solution 
addresses that issue in a cost effective, practical way. 

We need to start prioritizing legitimate transit and giving people real mobility options and a BRT is a good start 
on creating a frequent and reliable alternative to their personal vehicles. I frequently ride the 15, and I 
personally already find it to be an efficient way to get around. Making it a legitimate BRT would make it even 
better. 

Colfax is always jammed up with traffic with the 15 and 15L not having a dedicated lane. This would solve that 
issue. 

I live off Colfax and work downtown.  Busing is my life and the 15 doesn't cut it. 
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Would dramatically improve the efficiency of buses, likely increasing ridership and decreasing the number of 
cars on Colfax 

Colfax is an Highway, many people will continue to drive on Colfax. If the BRT discourages drivers from using 
Colfax they'll just further congest 13th, 14th, 17th and 18th. And let's hope it doesn't cause traffic to move to 
16th too. 
 
Having spent the majority of my life either working on, going to school on, and living a social life on and near 
Colfax, it saddens me to witness this gentrification of the entire Avenue. Money would be much better spent on 
making Colorado Bldv. a safer place to walk (look at the sidewalks, if they even exist). 
 
Capitol Hill is making so many "improvements" to existing pedestrian and bicycle ways that many outlying 
areas (in Denver) never had to begin with. Share the infrastructure funds! 

Moving to Denver from Cleveland, I am very familiar with the Health Line in Cleveland, along Euclid Avenue. In 
Cleveland, the Health Line is popular and works, especially along the portion of Euclid with dedicated bus 
lanes. I believe a similar idea for Colfax would work, given the similarities between Euclid and Colfax. 

This will make it necessary for every single passenger, regardless of which direction he or she is traveling, to 
cross Colfax. This will result in more auto-pedestrian accidents. It's dangerous. 
 
Overall, I disagree that bus rapid transit on Colfax is a good idea at all, but the center-running idea is ridiculous. 

Busses currently are typically over crowded  

Denver only has one continuous  east west atery to minimize  this would be  a transportation  nightmare the 
problem of traffic flow in terms of a good grid system is  a problem in Denver is a problem particularly  east 
west corridors 
 
Alameda ,for example ends at cheery creek south drive. However I am for public transportation. This is a 
business route part of the interstate highway system notice the green signs B.R.70. Thank you 

The current 15 and 15L are great but the schedule on-time predictability is unsatisfactory due to congestion 
along the Colfax corridor. Center running BRT makes sense due to a dedicated bus lane that bypasses 
congestion. We need to focus on moving people and not moving cars.  BRT moves people. 

I often take the 15 from City Park area to Downtown. Having a faster, more frequent service would increase 
how often I take the bus.  

It would provide a pedestrian friendly environment.   

This would prevent other cars from getting in the way of the bus, guaranteeing more reliable service and 
encouraging ridership.  

Fewer conflicts and better allowance for a fully dedicated bus lane 

A frequent, fast running, dedicated transit grid is essentially to getting more folks to using transit. 

Denver would benefit significantly from higher speed, reliable transit along the Colfax corridor. 

It is the most efficient method for the bus with less impact to other modes of transport. 

Need faster transit on Colfax. Current 15L and 15 takes way too long to get to downtown from Anshutz or vice 
versa. 

Bus use during rush hour traffic seems to be pretty low along colfax already.  Removing an entire lane will force 
drivers onto side streets making those residential roads more dangerous, especially for the bikers who are 
already using these roads.  

Current transit options are inconvenient. I would ride far more transit if this was an option for me.  

This city does not need watered down transit options. If you want people to ride the bus needs to be as 
attractive as possible.  

BRT is not as good as light rail, Both in capacity and impacts on other transportations. BRT could make Colfax 
Ave more crowded for private cars and other bus routes, while light rail would not do so. However, BRT is 
much better than 15/15L routes, absolutely. 

I would much rather see a trolley system instead of buses; I know this was considered a few years ago. 
Trolleys would add a significant amount of character and harken back to the old days when trolleys were used 
extensively throughout Denver. We need to think long-term and give Denver yet another great feature that 
other cities are not bold enough to try.  
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https://www.curbed.com/2017/1/19/14329212/streetcar-urban-transportation-rail 
 
Much better!! 

Less problems between transit and other autos 

Colfax is a major arterial east/west route, and has very high bus utilization today. There are 1-way roads just 
north and south of Colfax for cars and trucks to use to route into downtown or out to Aurora. This would bring 
the Colfax corridor reliable and fast transit. 

- safer for all travelers on Colfax - pedestrians, cars, bikes 
 
- easier to cross the street 
 
- elevated platform makes it easier to board the bus 
 
- location of waiting areas on platform keeps sidewalks clear of crowds 
 
- makes sidewalks and streetscape more appealing and pedestrian friendly 
 
- makes outside eating more pleasant without noise and emissions blowing right into your face and your food 

This plan prioritizes quick, efficient, and reliable bus service. Such forward-thinking transit projects are what 
Denver needs as it becomes a more dense, walkable city.  

Dedicated bus lanes will be able to move people quickly and efficiently down Denver's busiest corridors. Buses 
will be on time. I hope the buses can be all electric as well, cutting down on CO2 and particulate emissions.  

RTD needs to improve both duration of travel and reliability of service on the 15L 

I think that a streetcar/rail system would be much more beneficial than another upgraded bus line.  Take what 
you are planning to do and build it around a streetcar system, not more buses. 

Because of increased times of heavier traffic the busses would be able to remain on schedule. 

We absolutely need to increase, incentivize, quicken, and make easier and more convenient all forms of 
transportation other than SOVs for residents to utilize daily coming and going to work as well as simply 
whenever, to get around Denver.  Until we find a way to convert energy sourcing for transportation off of fossil 
fuels for all of us (and even then), we need to find ways to minimize transportation energy use expended - it's 
simply the reality created by a large and continually growing population 

It’s an important solution to address future growth projections and it will enhance he Colfax experience.   

For this BRT project to truly be worthwhile, it needs to be center-running.  

It will move more people, more efficiently than cars and help bring Colfax to a human scale. P 

I believe it will reduce conflicts with other vehicles and allow for a more efficient trip. 

Allow more efficient running of teh BRT system. Will not block turning vehicles. 

I am somewhat concerned about the ease of getting to/from the stops given the hostility today in crossing 
Colfax almost anywhere. If this is also coordinated with much more frequent crosswalks and shorter wait times 
at signalized crosswalks then gains in speed/reliability may be worth the change. 

I fully support a Bus Rapid Transit. A stronger public transportation system makes for a better city. I just believe 
that the BRT should run on the sides instead of the center.get rid of parking along Colfax and build free parking 
structures every couple blocks. 

It seems to have the best chance of increasing ridership from people who normally wouldn't rise a bus, but 
would ride light rail.  

Really going to mess it up for cars 

The city needs a rapid transit option extending east of downtown. 

I believe it will result in service that is more similar to urban rail systems found in other cities.  

Living at Colfax and Colorado, I am a frequent rider of the 15 and 15L bus.  It is very common to have a long 
wait for the bus and then, 3 buses all arrive at the same time.  This is due to many factors, our cash fare 
system, many riders boarding at the same time as well as traffic congestion.  Dedicated center lane for buses 
would solve the last issue and RTD has rolled out new fare systems to address the first.  In fact, I think this is 
the only way the BRT system will work.  I attended the Colfax Corridor Connections meetings and was a vocal 
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supporter of the streetcar system.  I still disagree with the arguments against it but with the introduction of the 
dedicated centerlane recommendation, I have finally gotten "on board" with BRT. 

They clearly have not considered the impact on people with disabilities particularly those using wheelchairs or 
other mobility devices to get around. I don't think it will be possible for disabled people to use these bus stops 
during inclement weather, especially snow. Crossing to the stop through snow could be impossible, as well as 
the problem of snow at the stop area where wheelchair lift needs to lower to not being cleared. 

Dedicated transit lanes ensure transit is not affected by traffic in car lanes. This will improve reliability, and 
potentially increase the number of individuals using transit rather than a car along Colfax. 

The buses can't keep to any sort of schedule with the current design. They need their own lane and special 
treatment in order to keep to the schedules and move the amount of people they do on a daily basis. 

More efficient and cheaper transit 

Less traffic congestion 

I'm just curious where the space in the middle of the road will come from. I live near East Colfax and there's 
basically two lanes each way and a center/turning lane. Widening the road would be a huge inconvienience for 
everyone who lives in the area and all the local businesses 

Faster transit for riders  

The 15 is a main line for a lot of Denver, but takes so long to go such a short amount of miles. Better/faster 
public transit makes getting to work easier and preferable to driving.  

For all of the reasons outlined in the plan. 

East Colfax is typically very congested. It is one of the most important thoroughfares in Denver. Though the 15 
and 15L currently do an adequate job, they are too often held back by automobile traffic, which de-incentivizes 
more people from using these buses. If we incentivize the bus, by installing BRT, more people will use the 
buses because the bus experience will be more attractive. This will encourage people to drive their cars less 
which is good for safety, the environment and the character of the city. 

It will make the bus system much more efficient. Also eliminating traffic lanes on Colfax will make walking the 
sidewalks and sitting at restaurant patios much more pleasant.  

I hope that it will improve the look and feel of Colfax, especially East of Colorado Blvd. I also believe that BRT 
will help benefit businesses in the area, especially near the platforms, just like the subways and rail systems 
have done in other parts of the world.  

Goal should be to maximize speed and efficiency of service, if center lanes accomplishes this best then that's 
the best approach. 

Streamlined transit on Colfax, however it must be made free or affordable so that it can serve everyone.  

This is insane - traffic is bad enough on Colfax already. We need more auto lanes, not a bus lane that would 
actually impede auto traffic. Colfax has always been auto centric and should remain so. 

This won’t help move traffic along 

It looks like it will improve the pedestrian situation and speed up travel time to downtown. 

Not sure how it will affect car traffic, and doesn’t seem to allow for bikes anywhere 

This design, while a little odd, seems to allow the most freedom for the buses to move efficiently, while keeping 
riders and pedestrians safe.  

I agree with BRT in principle, but loss of a traffic lane each way might be a bummer.  
 
I don't have to drive Colfax often, but I want to see the concept proved so maybe we can do something about 
Colorado Blvd. There is no good option for me to get to the E or F line for southbound light rail. Cool Blvd takes 
a bigger portion of my commute than the highway most days.  

It provides the safest and most efficient option for riders, while calming traffic, which will make a very 
intimidating pedestrian environment much more friendly. 

Gives buses the priority 

It seems like it would improve bus systems but have a negative impact on traffic in general since it is such a 
major thoroughfare. Also seems like it could be a safety issue with people potentially rushing to catch a bus 
and crossing traffic traffic to get to the center lane.  

Relative to personal cars, mass transportation creates substantially less air pollution, makes available urban 
space currently allocated to private car storage, does not allow motorists the opportunity to injure and kill 
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pedestrians with their cars, reduces vehicle traffic and the associated noise, and offers riders the opportunity to 
allocate their time and attention to tasks other than operating the car, frees people unable to operate cars from 
house arrest (those younger than 16 or physically unable to safely operate a car).  I can't imagine why BRT 

Believe it will improve transit and traffic on colfax 

Worried about safety for pedestrians getting to the middle of the street to catch the bus, but all for bus only 
lane. 

I do not like driving in Denver, but enjoy visiting. If I take the train to Union Station then walk to take the 15L to 
the Sie Film Center or any place along Colfax Ave, I have to hope the traffic isn't too bad to slow down the bus. 
The bus is busy every time I have ridden it, sometimes having to stand. Center running BRT allows the bus to 
not have conflicts with parked vehicles, curb cuts, or other impediments to speed and a smooth ride. 

I am all for making faster more reliable public transit into and out of downtown from East Denver which I have 
used frequently over the last 3 years. center-running BRT sounds like a good idea but it is hard to say how it 
will turn out in practice.  

We need some way to move lots of people and the best way is to give buses ease and speed but keep them 
away from the sides of the road.  

The current model will seem to divide Colfax between North and South, placing a limitation on pedestrian traffic 
between the two sides. As a business owner I am afraid of decreased foot traffic coming from Park Hill/City 
Park neighborhoods to my business on the South side of Colfax. 

Makes this true BRT, with ease of boarding/alighting and off board fare as examples. Will also be more reliable 
since it won't be using right hand lanes that can get clogged with traffic, parked cars, and truck deliveries.  

A pedestrian, commercial, and commuter corridor like Colfax Ave. is begging for a true bus rapid transit 
installation (not fake "bus rapid transit," like the Flatiron Flyer). A center running bus lane will calm automotive 
traffic on the avenue, make crossing Colfax safer and friendlier, and prioritize buses at intersections by holding 
left-turning traffic until the bus passes. 

Having lived in Boston, this structure with a center-running transit line works incredibly well from a pedestrian 
and driver perspective. With plenty of speedy side-street alternatives both north and south, the removal of a 
through lane on Colfax should not be a problem in my eyes. The improved landscaping on the median would 
be very, very welcome as a frequent driver down Colfax, and I think would serve to improve the feel and overall 
economic value of the retail potential on Colfax. The decreased travel times will be phenomenal for commuters 
and offer greater housing options, allowing those that work downtown or at Anshutz to live further away. 

Key to avoid delays with turning vehicles.  

Creating effective public transit will reduce congestion and increase the walkability of the city. Having access 
along a corridor like this will likely promote development along the street and create opportunity for local 
businesses to thrive. 

Main thing that prevents me from riding the 15 is the perception that the bus is not reliably on time. A dedicated 
lane in each direction on Colfax would make planning around bus schedules easier to rely on. 

It is the best option to keep buses moving quickly along Colfax, without slowing everyone else down.  I 
currently only use the Colfax bus in the event of inclement weather, but these travel times and headways would 
likely cause me to become a daily BRT rider.  It would be great to hop on this bus and have a dedicated lane 
and fewer stops between my home (likely board at proposed josephine/york stop) and downtown.  This 
recommendation is great and I hope you continue forward with it. 

I had no objection to side-running BRT with bus bulbs either far-side, near-side, or midblock. Center-running 
seems to force everyone to cross the street at both ends of their journey (boarding and alighting), so I'm not 
convinced of the claimed pedestrian safety benefit.  

Having BRT on Colfax is extremely important for the future of Denver and allowing more transit in Denver! 

I am concerned about reduction of vehicle lanes to one or removal of parking on Colfax. 

Prioritizing transit and walkable/transit friendly neighborhoods greatly enhances life for those both living in and 
visiting these neighborhoods 

Instead of waiting for the eventuality of crippling traffic in this corridor, this plan specifically addresses capacity 
on a very important street that will become more pedestrian friendly and further support this commercial zone, 
while strengthening surrounding neighborhoods with a quicker more efficient connection to downtown. 

I ride the 15L and 15 several times a week from Aurora to Auraria Campus, or to church on Sundays, or to 
events downtown, etc. 
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I think it would be great to have the bus able to move more quickly in its own dedicated lane. 
 
My main concern would be what would happen to the rest of the traffic--maybe shunted off to the 14th/13th 
Avenues and/or 17th Ave? 

absolutely! Colfax is the busiest transit corridor in the city. we need to prioritize transit and a dedicated lane 
would help make transit run more smoothly and dependably. people in the bus shouldn't have to be stuck 
motor vehicle traffic with single occupancy vehicles. 

This corridor is long overdue for improvements.  Due to traffic congestion and volume of transit ridership, buses 
run late or inconsistently at times.  The BRT seems to offer a good alternative to consolidate stops to allow trips 
to run faster and simplify planning for those trying to take the bus, while also making it safer for bikes and 
pedestrians. 

It's the only efficient way to do it. We want public transit to work well so people will use it. 

This is a poorly thought through project, this will cause bigger back ups on colffax and way more traffic on 
neighboring streets. just look what happens when 1 lane is shut down now, big delays and back ups. 

We need better, functioning mass transit. BRT is cost efficient compared to light rail and streetcars. To do it 
right you need dedicated lanes. 

Developing transit is important for a growing city to thrive. 

The center-running bus option will provide the most efficient transit solution possible.  It keeps automobile 
traffic and related parking movements from interfering with "train like" bus movements, maximizing overall 
capacity to move people on Colfax.   

This option would solve a number of existing issues.  Would prefer to see Street Cars instead of busses. 

Better transit service and safer walking environments along Colfax are much needed and will enhance the 
business and vitality of this essential corridor. 

Please include as many of all the BRT improvement elements as possible in order to make the bus service as 
attractive as possible and aim to dramatically increase transit mode-share. 

Colfax needs transit that runs more smoothly and rapidly, and this is the safest and most efficient way to do so. 

There are examples of cities all over the world trying to expand their steets and highways to “relieve” 
congestions…all have failed.  We need to learn that the only thing expanded streets do is create expanded 
gridlock.  We have to get people out of their cars and into buses and trains. 

This looks great would speed up the bus.  Hopefully be able to increase bus spacing.  I understand this would 
eliminate having both the 15 and the 15L but a combined schedule.   

Improving mobility via buses will be essential to handle congestion along Colfax. One bus moves a lot of 
people quickly. 

to make it as close as possible as true BRT and to allow for easy of flow for transit without being affected by 
other traffic. Separation of transit and traffic would allow for better flow of traffic overall. 

More efficient, and for the customer it would be quicker which will create better customer service effect. 

As the population of Denver grows, it becomes more and more apparent that cars will not be able to handle our 
mobility needs. They do not fit in an urban area. They are a constant danger to our lives and source of pollution 
to our air and water. Transit is needed, and public streets need to prioritize transit in order for it to be useful. 
We cannot allow our trains and buses to be stuck behind car traffic.  
 
This design ensures that public transit will be fast and reliable, and shows that this city cares about people and 
not just cars.  

Safety for all, faster trips, most opportunity for better stations and shielding from weather/elements.  

Short of an elevated or underground system, transit on a high ridership corridor like Colfax needs to be 
separated from general traffic. Side-running has too many potential conflicts with other curb uses, so center-
running is a much better choice. 

Would love faster transit options for this corridor 

Best vision to improve bus transportation along colfax 

Are you saying that people would board the bus also in the center-lane?  That seems quite dangerous for 
pedestrians.  Pedestrians will be darting in and out of traffic to board a bus.  Intersections are the most 
dangerous location for pedestrians 
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If you are saying the bus will  

Buses should have priority over single occupancy vehicles. 

This is the best design available to ensure that the bus rapid transit design can work in the most efficient way 
possible and stay on schedule. efficiency and staying on schedule are two essential components for people to 
be able to rely on the BRT system over using a personal vehicle. 

Colfax is dangerous to walk on and it’ll improve transit as well  

Less conflict with traffic. Easier for pedestrians and off street retail parking. 

Decrease number of cars on Colfax and in Denver in general.  This will help people move better, be more 
environmentally sustainable and reduce costs of transportation infrastructure over time. Also supports health - 
propel walk more when they use public transportation.  

I used to live in Guatemala City, which has a very modern BRT system that serves as an integral part of the 
city's transit infrastructure. As Denver grows into a world-class city, projects enhancing the speed and 
convenience of high-density public transit corridors are essential to becoming a less car-dependent and more 
modern city. 

I lived in Europe (London, UK and Strasbourg, France) for seven years before returning to Denver at the end of 
the summer in 2016. This is relevant for two reasons. First, I had the privilege of living in places where there 
were true transportation alternatives (that were both convenient and safe,) where individuals weren't held 
hostage to cars to go about their daily business. This was a revelation and felt like an improvement in the 
quality of my life (less stress, more healthful, more environmentally friendly, better for building community.) 
Second, since being back, I've noticed a huge increase in the amount of traffic in Denver. The city is rapidly 
moving toward a future of 24/7 gridlock on its streets. The amount of cars encourages bad behavior in drivers 
(including even me sometimes!) Denver is an amazing and beautiful place to live. Now is the time to invest in 
innovative and comprehensive transportation solutions that are forward-looking and can meet the needs of this 
growing city. Center-running BRT on Colfax accomplishes that. I hope that the city moves in this direction 
because I've decided that if something isn't done to reorient Denver away from being such a car-centric city, I 
will move elsewhere where true transportation alternatives are provided. Thank you. 

An electric trolley/train center lane, although more expensive would be a better investment. Much more 
attractive to potential new riders and would provide a better boost to business than buses.  

I have received no information about the proposed BRT project in the past 2 years. The BRT that was initially 
proposed used BRT modified stops similar the existing bus stops.  We requested  that RTD   provide an 
additional 15Limited stop at or near Steele St. - nothing has transpired in over 2 years. Why do even simple 
changes take so long? 

Busses running in the right lanes of Colfax cause traffic flow issues, since cars needing to turn right will bunch 
up behind them, and many people don't realize that the 15 stops nearly every other block through the center of 
Denver. 

Busses won’t have to merge with cars slowing traffic.  

I’m worried about it slowing regular traffic on colfax which is already rough  

It's a needed improvement to a highly used transit corridor.  

It is one of best  options to change corridor 

High quality public transportation is vital for development, investment and equity for our rapidly growing city. 

I would use it rather than driving. 

Benefits transit users with improved shelters, more dependable timing; and likely faster service.  
 
Benefits road users with traffic calming, potential beautification, and less interference to traffic by busses.  
 
This is the only true long-term solution for high density city transit needs.  

Center bus lanes will allow buses to run faster since they won’t get stuck behind lines of cars waiting to turn 
right down a street. There’s also less chance of a crash between buses and cars. 

If it will help traffic flow, especially in Capitol Hill, that would be fantastic. 

There are currently no reliable mass transit options for people living in the most densely populated areas of 
Denver. Light Rail mainly service the suburbs, or if you happen to live near the one non CBD light rail stop in 
the city (30th and Downing). The bus service in it's current iteration is slow and unreliable at best. Anyone 
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taking the 15 or 15L cannot rely on the actual schedule and therefore, must have a 20 to thirty minute window 
of flexibility on their arrival time in order for it to be useful. For a professional who lives along Colfax, like me, 
this renders the service useless.  
 
An example of this is that my brother, who lives with me one block off Colfax, and who works at Union station, 
which is on the 15 bus route, making it conceivable that he could take the 15 from door to door with no last 
mile, can't really ever take the bus. This is because when you have a job, you have to show up to your job on 
time. You, survey reader, should realize this since you have a job. The 15 and the 15L, both of which have 
stops less than a 3 minute walk from my house, only runs on time about half the time. And if it's rush hour, 
forget about it. And if it doesn't pick you up on time, there is no chance that you'll get to your destination on 
time. So how can he take the bus if he doesn't know when he'll get picked up or when it'll drop him off? The 
answer is that he can't and he's exactly the type of person who SHOULD be using public transportation! 
 
BRT as described above would give access to an actually useful transit system that actually can guarantee pick 
up/drop off times. This would operate like other Mass Transit systems in other cities it would be heavily used in 
the central area because of this reliability and increase access and mobility to further out neighborhoods like 
mine (East Colfax). 

The 15 buses on Colfax desperately need a dedicated bus lane in order to maintain service reliability - right 
now traffic causes lengthy delays that frequently result in buses getting stacked up in the corridor.  I also think 
it’s important to add pedestrian safe havens in intersections to make crossing easier.  Also, the addition of the 
center median with vegetation will help make Colfax a healthier and more beautiful corridor! 

Denver needs to provide better public transportation for a rapidly growing population. Center bus lanes create 
an efficient solution to current bus transit issues.  

Denver needs some rebranding to convince more people to use the bus, especially the Colfax bus. 

It seems the safest and most logical option for the street. 

Efficient and affordable mass transit in narrow corridor. Many worldwide success cases if done well. 

Only way to economically obtain true "transit" service and thus related TOD development. 
 
Faster service for buses. Cars have many other streets to travel on. 
 
Faster vehicles should be in center of street, not along sidewalk near pedestrians or patios. 
 
Limits ability for criminals to hang out at bus stops on sidewalk. 
 
More space along sidewalks for parallel parking.  
 
More space along sidewalks for patios 

Best way to guarantee smooth traffic flow and more efficient bus traffic. 

It provides true transit service snd much needed mobility eat-west including to Anschutz Medical Campus 
where I work.  Be bold and build true BRT like Cleveland Health Line not watered down express service like 
RTD Flatiron Flyer or NYC Select Bus.  The center running option will provide the most robust transit service 
with highest speed, increased frequency and greatest reliability.  Do not let anti-transit groups, DBJ and auto 
lobby water the project down! 

It will be the most affordable, cost effective, and flexible option to provide world-class transit service to Denver. 

Center running BRT is incredibly important to make it actual BRT.  Otherwise it’s just the 15 and as slow as the 
15 

Less traffic issues due to cars 

A safe, reliable, fast transit system is likely to greatly improve the local economy.  

Anything that make it faster and safer to use the bus and Colfax wins my vote 

This is the busiest transit route in Denver - It deserves the highest level of service we can provide. 

It is time to prioritize public transit.  

I strongly agree with the center-running BRT plan for Colfax. My reasons: 
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1) Transit time and traffic: Denver must aggressively address its public transit and traffic shortcomings with 
forward-thinking plans that move far beyond the status quo (which is not working and will only get worse in the 
future as the population increases) and bold advances in public transit should be at the heart of any visions for 
the city's future. The faster and more efficient the BRT is, the more people will ride it and the more it will serve 
as a model for further transit development and traffic reduction. I will ride a fast and efficient BRT system to my 
office downtown, as will several of my friends and neighbors (based on conversations), but I would not use 
some of the lesser, compromised designs previously proposed. 
 
I have been a passenger on many American "BRT" systems that do not have the basic characteristics of true 
BRT or have not implemented many of the past practices of true BRT, and I have had the pleasure of riding 
true BRT systems abroad (and one decent one in the US), and the difference is night and day. Every measure 
that can be taken to build a true BRT on Colfax should be taken. A mere difference of 3 or 4 minutes in travel 
time is the difference between arriving at a meeting or an event on time or not, and it is therefore ultimately the 
difference in many of us choosing to ride on and support the system or not. 
 
2) Placemaking and business growth: Denver's identity is linked to Colfax more than any other of its busiest 
streets and Colfax could greatly benefit from a complete redesign of its look and identity. East Colfax has been 
progressing for years but has stalled out in many places and still needs all of the help it can get.  
 
I've hosted countless visitors, while living in several neighborhoods in Denver, and I'm not sure any other place 
in the city leaves a stronger lasting impression on people than Colfax--the city should do everything it can to be 
make it the grand urban corridor that it could and should be! 
 
3) Safety: For the reasons outlined in the proposal, this design seems much safer and for the reasons outlined 
above, in terms of crime I believe it will make East Colfax a much safer street, inviting more people from the 
surrounding neighborhoods to actually spend time on it and help it thrive and grow. 

This configuration most closely aligns with the need for high volume, high frequency service. Center running 
configurations have been shown globally to be the most conducive to this level of service.  

would much rather see the investment in street-car!  have a look at the success portland and seattle have 
had... 

Denver needs faster, more frequent, more reliable transit options. And Colfax is one of the most important and 
improvable corridors in the city. I wish it were rail, but short of that, dedicated lane BRT is a good next step for 
Colfax. 

We need faster and more reliable transit corridors. Cities that don't invest in public transportation will wither and 
die after carbon crash. 

While I would have preferred a streetcar, center BRTs work well and efficiently.  I’ve seen them and used them 
in cities worldwide and they are the best bus option.  They also help make the streets they’re on more lively 
and useable. 

I am a big believer that efficient mass transit, especially in such a traffic and business heavy artery through the 
city, does more to alleviate traffic congestion than adding more lanes for cars. As someone who lives just east 
of downtown, this upgrade will enable me to leave my car at home and more quickly arrive to the city core. This 
will cut down on my personal carbon footprint and save congestion on our streets. 

Would like to see a pilot run a one or two stops to observe the impact. 

I am currently studying a similar project going on in Albuquerque, New Mexico called the Albuquerque A.R.T 
(Albuquerque Rapid Transit Project) Similar to what you are proposing. There are great concerns because New 
Mexico, according to a 2014 report is Number 1 In the nation for pedestrian fatalities. It ought to be also noted 
that a large number of these pedestrian related deaths are due to intoxication and impaired pedestrians walking 
out into traffic. There is a difference, according to a January 31, 2014 news article in the Sydney Melbourne 
Herald titled, "Pedestrian fatalities higher with bus." The article provides proof that the chances for a fatality 
with a bus are greater because when a pedestrian is hit with a car they are thrown over the car. The height of a 
bus and the vertical design of the bus makes that impossible. Pedestrians bodies are then thrown under the 
bus. In New York one law firm, Smiley Law firm that specializes in these types of cases claims that cost millions 
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of dollars. Given the number of liquor establishments in the area and live venues pedestrians are less likely to 
follow pedestrian laws because they are intoxicated or trying to get from point A to point B in a fact effective 
manner.  Jaw Walking is then committed and compromises safety between motorists and public transportation 
vessels. Denver with it large population of pedestrians who wear head phones are at greater risk of fatalities as 
well. The direction in which a bus travels can also be confusing to motorists from the area and tourists visiting 
the area.  

Enhances pedestrian safety and convenience. Improves the Colfax experience.  

It seems that for BRT to be the most effective dedicated 24/7 lanes are required. As the city grows, we should 
think more of moving people instead of moving individual vehicles. It makes sense to prioritize public transit 
options and hopefully incentivize more people to participate. Finally, Colfax could use a more pedestrian and 
transit friendly layout.  

The lane usage reduction will offset any real gains made by the BRT in traffic/people flow along the corridor. 
Center lane terminals also seem risky from a pedestrian safety perspective. 

I use the Flatiron Flyer every week day. It’s an amazing service and has convinced that Denver needs more 
high quality bus service. Better transit in Denver will reduce congestion and provide better mobility for 
everyone.  

Denver should continue to expand and enhance the public transportation infrastructure.  

Not only is it the busiest line, but it hosts a large swath of high density housing and business which are only 
going to increase in numbers. Having a viable, frequent and visually agreeable route will only improve the walk 
and living experience for everyone on the street, which is a lot of people! 

It will greatly improve bus times and decrease traffic  

Cities need to have a way to move people around. Around areas where it is more dense it is costly and time 
consuming to worry about a car. It is also frustrating when buses are unreliable and cannot move quickly 
through there route. Finally pedestrian safety is essential in such an important and busy corridor of Denver. 
This project will make public transport more reliable, pedestrians safer, and help those of us who do not have 
cars. Can’t wait! 

Dedicated center running BRT lanes are more efficient and easier to identify and use.  This solution is much 
better than mixing buses with other, slower, traffic.  A part time dedicated lane makes no sense.  If the route 
can operate with one general traffic lane each way during peak hours than it certainly can operate at least as 
well during off hours when traffic is less.   Most people seek out the parallel routes with better timed lights 
already.  I always use 13th and 14th avenues.  If my destination is on Colfax I usually approach by the closest 
cross street and avoid driving or parking right on Colfax as much as possible. 

We need better more reliable public transportation 

I commute to Anschutz and would love a reliable quick alternative to driving 

At all the historical sections cross-sections, Colfax is too narrow--that's why the sidewalks are currently so 
narrow. It may be that the parking lanes or turning lanes will have to be eliminated---but we also risk 
demolitions of existing buildings. I think these issues needed to already be studied in detail before asking for 
the bond money to fund what looks like 1/3 of the project.. I expect a lot of push back. I skimmed all of the City 
documents that are on line, but fail to find critical dimensions of these "pinch points".  
 
The minimum curb to curb flowlines need to be 100' at least. The sidewalks need to push back, bulb-outs and 
all. I really think extending sidewalks, utilizing 16th and 14th avenues as a low floor STREET CAR loop would 
actually increase the benefits even though it would cost more. 

We need to prioritize people in the Colfax cooridor, not cars.  

Will make an already  congested road much worse. I do not  Think ridership will make it worth money.  I can’t 
think of one neighbor between  Yosemite and Quebec that will stand on Colfax and get on this bus . 

The plan will decrease congestion, and inspire more people to use mass transit. 

24/7 dedicated bus lanes are necessary to provide quick transit along Colfax. Having the lanes in the center of 
Colfax will provide for a calmer and more welcoming walking environment which will make the street a 
desirable space for retail and other public uses. 

Center running buses provide the most efficient form of transit short of street cars.  Peak only bus lanes do not 
provide the benefit of calming traffic during off hours and providing a sense of permanence. 
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Will change up things on colfax which is good.  Provide faster transportation  option than current 15 and 15L 
buses.  

Center running allows for efficient flow of busses through Colfax and makes things like light priorities much 
easier to implement. Also reduces number of car-bus interactions vs side-running.  

I strongly agree with implementing center-running BRT on Colfax. Cars are never going to move enough 
people to make Denver an efficient city. Public transport can. Let's make BRT on Colfax the best we can. Yes, 
sometimes I drive on Colfax, and yes, losing lanes may occasionally slow me down. But I'm one person in a 
car. Why design around me? Design to make public transport as quick and pleasant as we can and it will be a 
success. Let's plan for growth now. 

I want to raise my kids in Denver. That means I need the streets to be safe for walking, biking, and taking forms 
of transit that are less lethal than personal vehicles. 
 
For the safety of future generations and current residents: get this going as many places as possible. 

It is critical to keep the buses separate from congested traffic to ensure a true "rapid transit" operation. As the 
area grows in density, and buses become more electric (even autonomous), having this infrastructure in place 
will pay dividends to the city. In addition, the BRT concept will attract foot traffic, which will spur local 
businesses. Finally, with the new Civic Center plaza, the free Mall Ride, and Union Station, this will ensure a 
continuous integration into the Denver metro transit network from Capital Hill.  

Short sighted solution that leaves busses constrained by traffic lights and remaining traffic. 
 
If Colfax is that critical, and I think it is, get the Transit up above street level. 
 
I do think the center lane option is better than the outer lane.  But booo to buses as the answer. 

It will speed up the trip to and from downtown and make the bus worth riding. It will incentivize people 
(including myself) to avoid driving, walk more and be more visible in our neighborhood. 

I feel that these changes will make bus transportation much more appealing to myself and my neighbors. A 
quick bus ride downtown, with upgraded bus stops, would encourage me to use the bus much more often when 
going downtown. 

Fast bus service is great! Plenty of space for cars on adjacent roads. 

We need this transit.  It will improve the whole street.  This concept has worked very well in other cities. 

I believe that this will help with traffic congestion and will provide a faster commute. 

I think it will help continue the modernization of Colfax and help make my neighborhood, Capitol Hill, an even 
better place to live.  Colfax is a wonderful street but it desperately needs to be improved.   

For transit to be successful, it needs to be done right so people will actually use it.  A center running system will 
accomplish that. 

Colfax would make a great transit and pedestrian plaza! 

Yes, with large one way roads at 13th, 14th, 17th and 18th, Colfax would be perfect to prioritize for mass 
transit, pedestrians, shops, and development.   

The look and it's safer. 

It will be worth it to do BRT right and that involves center lanes.  

With so many people moving to Denver, it is important to move as many people as possible. This is the best 
way.  

Private car user is always preferred on 17/18th and 13/14th. Colfax should be true multimodal  

Because the center-running option gives priority to transit and we need to focus on moving people, not cars! 

Center running is crucial to make this effective and "true" BRT. Colfax is a critical transit artery for the city and it 
deserves a treatment that will make the corridor into a first-choice rapid transit link on par with the light rail and 
commuter rail systems. 

This corridor needs better, faster transit to connect East Denver to downtown. Light rail would be ideal, but BRT 
is the next best thing. Fewer lanes dedicated to automobiles will also make the street safer for pedestrians and 
cyclists. 

Having lived in Manhattan for 10 years it is a fantasy to think people will abandon their cars. This will work fine 
for those who live and work on or near Colfax but most of us don't have the luxury of an hour plus to get to 
work with multiple transit transfers. This will make my already horrible commute even worse since there will be 
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spillover onto 13th and 17th avenue.  
 
Oh yea. Then there are the people who will drive to Colfax and park their cars in Park Hill and Montclair 
creating a  parking nightmare.  

I think this would provide a safer, more efficient way for those who use public transportation to get around. I 
think this shows that you value those who use public transportation and are working hard to keep them safe 
and make it an all around more pleasurable experience. 

A separated bus lane will increase the ability of the road to move people to their destinations quickly. 

This would provide the needed true quick service that bus rapid transit can provide 

Speed and efficiency  

If anything is worth doing, it's worth doing right.  

Reducing vehicle traffic on Colfax to one lane is nuts.  
 
First, all businesses on Colfax will suffer, and here's why: 1) Excessive traffic delays will dissuade people who 
use their cars from patronizing businesses on the avenue. 2) Reduced ability to make left turns off the avenue 
and/or U-turns will again make it far less appealing to try to reach a destination located on Colfax. 
 
Second, the reduction of Colfax to one lane will force drivers to use 17th and Montview or 13th and 14th 
Avenues for their east/west travel. Furthermore, the difficulty of getting from the residential areas north and 
south of the avenue onto Colfax IN THE DIRECTION THEY WANT TO GO will push local residents to choose 
one of these same four avenues for their commutes. All four of those streets are residential in nature and are 
not suited to the excess traffic that should be expected with this proposal. Not to mention that unless a large 
number of traffic signals are installed on those four avenues, trying to cross them in order to travel north/south 
anywhere in this BRT corridor will be both time-consuming and dangerous. 

This is the most efficient and safe alignment per various local studies, as well as national and international 
examples. 

I have lived near E Colfax for many years. I wonder if the promoters of this project have taken the time to travel 
on this street at just about any time of day. It is generally heavily traveled. It moves, but is usually pretty full of 
cars. I can't see how taking traffic lanes out of use by cars is going to work. How will getting across Colfax to go 
north or south going to work. I live on 17th Ave & I can see much heavier traffic on this street as well as on 13th 
& 14th Aves. Traffic will be much heavier on my street, Poplar St, & all the other neighborhood streets in the 
area as people cut through to avoid jams on Colfax. I see the #15 bus running almost empty outside of rush 
hours & don't believe BRT will bring more transit riders unto the bus. I think you will be messing up a 
transportation system that works very well, for a system that is untested. Please don't do this! 

It works better that way.  Pedestrians and BRT riders are safer.  BRT lanes have to be exclusive.   

It absolutely needs to be center running in dedicated right of way.  It will dramatically improve the user 
experience and help the flow of all vehicles in the area.  It  

Too many reasons to count. Improved pedestrian safety, removal of traffic lanes to reduce our reliance on 
automobiles, more efficient and faster transit, visually narrowing the street to make it more aesthetically 
pleasing, etc. 

The benefits of BRT would be minimal otherwise. 

Buses are noisy, dirty and people don't like to ride in them. For center-running transit, urban rail/streetcars 
would be much cleaner, quieter and more desirable. 

It allows for more buses to run with fewer delays and is safer for pedestrians, cyclists, and cars. 

Provides a permanent change to the streetscape vs renovating/improving current curbside stops.   

I'm all for improving the speed of bus travel. 

I have seen this kind of dedicated transit lanes in other cities, and it works.  Big difference, however, is that it 
would only leave one lane each direction for cars, whereas in other cities, there are still multiple lanes for car. 

This is the most viable way to operate a successful rapid transit system on Colfax, unless parking were 
removed. 

BRT would help get people out of their cars 

Will have a traffic calming effect on Colfax and making it more pedestrian friendly. I believe it will greatly 
improve the look and feel of Colfax Ave. making it more attractive to tourists and residents.   
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The biggest problem I encounter using transit in Denver are delays in east-west bus travel, especially on 
Colfax. A dedicated lane and easier boarding that isn't blocked by sidewalks, would greatly improve travel on 
our central artery. 

Concerned about car traffic now using Colfax moving to other 1 way streets--13th, 14th, 17th.  Also concerned 
about lack of street parking on Colfax causing large increase of parking on adjacent N/S residential streets 
(where I live).  People often park partly or entirely in front of driveways. 

Public transportation is my preferred method of transportation.  As a former frequent rider of the 15 and not an 
occasional rider, I find the bus service useful but it takes too long.  I would often bike from downtown to my 
former home near City Park much faster than the bus.  And depending how long I'd have to wait at the bus 
stop, walking home was pretty comparable.  I think the service needs to be more frequent and speedier to 
incentivize people to use it.     

The center-running design is important because a designated late for buses is essential to keep the buses 
running quickly and thereby provide an attractive alternative to driving. 

Center running BRT is evolving as the preferred solution. 

It would provide the most reliable commuter route to downtown and the least likely to experience accidents. 

I don’t foresee myself using bus so I’m not a fan of losing lanes. 

I really like the improved trip length times for those taking public transit. 
 
The pedestrian safety benefits seem worth it on their own.  If more people were walking along Colfax safely, it'd 
also help businesses. 

Prioritizes fast transit through a dense neighborhood.  

There is no good, fast, east-west transit options on the east side of town. The 15 is already running at capacity 
many times during the day. The colfax corridor is only getting busier. 

Denver needs to invest heavily and rapidly in public transportation because of (a) unprecedented growth, (b) 
healthy urban development, (c) greater (e)quality of services for all residents of Denver. 

Our traffic-choked city desperately needs more rapid transit. Denver needs to transition from a city that relies 
on the private, individual car to a city that is rapid transit-navigable.  Our city is becoming too densely populated 
to be a car-focused city. 

While I support the improvements to public transit speed and safety, I feel that the compromises may outweigh 
the benefits. The compromises I am most concerned about are the reduced frequency of stops for local transit 
riders, and the expected diversion of traffic to side streets making them less safe for local residents. 

The current does not work for cars and buses. 

It takes away one lane of traffic - does not allow people to turn off Colfax where it is convenient - It decreases 
safety for pedestrians - makes more conflict between people and autos because they have to go across traffic 
lanes to get to bus stops while it is supposed to make for less conflict between buses and autos - it will create 
increased traffic on parallel streets while people try to avoid Colfax - does not take into account how people 
who want to go to stores can park or get to that store if it's on the opposite side of Colfax.  The plan does not 
seem to take into consideration how any of it will affect those living within a couple blocks of Colfax - how are 
the bus stops going to be kept clean during snow storms - how will they shovel the avenue - people who are 
riding buses do not get off to shop, they just go to their destination - this should decrease revenue for 
businesses on Colfax 

It will slow traffic on this dangerous road and help make the street more human scale. Along with redeveloping 
Smiley's Laundromat, these are the first steps to making Colfax a hub.  

Colfax is in great need of more frequent and higher quality transit. I am concerned that the design shown in the 
renderings shows that buses will need to stop at the intersection and then at the station once crossing the 
intersection, which may reduce the speed to transit service. I would also like to advocate for traffic signals that 
prioritize transit by giving buses and head start when crossing intersections. 

This corridor has very high bus ridership, and is straight and direct. BRT would greatly speed up bus travel 
times and be more convenient. I have lived in Denver for 65 years, and have avoided driving on Colfax since I 
got my license in 1969; it is not a good driving street and there are plenty of parallel options, so any argument 
that BRT would hinder car traffic is specious. 

This area of Colfax is too congested for the layout right now, and having more efficient and easier bus access 
can increase the ability for more to use it.  
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The city needs many more public transit options, and I think this is a brilliant way to implement quick, easy-to-
use transit. 

As Denver grows and increases in density, we can no longer look to cars as the primary transit solution. We 
need reliable, fast transit options that encourage commuters to opt in to transit rather than single occupant 
cars. By designating lanes for bus and transit use only, it will take buses out of traffic, making them a more 
attractive option for getting around Denver.  

This is a terrible idea. It would be a great concept if Colfax wasn't a main artery that is already clogged with 
traffic at all hours (and which recent, but necessary, utilities updates have significantly exacerbated). Closing 
down lanes and prohibiting left turns will only increase these problems. In addition, why is there no reference to 
the amount of traffic this would redirect to neighborhood streets like 16th? This side street is already a raceway 
during rush-hour, closing down Colfax would only make this problem worse. Also, with the planned pedestrian 
crossings on 17th and this blockade for left turns from Colfax, can someone please explain how South City 
Park neighborhood residents are supposed to get to our homes? 
 
Moreover, how about addressing more important issues about bus service -- such as too few buses on Colfax, 
cleanliness and safety of existing transportation and a general failure to adhere to schedule? Denver remains 
the only major city where I have lived that I avoid public transportation. I've always loved bus service but I gave 
up trying to use it here after my first year or residency for these reasons.  

Colfax is such a major artery for Denver, being able to more easily get up and down the street by bus is a no 
brainer. Not clogging the driving section with busses is an additional plus.  

Seems like the best way to achieve true BRT (increased speeds, safe boarding, more like other rapid transit).  

I don't see it working on the side. Of course concerned that it will not run into Aurora, which inhibits bus service 
to Anschutz 

improving # of people using the system also more frequent and foster transit during improvements 

Dedicated lane, shorter xing dist 

More efficient, better street scaping ops.  

It creates high quality transit infrastructure.  It is going to make the corridor incredibly aesthetically pleasing, it is 
going to improve the quality of life along Colfax, and it will provide incentives to the public to use transit rather 
than drive.   

Bus Rapid Transit 
 
Worthy of the NAMS 
 
A model for other major corridors 

Safely, greenery, business improvement 

Will improve service; opportunities for placemaking 

This is a model for how we should be transforming major arterials throughout the city to make them safer, more 
inviting, people-friendly, etc.  

Better ped environment, and safer.  

It is an effective and efficient way to take advantage and improve on our most active bus transit corridor that is 
so important and useful to people of every background. This plan is one of the best, cost effective ways for the 
city of Denver and the metro region to facilitate travel with a rapidly growing population and limited public right 
of way. Faster and more reliable transit with walking and biking connections, streetscaping and nice bus stops 
will make this essential service better for so many who need it and encourage more people to use this faster, 
more reliable transportation option. 

A center-running BRT will have less interference from cars blocking the bus lanes and will slow down the car 
traffic running in the adjacent lanes.  

Prioritizes transit over all other modes (as it should be) 

East Colfax is a really ugly place right now. I don't go unless there's a particular restaurant or show I want to 
see. The improvements might make it a nicer place to be around. 

Since it is unlikely that Colfax will get a light rail line or underground subway, this makes the most sense in 
terms of dedicated, reliable public transit. The appeal of light rail and subway is that it is not affected by traffic 
or weather conditions, so if center lane BRT is a comparable alternative, this will improve public transit access 
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for Denver's east-side neighborhoods (that is currently lacking, when compared with other areas accessible by 
train or light rail). This will also allow for the streetscape to become more pedestrian friendly, with better 
crosswalks and other improvements like additional green space and trees. 

Colfax has the potential to become the most important street in Denver (which it was 50 years ago). Today it 
primarily serves short trips - it is not the cross-town route it once was for drivers, because that function has 
been taken over by freeways. I think BRT is a reasonable alternative to a streetcar line. 

We continue to reduce street capacity for autos. Bike lanes make no sense on the major arteries, nor do bus 
lanes. Put them on16th instead. 

I've been to Lima and San Francisco (well, rail, but same concept) where they have it, and it works great. 
Businesses will be more vibrant and inclusive when gargantuan buses aren't flying right next to the sidewalk. 
That's one of the reasons, I believe, why the 16th Street Mall is not as fun as it should be. The other thing is 
that we need to prioritize buses and rely less on traffic. Giving cars the side lanes will be better for them, too, so 
they can make right turns easier. 

This is an incredible opportunity for Denver to focus resources on moving people over moving cars and make 
Colfax an equitable transit corridor. 

Traffic is becoming more congested every year. Current public transit is inadequate to continue to provide 
alternative transit means due to routes available and travel time. 

This will shuttle all the car traffic to side streets. This will increase neighborhood traffic. This will also create 
busier streets where all the houses are and create a dangerous situation for kids, pets and adults.  

I believe that taking East Colfax down to ONE lane in each direction is a terrible idea.  East Colfax is the major 
east-west COMMERCIAL street in Denver.  More traffic (fast, impatient) will be diverted into the residential 
streets next to Colfax creating unsafe conditions for pedestrians, cyclists, runners,walkers, children and in 
addition will negatively impact what have been livable tranquil neighborhoods.  The traffic has to go somewhere 
and it will go into our residential streets).  In addition, with the planned left-hand turns off of Colfax only being at 
north-south streets with signals, even MORE traffic will divert into neighborhoods.  Also, it will be harder to get 
by car to East Colfax businesses - cars will need to make a circuitous loop THROUGH RESIDENTIAL 
NEIGHBORHOODS to get to those businesses - unlike the direct route they can take today.  The BRT will 
create the type of congestion that occurs right now around Trader Joe's at 8th & Colorado.  We need better 
mass transport but center-running BRT is not it. 

It will make the buses able to run faster 

Provides fewer conflicts with right turns and curbside parking and elevates the visual presence of the system as 
the primary transportation mode on the street. 

Because it means moving more people, more efficiently while creating a safer environment for pedestrians. 
Denver neess more solutions like this. 

Reducing traffic lanes and parking areas will not help to improve the traffic on Colfax. Adding bus service and 
bike lanes are not an incentive for people to stop driving.  

I think the idea is great. Im concerned about the decrease in driving lanes.  

I love the idea of a transit focused corridor but having to wait for the bus in the middle of Colfax makes me 
nervous. I already do that when trying to cross the street and it does not feel safe. Colfax is also very difficult to 
cross as a pedestrian or a driver already. It’s inconvenient for drivers and unsafe for pedestrians.  

I think it's the best way to create a "train like" travel experience and increase the speed of buses down Colfax. 

Colfax serves as a primary transit and commercial corridor for the east side of Denver.  I believe a well 
executed bus would improve the transit experience and provide for a more pleasant pedestrian experience.  
With the proximity of the one way pairs of 13th-14th and 17th-18th I believe there is adequate existing lane 
capacity to allow for the conversion of some Colfax lanes to bus-only.  I also hope the project takes some of the 
stigma out of the 15 bus to open its reach to a broader group of potential passengers. 

Because it will help the buses to run faster  and help to create more walkable streets as cars have one lane 
roads at opposite ends of the street 

Pedestrians are visible and protected on an island separated from car traffic. 
 
Safer for residents being on a well-lit Island than a dark sidewalk. 
 
Drug dealing that currently occurs at sidewalk bus stops on East Colfax will be reduced due to easy 
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observation by police and residents per stations in center of the Avenue. 
 
Reduced vehicle traffic on Colfax 

Center-running is the only way to implement a true BRT route along Colfax. Colfax is Denver's main corridor 
that could support a subway line under it. Until the city is ready for that kind of investment, BRT is the best 
solution. Enhanced busses in quasi-mixed traffic lanes on the sides would only be marginal improvements in 
efficiency. Dedicated center lanes can operate at higher efficiency and can be upgraded to streetcar in the 
future if ever needed. 

I️ 100% agree as long as the bus transit lanes are not “bus only” lanes like broadway and Lincoln. That is a 

monumental waste of a traffic lane, and only having 1 car lane on Colfax would be insane and dumb. The bus 
only lanes on Broadway and Lincoln are empty 99% of the time during peak times as the bus doesn’t run often 
enough to justify that designated bus lane. Cars are backed up for blocks and unable to use that lane which sits 
empty most of the time.  

It will improve the 15 bus.  Everyone besides me uses the 15.  I had to stop because the traffic on Colfax during 
rush hour makes it unreliable. 

It will operate much better than side running as it would avoid the conflict with right-turning vehicles and drivers 
parallel parking. I like the stop selection too. 

Bus service is currently slow; other vehicles have options close by, and a center-run lane could dramatically 
improve bus service along ColfaxAve. 

Feels like the least disruptive alternative to area businesses and existing traffic patterns.  

Side running BRT would have too many delays with cars parking and right turning vehicles. Also, this will 
provide better crossings for pedestrians at stations. 

Would love a quick an easy way to get downtown. We are in a dead zone for light rail and a rapid transit would 
help immensely.  

I understand the efficiencies the design presents, but because of how busy Colfax is, I much prefer curbside 
disembarkation and would rather preserve that than gain the advantages in improved headways. 

Not convinced there is the space along Colfax Ave to make the proposed changes. 

Have you tried to cross Colfax on a good day? If it's a 30MPH zone people are doing 35-40. If it's a 35MPH 
zone people are doing 40 or more. Please do not do BRT on Colfax and definitely do not do a Center Run BRT 
on Colfax. What I want and need to see happen is for RTD to get the Timing down on the 15 and 15L so you 
are not stuck waiting for a bus at an expected time and then when a bus does show up there are 3 of them 
stacked up. 
 
Fix the timing and put up protected bus stops instead of just the benches for those cold windy days. 

I think it will make the rode safer and the buses faster.  

This is real transit and will transform the corridor.  

I'm in favor of solutions that lower emissions, make access and mobility easier for people who can't, or choose 
not to, drive. I'm also interested in a safer city with fewer dangerous drivers. 

Safety...must have lots of precautions in place for pedestrians  

It's the best way to move buses through the corridor quickly. 

It appears to streamline bus operations and help pedestrians at the same time.  

Colfax is a mess. I try to cross it everyday. And when I drive, it's not efficient because you are always having to 
dart between lanes to avoid busses. Plus, since the new MUST YIELD law passed, bus drivers now brutally cut 
off people driving in lanes. I do like the idea of having trees and medians along this super busy street  

This proposal leaves only one traffic lane for autos and truck to operate in.  
 
Also endangers bus passengers when they have to cross a traffic lane to board bus. This is from any direction.  
 
At present passengers will run into traffic to get to bus from the opposite side of the side, but in this proposal 
they will have to run out into traffic on both sides of street.  
 
Poor choice.  
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Buses today are unreliable and often slow in evening and rush hour, usually due to loading time and stopping 
at stop lights.  

Public transit would only become more necessary as citizens living along this route give up cars because of 
parking issues. 

That is the most insane idea I've heard in a long time in Denver. Great, make 13th and 14th even busier and 
trap all the residents in between Colfax and 13th. I am moving AWAY from Colfax (Congress Park), and this 
was the deal breaker for me when I first heard about this. 
 
It will never work and everyone will hate it and will go down as the biggest mistake RTD has ever made. 
 
Build an elevated rail line like you should have 20 years ago. 

Look what is happening in other cities! They are doing light rail and street cars.  DETROIT is seeing $28B, yes 
Billion, in investment along there new steeetcar line.   

It would take up less space on the narrow ROW, and would all but eliminate conflicts with people who think the 
parking signs don’t apply to them. 

where will the cars go that used to have 2 lanes in each direction on Colfax? 

I looks amazing. This is what Colfax needs and what Denver needs.  
 
In 20 years, the traffic will be so bad that you won't be able to drive anywhere in a reasonable amount of time. 
The time to invest in reliable, efficient transit is now.  
 
Colfax is the busiest bus route and improvements are needed. This is the right way to do it. 
 
The center lane will also provide a safe area for pedestrians when crossing the street. 

1) we need a rapid mass transit connection to downtown 
 
2) central placement allows stations to be away from sidewalks leaving the space for pedestrians and would 
not adversely affect storefronts and businesses 
 
3) central placement ensures buses do not interfere with parking 
 
4) central placement helps insulate nereby residents from noise of starting/ stopping busses and stations (every 
bit helps) 
 
5) central placement also inspires changes to central median (landscaping) 
 
6) better access to city park from downtown. (Good for residents and visitors) 
 
[Street Address], and while I acknowledge the challenges and drawbacks (short term construction and long 
term limited left turns etc) I am so excited to see this change in the neighborhood. We have a chance to turn 
Colfax from a divider of communities to a meeting place to tie our neighborhoods together and with down town.  

Should provide for smoother operation. 

I am disabled with paralysis and brain disease. This new plan is horrible for me and for many people.  
 
To access Public Transit: 
 
1) We will have to cross the street for each boarding and deboarding. Having the Public Transit use the middle 
lanes means hundred thousands of crossing streets each day along Colfax for all the passengers. 
 
2) I personally am most in danger when I cross an intersection because of my combined disabilities. I cannot 
even imagine how many street crossings will need to board one bus and get on a bus in the opposite direction. 
 
3) We need 10 feet on the center pad for the 4-foot ramp, 4-foot chair, and 2 feet to spare before we go off the 
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curb into traffic. 
 
4) Access-a-Ride (Federal Mandated Paratransit!) and Accessible Cabs cannot unload nor load people with 
disabilities along Colfax anymore with this configuration. 

Makes for easier, faster, more efficient travel for buses 

Because it's time something got built, and if the years and years of planning and debate have arrived at this 
design, that is it definitely the right design. Build it.  

Because it will make it faster, more regular and easier to board. 

#1: Unsafe. Have you seen people running to catch a bus? They run across side streets without looking. I can 
only imagine when they start running across the one remaining lane of traffic - or even the traffic and the 
opposing bus lane! - to get to the middle. 
 
#2: I am opposed to reducing "civilian" traffic down to only one lane in each direction. 
 
#3: I think the novelty of a BRT is unnecessary. Standard buses that service the rest of the city's grid will do 
just fine. Specifically, the things I think unnecessary are: the expense, the reduction in "civilian" lanes for the 
general public, the "not-the-same-as-the-rest-of-RTD" method for boarding, the unsafe condition created for 
"not-always-brilliant" Colfax riders, and the fact that it won't change the number one complaint you usually hear 
about the 15 and 15ltd. 
 
#4: Can't cross or make left turns except at certain intersections. Some side streets and parallel arterials are 
going to be negatively affected, and driver frustration will be increased. 
 
#5: Isn't there still going to be a regular 15? Where will it's stops be? 

First, busses would have to run counter traffic in order to board at the center, unless RTD is going to buy new 
busses that will have the doors on the other sides. 
 
Second, I STRONGLY OBJECT to eliminating half the current bus stops!!!! I live out on East Colfax and ride 
the bus to and from work every day. I DO NOT want to have to walk a quarter-mile in the dark on unshoveled 
icy walks in the dark past the "gauntlet" of hookers, drug dealers, pan-handlers and other recently-released 
convicts in the motels along E Colfax in order to get to the "new" bus stop a quarter mile away. If you don't 
believe me, have some one of your staff wait at the Colfax and Willow bus stop from 5:00 am to daylight and 
see how many prostitutes, drug dealers and panhandlers you can count. Police do NOT regularly patrol and 
when they do, the 8400 block of E Colfax has the highest crime rate (per number of tickets and/or arrests) of 
the area. Please do NOT make me have to walk this street in order to get to a place where the bus will stop to 
pick me up! 

It will transform the corridor and will function better 

Although a busy bus line, the traffic that will be rerouted from Colfax to 13/14th and 17th/18th will not be good 
for the surrounding neighborhoods and side streets along this corridor.  Going down to 1 lane on Colfax will 
cause major congestion as the whole lane will have to stop for a person to parallel park.  Parking is also 
already tight on Colfax, so we absolutely can't eliminate parking.  Also don't like idea of waiting in center 
median for bus, it horrifies me to think about little kids in the middle of the street.  I've lived off Colfax for 17 
years, I'm really against this center lane. 
 
Want people to move people faster on the bus? Offer more buses on 17/18th - that route leaves every 30 
minutes and even less on weekends.  Put another bus route up and down 13/14th.  Connect the 17th route to a 
non-existence route down Park ave that makes it easier to hook-up to the bus line to Highlands.  I know that 
street is congested, but what a great way to get across town that has always been missing.   

The fact that you are even considering taking one of the busiest streets in the city and REDUCING it from 2 
auto lanes in each direction to 1 is ABSURD!  
 
You are constantly making “improvements” — bike or transit— at the expense of cars and it  
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always makes traffic worse in this city!!  
 
Bikes don’t pay taxes to upkeep our roads.  Why all of a sudden do they get priority???  

Presently, There is not enough room for parking in front of businesses. The side streets are badly lit and have 
cars parked on it so you don't feel safe when you walk there or park to go into a business.    If you take away a 
lane of traffic both ways on Colfax it will cause congestion which is already bad with both lanes open.  Safety of 
riders on the bus.  They cut across traffic at other locations because stops are not close to each other and I 
have seen a bunch of them running across traffic for the bus and almost getting hit.  Which causes more 
congestion and accidents. 

The idea of faster transit, landscaping and traffic calming is great but I fear that retraining car commuters will be 
challenging and the design may create gridlock 

It is the best way to make a true, efficient BRT system work.   

Literally anything would be better than what we have now. However, I'm intrigued by the possibility of running 
the lanes on one side and traffic on the other. Seems safer than having pedestrians in the median. 

Keeps buses out of traffic w/o taking over on-street parking in the outer lanes. 

Colfax needs transit separated from traffic. Also, I hope that ticketing will happen like on our trains where you 
pay before hand and are checked for fare on board - cash payments on buses takes forever when you have as 
many people trying to use the bus as happens on Colfax. To make the transit on the corridor makes sense, we 
can't have buses needing to stop for a long time to allow people to pay as they enter. 

This will absolutely kill vehicle traffic flow along Colfax, creating a constant, daily traffic jam. I will avoid the area 
at all costs should this project be approved. 

Quicker service/higher capacity. Turns colfax into a true "complete street". Auto traffic can easily be rerouted to 
13th/14th/17th/18th. 

It's the most effective BRT configuration, minimizes interference with cars and BRT lanes. 

In theory it seems like the best option - though I'd still prefer a streetcar/lightrail on Colfax.  The only reason I'm 
not in full agreement is because it's unclear to me how this will affect parking on Colfax. 

 

Question 2: 

Please identify the two (2) most important benefits of center-running BRT on Colfax.  

Other? 

 

Other benefits of center-running BRT on Colfax 
No benefit  

I dont see any. 

Your jobs. 

Disagree with this idea 

I think BRT would work mostly for the fast food and other low-income jobs downtown that their employees as 
well as Auraria campus students commuting to work and class from a more affordable rent city of Aurora but 
not much else as far as business travelers in autos having access.  

I don't see any benefit. It would be spending money to cripple traffic and hinder business.  

None of the above. 

see above 

massive government spending to create less safe neighborhoods. 

I don't understand how buses will increase efficiency if they are running on the same stop lights as the rest of 
the traffic. 

Nothing other than pure Stupidity. 

I don't see any evidence of the above  being true.  And, when I googled to try to find information about cities 
that currently use this model, I could not get anything to pop up. 

This benefits only those who ride the bus and is a huge detriment to everyone else. 
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Safety. I live right next to Colfax and each intersection has someone crossing with or without pedestrian cross 
walks. 

I'm not sure this is a good idea.  

no benefit 

I don’t think there is a benefit  

i disagree  

Anything that results in less cars on Denver's streets is good for Denver. 

I don't agree that BRT will increase the safety for pedestrians in the Colfax corridor 

None really. Infrastructure would need to be totally re-vamped while the existing bus stops will work just fine. 

I see no benefits but increased traffic on 13, 14 and 17, 18 

It might help "dress up" east Colfax 

The safety concerns are so huge, I can really see no benefit. The preventing drop off's and pick up's is equally 
egregious. 

No benefits  

It improves all aspects of public transit. 

I can’t say I see any benifits 

other than better for buses, no positives - will wreck traffic efficiency overall 

All of the above 

None 

None 

All of the above will fail to come to fruition. You need to stop smoking marijuana and think w/ a clear head. 

RTD's idea about what people want 

I don't see any benefit 

I don't believe there are 2 benefits 

Aesthetics are very important! Denver, to date, is not a public transit city. The mentality need to change. 
Charge more for parking a car downtown. Publicize the DIA train as access to downtown. 

There aren’t any 

There are NO benefits to BRT.  

NONE- the same trash will be riding the bus... 

I disagree with all the above "benefits" except maybe there will be nicer bus stops 

I don't see any benefit to the BRT 

Dont see benefits considering the population of much Colfax ridership. Getting tral downtown cmuters 

I do not support the new plan If the street parking is eliminated it would have a devastating effect on all the 
small business. 

Maybe speed, but I doubt it will do much to increase it in reality.None of the above! 

There is not a second benefit for my business. 

I cannot answer this question because I don't know for sure if it will be faster and safer. The diagram does look 
more attractive than what exists now. 

There is no benefit of Center line BRT except for bus riders who happen to live at the reduced number of 
stations.  

Terrible idea 

Improves pedestrian environment 

I see no benefits 

There is no benefit this is a horrendous idea. 

It will accomplish none of the above  

Forced to select two benefits, but I do not see any real benefits. 

Don't see any benefit, dishonest survey, set up to validate your agenda 

Environmental Impact  

Don't see many benefits 

None. Buses will still be controlled by signals, so there is very little operational gains. 

None, there are more costs that benefits to this proposal 

None. I disagree with the proposal  
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NONE 

None  

none I see 

I only see benefits for some riders, few for those living near colfax 

it wouldn't do any of these things.  Why not add the bus lanes but not in the center of the street? 

How's about creating a space that flows with the existing neighborhoods vs Hancock's dream of ripping down 
this city for his developer friends.  

None 

None 

It will give East Colfax a much needed facelift. 

RTD planners think it's a good idea. Likely it will be done no matter what the public thinks of it 

Possibly less traffic on Colfax 

SEE ABOVE 

I don't see any benefits of this.  

None. It's stupid idea. 

There is no real benefit for BRT except short sighted money saving now to spend much more later! 

I don't see any 

I see none as  

Environmental Impact 

By taking away the parking in front of businesses on Colfax you will hurt their sales and cause some to close.  
People on the bus don’t shop on Colfax.  They simply pass by in the bus! So, to catered to the bus rider at the 
detriment of the Colfax shopkeepers is a bad idea! 

NONE 

Above are lies. speed only applies to the buses. all other forms of transportation are severely slowed. It only 
benefits bus riders at all other expenses. 

Why am I forced to pick benefits on survey? This negates usefulness of results... 

NONE 

More stops 

Any benefit is outweighed by the negatives and unnecessary cost and therefore I don't consider it a benefit. 
Only people who don't actually use the Colfax bus or drive Colfax would think this is a good plan  

There are none- trying to make it look prettier is ridiculous given the impact to traffic, safety, convenience 

None 

I don't see any benefit. I don't think people are going to really use it other than those who already use it. 

No benefits 

None, other than it will make those who want to attempt to force their 'public transportation is better beliefs' on 
others. 

Aren't any benefits. 

I don’t see any benefit. 

I ultimately do not believe this to be beneficial to the residents in this area.  

I see no benefits and can only see the destruction of yet another neighborhood!  Another costly, premature, 
poor decision of the City. 

NONE 

NONE!!! 

I don't agree that the above applies. Pedestrians who are not inebriated are able to cross Colfax Ave. 

I see No benefit whatsoever. 

I am not for this project at all, so forcing me to identify benefits is unfair.  Maybe some businesses benefit. 

I can’t come up with any other benefits.  

I don't see any of these as benefits 

No benefit 

I see NO benefits that outweigh the negatives 

It's the worst idea possible. 
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I don't agree with the idea of it being safer.  I can't see how it is more comfortable standing in the middle of 
traffic.  I don't see the business benefits. This is a mess. 

helpful for daily commuters but not for local traffic 

NOTHING 

I don’t agree with this project and don’t feel there will be any major benefit to the majority of people that use 
Colfax or live near Colfac 

unclear without more details 

Once again do not believe there is any benefit to center running buses. 

I do not believe any of these will prove to be a benefit. 

NONE 

None, it will be a waste of money and solves no issues 

I see no benefits 

more traffic to businesses off Colfax as traffic reroutes to avoid Colfax 

I don't see any benefit  

I do not see what the benefits will be 

I see no benefits  

None  

I really don't see any benefits 

Improved transit and urban sustainability 

I do not see any positive benefits for this new system 

It seems less safe for both cars and pedestians, It will slow down traffic, it may look pretty though. 

I don't think any of these benefits will be realized. 

Don't think it will be beneficial! 

None 

I see none!!! of the above as being a benefit   Safety? Moves more people? where are the people??I would like 
to see numbers of the people who ride the #15 now. 

There are no benefits. It will not move more people, it will just cause more traffic issues and road rage to see 
empty bus lanes while cars are stuck  in endless gridlock.  

There is no benefit. 

I do not agree with most of the assumptions above. 

None 

I can see no benefits. 

It needs to be *much* better than the dumpster fire that is the 15/15L. If I need to explain that then you need to 
spend some time riding it. 

NO Benefits!  Business killer!  Foolish! 

I only see benefits for some riders, few for those living near colfax 

Gives RTD more power or people moving. 

none of the above - stop making this NEW YORK CITY 

So I'm told 

I believe there are no benefits to this plan. 

The only benefits I can think of belong to the riders from points east who want to get someplace on or near 
Colfax. 

none 

I see no benefits to center running BRT. 

I don't really see any benefits 

Not safe,  People have to cross traffic to grt to bus. 

Less cars in the road 

Waste of money! 

At this point, I don't see any benefits. 

Actually moves more people. Doesn’t increase the potential for ridership but actually does.  

RTD Comfort is the only positive  

I don't see any proven benefits 
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I think it is a stupid idea 

n/a - speed may improve for RTD passengers but not for others 

This benefits no one it's somebody's crazy idea, did obviously does not live in the area. 

Detrimental to safety. 

survey sucks 

BRT will eliminate, or at least greatly improve, illegal left turns by vehicles. 

Buses don't slow cars when buses make stops 

None 

Benefits for others, not my business. 

Reduction in traffic and car need in the center of town is ideal. As a pedestrian, anything to keep people from 
driving our one ways and avenues like the highway would be nice. 

Come on, really?  The "speed" benefits are negligible and come from installations of pre-payment kiosks, not 
the transit itself.  And the business benefits are far outweighed by the costs this plan would impose on the 
neighborhoods that make this city great.  

certainly won't move for people faster if you count the ones in cars 

There are no benefits to BRT, it is a very short sighted and bad idea that will hugely inconvenience people 
during construction. 

I do not believe that any of these are actual benefits that will be seen. 

Business will be negatively impacted by a dedicated bus lane by the loss of parking and shoppers who would 
be flying by in a high speed bus rather than patronizing their establishments. 

No reduction in public traffic lanes 

I see little advantage if operated with internal combustion equipment. 

One of the cheaper alternatives for the state 

No benefit at all 

Again, these are benefit for people going east and west.  They don't help north/south movement. 

Political satisfaction of keeping the costs down. 

None - bus riders get on and off.  Traffic continues.  Hampers vehicle flow.  You are Solving the wrong 
problem. 

none that couldn't be met with simply better busses on that route 

Keeping the majority of customers off Colfax. 

All of your "benefits" are totally false.  

I am against this. 

increases density, reduces car traffic. 

1. Less emissions if buses are electric or natural gas 2. People will avoid the area causing less congestion 

I think there are no benefits for center-running. 

Energy Efficiency, sustainability, improved convenience for increased desirability / use 

There are no benefits whatsoever. 

I’m not convinced about the other proposed benefits  

Reminds me (and probably others) of on-street portions of B, C and E branches of Boston's Green Line 

no benefits, just pipe dreams 

Environmental benefits with decreased car use and better health with increased number of people walking due 
to food transit options.  transit 

We need to move more people on public transportation. 

Im am concerned that speed is a very high priority.  Not sure where the safety features are 

saves space; allows staggered stations; less impact on businesses 

No benefits  

I cant really think of any good reasons to do this.  

Can't identify other benefits 

Less cars 

I really don't see any important benetit to BRT 

This is a leading question. Again, this will cause an overflow of traffic to surrounding neighborhoods rather than 
the main artery where traffic should flow. 
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Frequency 

reliability 

I don't see any benefit 

There are none 

There are none.  Should NOT BE center-running and should NOT eliminate traffic lanes. 

Revitalizing Colfax isn’t a good idea, but not necessarily with this plan.  

Zero. It will probably actually cause more issues as it will block up turning traffic. 

None 

There are none. 

I do not see any of these benefits happening.   

THERE IS NO SAFETY since you are increasing pedestrians crossing in front of traffic just to get on the bus or 
get off the bus. 

As a daily Colfax watcher, I feel it will be LESS safe 

Nothing really that I can think of over what there is right now. Maybe faster if the lanes are bus only. Currently it 
takes at least 3 stoplight cycles to get through Colfax & Broadway, Colfax & Colorado and Colfax & Monaco. 

I see none 

There aren't any benefits that I can see 

None 

I can't think of one. This screws over the people and businesses along Colfax to benefit people heading to 
destinations on either end. 

 

Question 3: 

Please identify the two (2) biggest potential challenges of center-running BRT on Colfax. Other?    

 

Other potential challenges of center-running BRT on Colfax 
Until you show us your work about non-aligned side streets, I don't think you can call it feasible. 

A lockdown on regional access because Colfax will be an alternative route while I-70 is also being worked on. 

full funding 

I believe Bus stop locations, Local Access, Parking, Moving Cars and Connecting it are all important. I have no 
doubt it can be built. 

Don’t do it 

Increase danger to people waiting for buses and getting off and back to safety. 

Building it - but not what you cited (vision and intent); rather, keeping it ON SCHEDULE. (Ahem, light rail...) 

maintaining it in future 

Colfax is already a dangerous location for pedestrians, adding the center running BRT will not increase the 
safety of pedestrians with its current plan. 

Pedestrian safety. 

Having stops AFTER the intersection seems like it would slow down the ride since the bus will have to stop at a 
light, wait, then go to the bus stop and stop again. If the stops are BEFORE, or at the light, they can load and 
unload while they sit at  red light. But if they have signal prioritization, there will not be a problem at all. 

Access. Folks with access issues will have to cross traffic to ride the bus. Take buses every day and see so 
many folks who have difficulty getting on busses - even with the drop in doorway elevation. 

ALL of the above 

Forcing every bus rider to cross TWO extra streets for each ride is inviting Vehicle/Pedestrian deaths and 
maiming. 

pedestrian safety and user confusion due to the split stops in median area at intersections. 

Educating people to drive and walk safely in NA new configuration. 

space between stops from Colorado Blvd to Yosemete 

displacement of lower income families due to low income properties increasing in value and being repurposed 
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Potential driver confusion (for example, as happened with the 2-way cycling lanes downtown and on S. 
Broadway) 

All of the above.  

All of the above.  

Increased traffic on other streets.  

COST to build, cost to businesses during construction, cost of the busses unless they run counter-traffic, how 
will people board them? 

Not extending the center-lane into Aurora will negatively impact the rider experience and undermine the project  

Bus loading in center 

Safety 

Access to residences and businesses will be reduced. Traffic will result in higher crime rates. 

Having the final product look nice (landscaping, materiality, etc) once it’s completed. Aesthetics are always 
sacrificed for budget. 

Access to local businesses 

Getting real downtown cummuters to use it.  

Again, forcing riders to cross car lanes to get to transit stops and the increase of traffic on neighborhood 
streets. 

Whether this configuration will actually work the way the proponents say it will. 

Safety 

Diversion of traffic onto adjacent neighborhood streets. 

Will be competing with self drive ride hailing and other automated technologies. 

Cost 

Making it afforbable and cheaper that uber and left.  

SAFETy---running across Colfax mid-block seems to be the new thing 

See above, has hurt small business in many cities.  

NO POTENTIAL!!!  TRAFFIC WILL DIVERT TO SIDE STREETS!!!!!  DISHONEST!!!!! 

Making sure that the buses are safe and clean. 

Convincing auto-centric Denver residents, CDOT and our political leaders that transit is important and worthy of 
funding. 

Safety 

Selling It:  Promoting mass public transit to drivers and small government advocates. 

Prioritizing safety for pedestrians and cyclists.  

These are all big challenges of BRT 

This will be the number one pedestrian fatality corridor in the city as riders dash out into traffic to catch a bus. 

Cost 

Introducing more traffic down side streetstgereby making neighborhoods LESS safe  

Cost 

Safety, parking for businesses 

Dont really see many challanges, people will adapt to the change, as i know there have been concerns about 
one lane for cars in each direction and thus forcing excess traffice on other streets (13th, 14th, Montview, etc.) 

Pedestrian safety issue, especially for handicapped 

Just jamming up other East/West streets with drivers opting out of Colfax  

This kind of question forces me to assume the concept is good. 

Disruptions during construction 

Rider convenience for boarding and disembarking from buses. 

This stupid plan reduces Colfax to one lane crowds the area, forces parking on side streets at the detriment of 
the neighborhood. Another crappy developement brought to us by the losers in Community Planning and 
Development 

No other concerns 

SEE ABOVE 

Safety is your biggest issue with the center line. 
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Concerned about historic character and impacts/pressure put on buildings that provide meaning to Colfax- 
whether to densify or just by construction of new infrastructure. 

Dangerous for pedestrians to cross the street. 

Safety of the neighborhoods directly north and south of Colfax. 

Customer use 

Pollution from buses if they are not electric 

homeless encampments on medians, loitering at stops, etc. 

Denver Police and EMS servicing Colfax FREQUENTLY and completely impeding traffic if there's only one lane 
of traffic each way. 

Just build it. 

Doing it without impacting business that depend on Colfax the way it is to feed their families 

all of the above and more. 

Increased traffic congestion 

Potentially losing an entire vehicle lane on Colfax. 

ALL THE ABOVE PLUS LOCAL NEIGHBORS DON'T WANT THIS, NOR THE DRIVING COMMUTERS WHO 
GO DOWNTOWN 

It won't cure the problem of the lack of safety of bus traffic and bizarre rough people on the buses 

All the items above are a concern and this can't be limited to 2 as I mentioned in other comments. Although the 
city claims traffic will not increase on 13, 14, 17 and 18 it will. I do not drive those streets to downtown, I drive 
Colfax because it is more direct to the heart of downtown, as do others. If Colfax is made car unfriendly 
because of this BRT then I and others will be forced to drive the other streets.  

Deterioration of quality of life for adjacent residential areas due to traffic diversion. 

Parking is not a concern as long as connect-ability is prioritized   

People's perceptions and adversity to change 

Moving traffic onto 14th and 13th streets from those who do not want to take public transportation. 

ALL are major considerations.  A terrible project that will destroy neighborhoods. 

construction causing traffic jams 

removal of parking will push cars to park in neighborhoods, which will push then for parking permits, which will 
leave those neighborhoods less desirable living location 

Destroying nearby neighborhoods with useless government spending 

All of the above 

size 

The is no easy access to buses in my area. I work at NJH starting at 6 AM and leaving between 5-6 PM. There 
is not way I can commute from my home address work safely. I am also 65 yo and this will not work for the 
elderly.   

More traffic moving to 13th/14th and 17th/18th.  Those streets already need traffic calming implemented, traffic 
needs to flow, just not 40+ MPH.  

Car traffic is needed by far over bus traffic on Colfax 

All of the above 

Remove street parking and build parking garages to keep 2 lanes of car traffic each direction 

I think that it is a pipe dream that it will make any improvement 

It will be congested with less trafic lanes. People will avoid the area and it will hurt local business. 

all of the above. Actually, if the city moves forward, they should consider doing away with street parking 
completely and keep two lanes with a 3rd for Left Turns, for cars and trucks in both directions. 

Safety, Safety, Safety. 

Challenges  The whole thing!!! 

The impact to those who actually drive Colfax, and/or live in surrounding areas that will be impacted by drivers 
who try to use 13th, 14th and 17th Aves as an alternative.  

cost - have to build more extensive access for pedestrians 

Safety 

maintaining the political will to get the project done when people start to get upset about the change 

I live on 14th - I know my traffic will increase, but I still think the rewards outweigh the cost. 
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Again, trafic will be a nightmare on Colfax should there only be 1 car lane. 

This is totally absurd - you can't just change a major throughway to a bus mall 

Increased congestion and confusion on Colfax. 

People already run into the street to cross in front of cars, this will make it worse 

All of the above are important. One's not more important than the other. Failure to address all of them will 
guarantee failure of the project. 

pushing increased traffic into neighborhoods. 13,14 and 17th ave will have far more traffic than it has now 

That's your job 

Can't think of any benefits... 

congestion from both, buses, cars, and pedestrians, much less uber and lyft 

Waste of Money! 

Ensuring connection with Aurora and the access to Anschutz is a challenge.  

Lived here my whole life just another dumb idea. 

Pedestrian and motorist safety 

This will increase traffic through pure residential neighborhoods on 13th and 14th Avenue where there are 
numerous schools 

Dangerous for the buses to run down the center of Colfax 

survey sucks 

Worried about the traffic on the side streets and connecting the corridor to other transit services. 

Neighborhood streets would be congested with traffic avoiding colfax. Very large concern! 

Wow!  this is a great vision.  Let's get it built!  How about something similar on Parker/Leetsdale Roads?? 

What about the disabled or elderly who are likely to be frequent passengers. 

Loss of business income due to less traffic on Colfax. 

Creating a system that is welcoming to all passengers, while teaching drivers how to use the street with its new 
design. 

pedestrian safety will be compromised 

BRT wastes money on a short sighted plan. Stop cramming this idea down our throats. 

All of the above plus all that displaced traffic will spend through our now quiet neighborhoods to avoid Colfax, a 
street that was designed to keep traffic out of our neighborhoods  

Lack of serving the community in the best way 

Increased traffic on 14th and 13th  

Safety - auto-pedestrian and auto-auto accidents. 

Bikes do not belong on Colfax - big hazzard for bikers, buses, and vehicles 

increase in people crossing busy street 

SAFETY 

Not having it watered down and be a waste of money so a few people can park closer to their destinations, 
rather than thousands moving more efficiently. 

All of the above. 

Culture - getting people to actually USE the bus 

1. Money (wasting it) 2. Bike lanes 

No other continuous  corridor east west 

People resist change.  Opposition will likely be strong from corridor businesses and single occupancy car 
drivers. 

People fighting it who dont understand its benefit 

Business benefits. Lack of parking could decrease sales.  

Related to "Connecting it":  making sure that transportation throughout the city interconnects well enough to 
service people conveniently and efficiently for daily commutes and trips 

Crossing traffic to access stops 

Property and ROW Acquisition 

Disability access  

Cost to ride.  
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Most people will say parking and moving cars.  But the point of having a car is that it is easy to move and park 
in a relatively convenient place.  Drivers should not expect to park exactly where they want in the most dense 
stretch of the city. 

Frequency of stops. I fear there will be too many stops which will decrease the speed and overall effectiveness 
of the BRT 

Convincing the anti-transit crowd. 

Avoid allowing narrow private developer interests to take over the entire process - and sabotage attracting 
many new riders. 

Getting people to give up a traffic lane. 

Pedestrian Safety---there is already a problem with people running across Colfax, this will be even more 
dangerous.  People will also be running across traffic to get to locations where they board the bus. 

Opposition to this brt system due to the other items you listed here. Parking and moving cars are not valid 
excuses to not build this system if we are serious about our citywide pledge to reduce personal car use.  

Malinformed public perceptions 

Not frequent enough. 7-8 minutes between buses. 

Political will to see the center running concept through.  Expect push back from some businesses, 
neighborhood groups and auto lobby 

Not watering it down 

Making sure that the lanes and their access aren’t isolated from the rest of the opportunities in the street. 

Community buy in. People hate change, even if it’s for the better.  

Getting buy in from people who drive into the city but do not live in it and tend to think they deserve to 
undermine the livinig experience of those who do live in the city.  

Public perception of who think cars are forever and always more important than people 

It does not fit the 80 foot R.Ow. at pinch points; And 1/2 mile between stations  does not mean people would 
walk only 1/4 mile to a stop. Directions matter but also if you live /work a few block INTO THE 
NEIGHBORHOODS you walk further to the E. Colfax BRT  

Safety.  Not sure if this is automatically safer.   

Ultimately it won’t solve the Transit speed/volume problem 

Educating everyone using Colfax how this will work. 

This will push large amounts of traffic onto 13th and 14th Streets as they are one way and already used as 
drags. As primarily residential streets (mixed with schools, churches, and a few businesses), these should be 
converted to 2-way streets with narrower lanes, wider sidewalks, and a bike lane. 

Anybody consider how an ambulance/fire truck/police car is going to maneuver down Colfax when there's 
nowhere for vehicles to go to get out of the way? Or how about what the heck happens when there's an 
accident on Colfax? I imagine traffic on Colfax would be completely immobilized. 

Resistance by uninformed NIMBYs who will try to reduce cost and end up neutering the project.   

Marketing it: Many middle class folks won't take a public bus. They're fine with rails lines, but buses have a 
worse reputation. 

Will people obey the new lane layout. People misuse bike lanes. 

Loss of proposed/frequent stops along route and in higher density neighborhoods to increase operational 
efficiency. I am concerned there may be change in the number of stops as the project advances into technical 
engineering and design.  

Traffic Being pushed into neighborhood. Already have an issue and too much traffic, speed, ignoring stop signs 
in the neighborhoods. Concerned that we increase safety on Colfax, but decrease safety in neighborhoods - 
this is not a reasonable track. 

Diversion of TOO MUCH traffic into residential neighborhoods. 

Pedestrian access and safety in the middle of the street  

Timing.  Get it done now.  Not 10 years from now. 

Cars need to be discouraged from use, not accommodated.  

Passengers getting run over in traffic lanes running for bus in the center of the street  

People won’t use it....it is a bus!   
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Access-a-Ride (Federal Mandated Paratransit!) and Accessible Cabs cannot unload nor load people with 
disabilities along Colfax anymore with this configuration. 

Will the busses be running counter-traffic in the center lanes? 

 

Question 4: 

What two (2) items are most important for additional study during the next phase of the project 

(more detailed design)? Other? 

 

Other items for additional study  
That this is a push poll. 

I believe this is something that was dreamt up by somebody that hasn't ever owned a business. They don't 
want it to be more difficult to access there stores, shops, establishments, etc. It sounds like you're also 
removing parking for businesses as well. Not sure who you're attempting to help here.   

Neighborhood impact 

I believe that BRT stop locations, intersection design Coordination with neighborhood plans, Safe Connections, 
Vehicle operations and parking management are all important.  

Don’t do it 

Run tests with real people and real buses and people in wheelchairs accessing transit for the middle of any 
street that has a median. 

Preservation of the current "Limited" bus schedule offered by RTD. 

 What is the impact on neighboring streets? 

Get it done! 

N/A 

Better understanding of the impact of the facilities on the streetscape.  For example, will this have a similar 
blighting  effect on colfax as light rail had on Welton?  There need to be careful studies / video walk-thrus, etc. 
for people to  evaluate.  

streetscape must be really good, and enhance the community beyond just traffic - dont just "make it work" - 
make it great. 

wasting money on something that should not happen. 

I oppose the bus lane and everything about it. 

ALl of the above 

Forcing every bus rider to cross TWO extra streets for each ride is inviting Vehicle/Pedestrian deaths and 
maiming. 

It would be beneficial to remove traffic signals along the route if possible 

Cost-- this project should become an example of game-changing transit infrastructure that does not involve 
cost overruns. It should be planned and administered efficiently and responsibly. We need this project to 
catalyze other BRT lines in the city. That will not easily happen if this project's legacy is one of fiscal waste. To 
that end, the line's facilities should not be watered down so that it is no longer considered true BRT.  

Fast connections to neighborhoods on the other side of I-25 and to Union Station 

Ped safety crossing 14th, 13th, 17th, and 18th 

impact on low income families, especially in the Aurora (Yosemite to Anschutz section) 

scratch the plan altogether! 

All of the above  

All of the above  

Resident opinion 

Extending the center lane, dedicated bus lane to I225 and connecting it to the R Line 

Building support from business and neighborhood association 

Determine what streets the cars will use. 

There needs to be scenarios with rapid electrification and automation of transportation.  Don't want to build an 
inflexible bus system that is obsolete too soon. 
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communicating with adjacent neighborhoods on its impact  

If Denver wanted to promote passenger traffic, add a light rail system to just north of 17th street.  Reducing 
auto traffic is not helpful. 

Impact to homeowners who live close to Colfax 

Please prove to us along the corridor that this will not increase traffic on side streets.  

Significant loss in access on Colfax  

The safety of pedestrians and cyclists using and crossing Colfax 

Please scratch this idea. 

It will be a nightmarish hell. 

trip planning  

Impact on businesses and safety since both are negative under this proposal. 

Congestion and safety 

You make this sound as if this project was a done deal. Stop researching and wasting out money.  NO! 

Coordinating with neighborhood plans-yep that is one except that our terrible city hall is planning on re-writting 
neighborhood plans without the input of RNO's and the neighbors! SCAM 

Don’t build it  

SERIOUSLY CONSIDER.....SEE ABOVE 

Improvements of timing for existing bus lines that can be applied to the updates you really don't need to do. 

Spend less the $200M and get several BILLION in investment in the area. Look at DETROIT and the Q-line 

Pollution impacts on communities 

Educating the public on the benefits of BRT and explaining to Millennials particularly how BRT can enhance 
their commute and add value to their uabn experience. Many Millenials that I kow in Denver would LOVE to get 
rid of their cars but the city currently does not offer very safe and convenient public transportation options for 
moving in and around the city.  

Reconsider the whole project! 

MAKING SURE THAT YOU ARENT HURTING BUSINESSES WHEN BUILDING THIS MONSTROSITY 

Effects on adjacent neighborhoods  

actually commission a "study" and not run off of data from other countries that does not apply to Denver. 

Managing pedestrian crossing points for pedestrian and driver safety 

Adding more frequent 15 and 15L  as a way of saving the city millions by not building this silly center bus plan 

whether there is another way to improve traffic and commuter times by improving the existing 15 and 15L 
routes without wasting a lot of money on the unneeded BRT boondoggle that will snarl traffic and impact local 
business and people who live nearby like me.  

Impact to neighbors, impact to commuters, impact to businesses. It will create a nightmare car traffic pattern 
that will drive people to leave Denver and seek to work or live elsewhere where the commute is not so painful..  

Changing the entire project direction to removal of one parking lane and the island to run the buses or creating 
siding cutouts to allow buses to coordinate and need only one lane. 

Public Education and information sharing around BRT 

I think the project is a bad idea and should be scrapped. 

ALL ARE INPORTANT 

Total waste of money. 

This sounds already like a huge boondoggle poorly planned and wasteful. Not everyone wants to bike to work! 

I do not ride regularly now, but in the past have ridden many times locally and the express lines. 

Safety -- neighborhood roads not meant to support higher car volume. 

I don’t think consideration of this project should be continued 

Service for people living with disabilities  

Don't build it 

Cost 

width of street. 

The city of Denver along with Mayor Hancock, Mary Beth Susman will do what they want and not listen to the 
citizens. 

Decide not to procede, that it’s not beneficial to the community 
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Car traffic through neighborhoods  

Why any one, with the exception of urban design wonks, would think this is an improvement. This city is 
dependent on cars for transportation. Until that changes, to falsely believe that Denverites want something else 
shows to me you have a really small and hand picked survey group or more likely, how they actually do it in 
Denver, you start with a conclusion and now you are trying to convince the city that it is right. 

Study of potential riders to justify the expense of building the transit system. 

People will avoid the area during construction and it will be extremely difficult to get business back. 

cost/benefit... will the money spent actually achieve any of this 

Satisfaction of the neighbors 

What are the numbers of the people who ride the bus now??? on Colfax.  What is going to change that? 
speed? Right 

Impact to neighbors, impact to commuters, impact to businesses. It will create a nightmare car traffic pattern 
that will drive people to leave Denver and seek to work or live elsewhere where the commute is not so painful..  

Traffic flow!  See comments above.   

How many people would actually use it.  

Such a study for any reasons cited is beyond reason.  Have we no remaining common sense left in this city’s 
leadership? 

DO NOT BUILD THIS 

Bus operations...what is lost by not having as many local stops 

moving the project to 14th or 16th ave 

Financing and oversight 

Environmental impact  

All the above 

The increase Danger to the adjacent residential neighborhoods due to the massive increase of traffic flow on 
13th and 14th Avenue 

Massive increase traffic flow on adjacent streets so just 13th and 14th Avenue 

Traffic on adjacent streets. Specifically Krameria. 

Ensure existing Colfax traffic doesn't avoid colfax by migrating into neighborhood streets 

Limited Stops would improve speed.  Could have passing lanes for express buses to pass local buses. 

How rushing riders get out to the boarding islands without getting killed by cars. 

COST 

Impact on neighboring residents/ families 

Traffic overflow and keeping side streets safe. Speed calming devices might be needed in the neighborhood 
streets if traffic overflows and travels too fast. 

Long term connections to similar systems, or rail, so that people don't have to have a car to get around Denver 
as a whole, rather than limited solutions like this one. 

neighborhood outreach, which is minimal 

You need to initiate a study on a subway under Colfax & removing all parking. 

Extensive Green Roofs and/or Solar Panels on the bus stops 

Maximizing safety and placemaking opportunities 

All of the above. This is a nightmare waiting to happen and our leaders will not be taking the bus 

The best phase is no phase and solve the traffic flow problem which is the real problem 

all the above. 

1. Do people want it?  2. Do businesses want it?  3. Is it the best alternative? 

Pedestrian safety. 

Accessibility and safety for people with disabilities!!!!! 

not wasting money and going through with this 

Invest in a bus signaling system that monitors for a late follower bus and maintains even bus headways - and 
prevents bunching. 

Communication of benefits to the community  

CORRIDOR CROSSECTIONS at pinch points with historical structures indicated. CLEAR extension of 
sidewalks, 
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Larger awnings, cobblestones, better sidewalks for better feel and pedestrian accessibility. 

BRT buses must provide safe storage for bicycles.  For example, I hang my bike up on the RTD A Line trains, 
but can't on the light rails.  A big pain for me to comfortably and safely hold my bike for the long distances I 
have to travel on light rail.   

Feasibility of streetcars. 

Integrating the transit piece as a major contributor to the placemaking and urban design of the street, 
intersections and key nodes along the corridor. It should not be isolated to a practical transit project that solely 
focuses on operational efficiency at the cost of good design and placemaking for each neighborhood.   

bicycle safety on the corridor 

Mitigating the economic hardship that beings will feel during construction.  

Not a good idea will impact neighborhoods  

Work with residents of neighborhoods - not just the businesses. 

Riding the 15 and 15L every day for at least a year before making any plans. 

Drop this stupid proposal.  

Study elevated rail. 

Caring about Zero Pedestrian Accidents! http://www.walkdenver.org/vision-zero/ 

Making sure it gets built.  

Determining that whether we really want to do it, still. 

What ARE the other neighborhood plans? Nobody tells residents. The only plans I know of are more and more 
low income housing projects. 

I have lived at 14th and Corona for 25 years. I have seen Colfax improvement plans come and go. Its time to fix 
Colfax! 
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Open-Ended/General Comments 

 

Other/general comments 
Do not cover the busses in advertisements. 

Would have preferred trains, but br is an acceptable alternative. 

If the connection to other transit can be figured out well, I would be more likely to use it. 

I would like to use transit on Colfax to get downtown however currently it takes too long and I don't feel safe on 
the 15, especially not if my infant is with me. I have seen verbal and physical fights break out on the 15 and 
once witnessed one man threatening to stab another man on the bus. We need to make it safer INSIDE the 
buses before more people will use public transit. 

Spend money on something that would help traffic not hurt it. Add lanes for traffic - don't remove them. Maybe 
something like an L line in Chicago.  

Too crazy too late and therefore a total waste of money. 
 
This is the same city gov. that said Uber and lyft would decrease the number of cars on the road. 

None at this time thank you for asking. 

Because I have to drive to Colfax to use this I probably am not a good source for information. However not 
everyone lives within 2 blocks of Colfax that might use Colfax 

I'd really like to know what the history of this idea is, where it's been used, what studies have their been.  I 
regularly walk, drive and bus on Colfax.  It's actually one of the easier streets to move on in its current design -- 
the one way streets in Denver with lanes that are too narrow (like 14th) and bikers on them instead of a lane 
with a bike lane are much more difficult. 

one of the options on #6 should be "never" or specify auto transit versus mass transit 

The section of Colfax near my house has lots of unsafe drug deals and prostitution, I am hopeful that this helps 
push out some of that so it is safer to ride again. 

I would use it if it was light rail - the #15 is the worst bus in the City! 

I may. We drive down there but moving up and down the street on a BRT could be useful.  

You should look into 5-door buses, similar to the RTA Health Line in Cleveland. This would allow stops to be on 
both sides of the buses. The challenge of this, however, would be fare collection. The way to solve this would 
be by having a proof-of-pay system similar to the light and commuter rail system. 

I think this will cause too many traffic problems!!! 

I would likely use this no more than once a week. I need transit to connect to Lakewood for work and be less 
expensive to allow me to get rid of my car.  

Currently, the bus is not the easiest way to get up and down East Colfax, if it becomes the most convenient, 
more people (myself included) will use it more.  

Auraria to Anschutz Campus (and return) should be FREE. 
 
FREE AND FAST. (Thank god almighty!) 

DO IT! :-) 

If you add parking then it’s easy to jump on and off the bus for shopping and walking and Resturants 

Good idea!  

I used Colfax transit when the weather is too bad to trust drivers to stop, due to ice. It's my reliable bad weather 
fallback. I'm soooo excited to have easy, fast boarding. A dedicated lane shows car drivers that they can save 
time by taking transit, rather than sitting behind a bus that's driving the same speed. SO EXCITED!! BUILD IT 
NOW!! 

Swift construction (in segments) to reduce adverse impacts on existing businesses 

I avoid any and all opportunities on Colfax due to the over peak-use of current buses of the 15/15L. I make a 
point never to interview for jobs along this corridor, never to try new restaurants for social outings, never to 
select any gym along this horrible street scape. I completely avoid Colfax and take up social, gym, and work 
options along nicer train/bus corridors. Its horrible to stand along any bus stop on this street (period). Broadway 
is oddly far nicer. 
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I used to ride the the 15 and 16 every day and enjoyed the convince but often fell victim to traffic during peak 
travel times. 

This will increase the likelihood that I ride rather than drive down Colfax  

I would also like to see this explored on Broadway between i70-i25 

Please consider improvement of existing transit over the building of yet another very expensive and implausible 
infastructure project 

Average use twice weekly.  Would use westbound more if it was more reliable.  Usually walk instead. 

Anything that results in less cars on Denver's streets is good for Denver. 

I own a condo at 13th and Clarkson so have an interest in this project.  I rent the condo out, and do not live in it 
myself. 

please don't. 

I'm considering moving nearby and this project is important to my transit future in Denver. 

Let's reduce the reliance of cars in Denver. It is sad that you basically have to have a car to function in this city. 
It is bad for the environment as well as the overall livability of this city.  

Take a drive down colfax any M-F between 7-9a.m. and again 4 pm - 6:30 p.m. One lane in each direction will 
cause businesses to close and chaos on 13, 14, 17, 18th streets and surrounding neighborhoods. 

Invest in something more comprehensive. Longest urban commercial roadway should have a subway or 
streetcar. 

I do not plan to walk 1/4 mile in the dark and on snow and ice past the "halfway house" motels and hookers, 
pimps, panhandlers and drug dealers and people ON drugs just to get to my closest bus stop. This is a terrible 
idea for EAST Colfax. Safety is important east of Monaco and most people seem to forget that Colfax does not 
stop east of Monaco. 

This design is DANGEROUS! Every single bus rider is forced to cross a street to both board and disembark a 
bus. This means two extra street crossings for each pedestrian to take a bus. 
 
The new design will completely inhibit the ability for Federally Mandate Paratransit (called Access-a-Ride in 
Denver Metro area) to drop people off or pick people up along Colfax.  
 
And for that matter, the one lane of traffic next to the curb means more accidents with pedestrians because the 
traffic is directly adjacent to the sidewalk. 
 
And for the same matter, no one will be able to drop off people along Colfax. 

It is time to move people around on bigger vehucles than single occupied vehicles since Denver metro is 
growing in population and the biggest complaint is the horrible traffic. 

worried about traffic in surrounding neighborhoods and left turns into neighborhoods 

Bus drivers should be able to change lights to red when bus riders need to get to the center lanes and change 
them to green when the bus is ready to move. Make traffic light public transit friendly! 

I'm not entirely sold on the center running (vs outside running) BRT. I haven't researched the pros and cons, 
but my main concern is the extra pedestrian crossing.  

Looking towards retirement and thinking I will use public transit even more in the future so looking forward to 
seeing an improvement. 

Maintain the integrity of this BRT line, couple it with socially inclusive planning and business policies along 
Colfax Ave more widely and these two efforts will transform Denver for the better, potentially forever. 

I would advocate for running the BRT system down the length of Colfax into the neighborhoods west of I-25. 
Connecting that section of housing to downtown would make car-less commutes easier.  

Again I think this is a bad idea, and I would really like to see the studies that predict greater ridership. 
 
I think nothing less than a light rail would bring out more ridership. 

Get better designs now before you get stuck on a partially thought-out system. 

Just as we are, as a city, struggling to understand the impact of development and gentrification, there must also 
be a critical study here about how this new transit would impact the lives of families that live within the 
Montview and 12th street window north and south of colfax and particularly east of Yosemite 
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At least the homeless people cannot use the new bus stops all the time. 

Improving the flow of Colfax is necessary if Denver intends to grow in a manner which supports Charles's 
transportation. Currently the 15 and 15L are ushually delayed causing long overall trip times or use of another 
form of transportation that is more reliable on time. Thank you! 

I am tired of the attempts at social-engineering. People will not give up cars (might cut down, but not give up). 
We are a city built around cars. It will take a massive alteration to make it "non-car" friendly and usable. The 
city's attempts so far have been small and annoying, making travel harder, not fixing the situation. 
 
I lived in London several times and loved the Underground. It went EVERYWHERE and one truly could get 
around without a car. Our rapid transit is nowhere near that AND it is above ground, which adds all sorts of 
complications. And besides, even London (and New York - which also has a huge subway system) has traffic 
problems. Denver was built up without a subway/rail system in the first place, depending on the car and roads. 
Much harder to change after the fact than to build up without the car-centered system in the first place. 

Thanks for seeking citizen/resident input and for keeping us updated. 

get rid of parking on 13th and 14th as this is already a safety issue-blind crossings of at the intersections of 
these streets and very narrow lanes 

With parking issues if this makes it easier to get around 
 
Would help those who need access to hospitals and health care  
 
A new fresh look would be nice in this area 

I'm happy to see this happening for our city, a central line on the longest street in metro area just makes sense. 
Also- I would encourage RTD to use a lens of equity when making decisions about the #15 route and how this 
might affect the current demographic of folks who usually take this bus.  

Very poor idea.  
 
Removing all parking on both sides of Colfax and using right curb BRT lanes and leaving two lanes of vehicle 
traffic makes much more sense.  

I am simply amazed that this idea has come this far and am really glad I won't live long enough to see the 
fallout should this proposal actually become reality. 

i am retired now, but i took the bus daily from Tamarac St to Anschutz medical campus when/where I worked 

none at this time 

I cautiously say it can be a great idea for this one corridor and much better than the existing local buses - but 
we have to see a plan to mitigate the increased traffic congestion especially on 13th and 14th Streets - but also 
6th, 8th and 17th. 

You are moving ahead too fast on this. It's RTD/the city's idea, not the neighborhoods' idea. Spend all that 
money on making current service better instead of a total redesign. SERVE THE NEIGHBORHOOD, not RTD. 

I think this is a VERY BAD idea! 

How fast will it be? Please emphasize express routes to the Capitol. If it’s not different than the current bus 
system, in terms of speed and convenience, then just leave it the way it is and don’t make traffic worse.  

I believe we should be making this corridor mass transit, biker and pedestrian friendly.  Let's take traffic off of 
Colfax and move toward street trolley, bikes and pedestrians.   

This will move cars to the side streets which are already congested. 

Connecting with downtown is very important but the bus arrives to seldom after rush hour. What if smaller 
buses were used and with more frequency. 

Stop wasting tax payer money. 

This plan, if implemented, will result in long term deterioration in the quality of life for residents and business 
owners. We are not responsible for transporting riders to Aurora. 

Build a damn subway.... that way, it is in nobody's way, doesn't ruin the core of Denver, it is out of sight and 
leaves room on the surface. 

Need more busses to cut down on wait times.  

Will use it Only if it is salso afe  
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WHen looking at the overall public transit of Denver, Colfax is one main area that needs more efficient public 
transit. I’m looking forward to this project and hoping it helps connect people and the city transportation wise. 

I'm excited to step into the future of transportation on Colfax! 

I think if it was more clearly spelled out that Colfax would loose 2 lanes of traffic in the bond proposal, it may 
not have passed, or been a lot closer to not passing.  At least two families I talked to in my neighborhood that 
voted for the proposal without knowing this detail, and were very upset about it. 

If this goes through, I will stop using transit altogether.  It is not a safe option to have to cross car lanes to get to 
my transit stop. 

The BRT will negatively impact my business from construction to completion and beyond.  It is wrong that you 
even list increased sales for businesses as a benefit.  That is only true for certain types of businesses.  Others 
will suffer and/ or be forced to sell out. 

Parking is a big concern since there is already a big problem.  If the bus could be free on Colfax this might help.  
Similar to the 15th street mall shuttle.   

Please take into consideration contrary opinions on BRT... right now it is being railroaded down east Denver’s 
throats.  

I have the choice between route 20 and routes 15/15L.  I currently choose to use route 20 because it is more 
reliable and faster.  However, if a rail or BRT system was in place on Colfax I may choose that over route 20. 

Dangerous to get off a buss in the middle of Colfax! 

I think the trolleys on Colfax are a historic and would add a charm that would draw tourist to Colfax as it would 
be different from the buses on the 16th street mall. It would be similar to San Francisco or New Orleans.   

I checked daily because a family member uses the bus to get to work downtown, I use it less regularly, but that 
would change with BRT. 

WIDEN THE DAMN STREET 

I no longer use the 15 regularly but have for many years (East high student and previously worked at National 
Jewish Health). Improving the public transit feel, attracting more people to use it will be key to the success of 
this project. It should be attractive to all walks of life and make the street safer and more pleasant!  

I STRONGLY support the initiate to realign Colfaxt BRT to a center-running model. It will be a huge boon to the 
region, and will succeed because it will move more people, more comfortably, and more reliably. Please 
continue pursuing this option.  

More likely to use it if its fast and reliable, and I feel like I will not get mugged or assaulted on the bus. 

We need a Streetcar 

Colfax is already an area people avoid like the plague...and it’s not going to make me want to go down there 
even more. Get with Elon and Kimbal, I’m sure they can come up with something feasible. 

Work with Lakewood to bring BRT to Denver west in the future.  Focus on the revitalization of Colfax as a 
cultural and business hub.  Create bike and pedestrian mobility,  
 
Start to thing about north south connections.  It seems all of Denver area transit projects run East west.  For 
their to work we need to move all directions. 

I currently use the 15/15L when I'm desperate. Otherwise, I do my best to walk down Colfax or ride a bike down 
16th street. If bus reliability and speed could be improved, I would be a much more enthusiastic bus rider in this 
corridor.  

In my answer for question 7, I said "yes." However, my answer is more likely "maybe." I have taken the bus to a 
work site downtown a few times and my experience was less than stellar with some of the people that ride the 
bus. One incident in the afternoon was so bad that I chose to get off the bus early, walked home and swore I'd 
never take the bus again. The BRT idea is great but an idea such as this only works if people actually want to 
take the bus and deal with some individuals that make the experience bad. That aspect should probably be 
addressed as well. 

The 15 Colfax corridor is notorious for passenger safety and behavior issues. These need to be resolved if 
ridership is going to increase.  

This would move Colfax and Denver into the 21st century for bus service and provide many people with safe, 
efficient transit!! I am very excited for it as a Colfax resident.  

On the fence on this project due to reasons I site above. Also, I am huge transit person and want to change the 
system, but not sure center based BRT is the way to go.  
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I drive Colfax most days, but would not likely use bet unless my work buys me a pass. I would end up using 
other streets. 

Against it 100% 

Please make this true BRT. Colfax will serve as a model for future BRT corridors in the region. Get it right the 
first time! 

YOUR DESIGN AN PUBLIC OUTREACH IS BEING POORLY DONE 

Please don't draw this out for years and years like the Broadway bike lane that seems highly unlikely to ever 
actually happen after all of our work planning and providing input. 

I actually avoid colfax due to the lack of safe and effective transit options. The 15/15L is over-crowded and 
uncomfortable even on weekends. 

is this what they call a “push poll?”  

Please make sure there is safe access.  
 
Businesses and retail on Colfax should understand the impact.  
 
Parking for cars is a concern - where will street parking go? where will people who drive in to ride the buses 
park and go?  

Impacts (short - term) on businesses can be significant (S.Bway)  
 
Would promote greater density development (Good!) in Corridor.  
 
Make it Beautiful! Public Art, well - designed so it embellishes the streetscape + reflects adjacent 
neighborhood.  

When considering where to buy my home in the Fall 2016, I strongly considered several condos for sale in the 
Hale, Congress Park, Cheeseman Park, and Capitol Hill neighborhoods.  Although there is significant local and 
limited service along Colfax and the adjacent side streets, I was concerned the bus service would be too 
unreliable and infrequent to live and commute without a car.  I ultimately bought in the University Park 
neighborhood because of it's access to transit with separate, dedicated right of way (light rail).   

Good planning in advance will help with success.  Take your time to do it well. 

In the projected model I viewed that prompted me to participate in this survey, I saw little to no consideration for 
those that prefer to travel by bicycle. Being a long time Denver resident (since 1998) I have seen this city grow, 
and it doesnt appear to be stopping. Please take more time with the planning for traffic flow and 
pedestrian/cyclist safety as a high priority, too many hit and runs on Colfax, too many people dying due to 
distracted driving, something needs to be done! 

I would use it if it connected Auraria campus with the rest of east Colfax. You have to transfer from civil center 
to a 16/16L.   

Looks like I will have no choice! 

I would only use it occasionally, as Colfax is a 6 long block walk for me. Sometimes, I have the time and the 
weather is nice and there’s something I want to do on Colfax, so I do walk up. Usually I take the bus that is 
across the street from my house. 

This so-called study does NOT properly analyze the impacts of this proposal. It is written as a "conclusion 
already determined" support study. 

This is a bad idea and should be stopped.   It is not cost effective.   Even after spending all of this money, 
increases in ridership will be minimal.    

Please consider how to discourage traffic bailing onto side streets. It looks like an excellent effort has been 
made to make Colfax much safer for pedestrians but that is taken away if car volume is increased in 
surrounding neighborhoods! 

I don't use Colfax because I prefer other routes (where fewer people appear to be living on the bus) 

I would use it more if the buses run frequently.  Bus delays mean people loiter and trash out the area. 

I love Colfax and will use the BRT  

I rarely drive our car in the city. It's not worth the cost or hassle. I mostly ride a bicycle because the 17 and 20 
lines are slow, and not too reliable. I'd like something that allows me to get to clients reliably, especially in 
inclement weather. 
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The only folks that are winning from this plan are the planners getting paid to push this idea. It will harm the 
community, the store owners, and anyone trying to use this corridor to walk, bike, drive or use this street.  

You guys are doing great work, keep working hard to make this a reality!  

I worry that this bus will have the same lukewarm impact that the 18th & 19th street circulator does. It has 
frequent clean predictable service bit had not impacted the adjacent retail or residential. In the same timeframe, 
development at rail stations has occurred. 

Waste of money. 

I'm 76 years old and getting to far flung stops is insane!  My 56 year old wheelchair daughter and her blind 
spouse also would struggle. 

The last question is moot if you already take transit daily.  
 
Concern for an additional need to pull bikes off of 13, 14 and Colfax to 12 and 16 for everyone's safety. 

If you force traffic into the neighborhoods, property values go down, people move and the goals of a more 
vibrant city are destroyed. 

Easier, rail-style connections would increase usage.  Tying in the developments of Lowry and Stapleton would 
be a boost. 

I hate driving from home to work and can't always ride my bike.  I would love to take the bus if it wasn't such a 
long commute. 

No more than I do now. Come on-our city government can do better than this.  Put money into efficient van/bus 
smaller vehicles and increase access.  Stop deleting the smaller used routes.  

I really hope that traffic studies are done BEFORE construction begins.  There are already problems. 

Even though it is close to my home, I think it will be challenging to use especially playing frogger to get to the 
stop 

If this project goes forward, I would use it every day to commute out to my job at the Anschutz Medical 
Campus. I would love to use light rail, but I am 3 miles from Union Station and taking a bus from my house to 
Union Station adds too much time, so I drive. I so want to reduce my carbon footprint and would seriously 
consider getting rid of my car if this project could happen. Thanks for considering making Denver a better place 
to be a commuter. 

Please consider adding a bike lane, and making sure there is enough room to accommodate cultural festivals 
like Gay Pride March in June or talk about the consequences to such pedestrian driven activities. 

Lets build it! 

Denver really sucks right now and we have that idiot Hancock to thank for it.  

Please find better long term solutions. Maybe dedicated bus lanes on 13th and 14th that help move riders out 
of downtown past Colorado and out of the most congested parts of the city.  

Colfax needs serious development and this is an important part of the puzzle. Transient populations and crime 
have made this cooridor something to avoid, which is a shame  

It’s very important to do a large and long-running campaign to help people understand the transition and 
impacts to side-streets.  
 
When will deliveries be allowed?  
 
Will left turns be allowed?  
 
Where do ride-shares meet customers?  
 
How will parking change on Colfax? 
 
How will parking change on side streets? 
 
Has/will Denver allocate the extra funds to actively maintain and enforce the rules? 

I think this is a great idea and I appreciate that creative solutions are being explored for this problem.  I live a 
block from Colfax and my concerns are increased traffic on my street and use of street parking spaces that are 
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currently needed for residents who don't have garages by patrons of Colfax businesses. 
 
I would also love if the BRT buses were 100% electric :) 

A reliable bus system is so necessary! It’s hard to plan for transit for work when sometimes your bus misses 3 if 
it’s times it’s suppose to arrive. For people who work, it is so important to have the bus system realible! 

I know many neighbors are concerned with the increase of single occupancy cars on 13th and 14th avenues, I 
hope this is just part of a strong dis-incentivization plan to get people out of their cars and on to public transit. 

n/a 

I was not aware of any community input.  Also,  I think the general population has no idea that the Colfax 
corridor will be reduced to one traffic lane each direction. 

This sounds like a great idea if you'd like to turn East Colfax into a pedestrian/bus transit mall.  It will be terrible 
for vehicular traffic flow and for businesses who will lose customers when they move to other, better flowing 
streets. 

Significant ridership near Glencoe and Hudson. Strongly recommend keeping a stop nearby. 

I would use the BRT system on Colfax to get downtown if it is affordable.  Presently, to take the 15 is more 
expensive for two people than taking Uber.  I am unlikely to use it for other purposes, since the connecting 
routes run so rarely.   

I walk my dog on Cofax daily and frequent the shops and restaurants as well. I worry this will be bad for 
business and bad for the hard work of BIDs. Diverting traffic to 13th & 14th might be an option, but would 
require the elimination of even more parking spaces.  

I would love to have this happen on Colfax! 

I like the idea of a garden down the center of Colfax, a lane dedicated to public transport, and increased 
pedestrian safety. 

My job is moving from Westminster to a downtown building. I would like to take the 15 or 15L. Sketchy 
characters is the reason I keep my daughter off why not me? Sad but panhandlers and crime are terrible 
around here. I don't see this changing that. I pay MORE for auto insurance just because I moved closer to 
Colfax. 

An upgrade to the buses, station stops and overall image of bus service on Colfax are prerequisites to 
encouraging ridership from a diverse pool of potential riders. Frankly, the existing system is off-putting to those 
potential users who have other options.  

Do not water this down  

Love the idea, I ride the 15L a lot and it could use more frequent service and a dedicated lane especially at 
rush hours. Cars (and drivers) will just have to deal with it, more people can move this way.  

You all seem to think East Colfax stops at Monaco. It doesn't. It goes all the way into Aurora. Ride those 
busses yourself for a few days, different times, including morning and evening rush hours and see what you 
think and how inconvenient and dangerous it will be walking to those stops between Yosemite and Monaco.  

Bus transit is still fairly scary on the 15.  Crime on the bus is a real concern.  Where will the diverted traffic go is 
my biggest concern along with more traffic on the side streets.l  

SEE ABOVE 

Just don't. It's not safe crossing Colfax now and forcing everyone to cross to get to a center stop is just mean. 

I'm excited for this to help out a great deal of people and to hopefully make this a much more transit friendly 
portion of the City. 

I would be far more likely to use the BRT if there were an overall plan for connectivity throughout the city. 
Having BRT on Colfax is all well and good, but if you can't get to the BRT stop without having to wait half an 
hour or more for a connecting bus, what good is it? i live in Stapleton. I'm happy to walk to Quebec for a 73 or 
Central Park for a 105, but in nonpeak hours, this could involve a substantial wait. I'm afraid I would just be 
tempted to stay in my car.  

The center of Colfax Ave should be for PEDESTRIANS to have a spot to wait for traffic flow on either side for 
safety purposes. 

I hope my vision isn't as grim as reality will be. I haven't seen anything that has made me feel this will enhance 
my life personally.  BUT I do see downsides. 
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Look to the Q-line in Detroit. Denver has been a lack lust bus town. Who is moving here? People who shun 
busses as dangerous and unrealizable. So by all means build something they won't use. 

Getting to Colfax isn’t easy and busses stink/pollute 

Because of age & crowded 15 buses while often 2 15L almost empty pass much easier top take 10 or 20. If 
new service as I expect nothing but morphed 16th St Mall type of service no. Oh RTD is all  efficiency. 

I would rather see a train implemented. Not sure about zoning or the more extensive construction it may need. 
Otherwise I fully support the bus plan.  

From the design, it looks as though one lane of traffic will need to be removed in each direction. That seems 
problematic.  

I live on 12th so I take the 10, but would hope that BRT is more pleasant than the current bus lines along 
Colfax.  

Regarding #7: I don't usually take the 15 or 15L (although I have in the past), but establishing a true rapid 
transit corridor on Colfax, with frequency and capacity on par with light rail, will serve to attract new riders and 
change existing rider's use of the system (including potentially my own) 

I have always lived near Colfax.  I want to invest in properties for my kids on Colfax.  Eventually I want to retire 
in one of my kids properties and let them have my house.  If fully dedicated BRT doesnt happen, I wont buy 
properties on Colfax.  My kids would be more interested in living in Portland or Austin than near Colfax as it is 
today. 

I don't work downtown now, but I used to. 

I would like to make sure Streetscape enhancements including and especially sidewalks along Colfax Avenue 
are still improved even with a center running alignment. Additional safe pedestrian crossings at a minimum 
every 1/4 mile throughout the corridor should be incorporated and implementable, especially if limiting 
automobile left turn movements. 

The city should spend its money to build smart transit systems - synchronized traffic control, speed mitigation 
and pedestrian/bike access on 13th, 14th and 17th avenues and not on transit used by less than 15% of the 
population. 

We need rail in Capitol Hill and Congress Park, not busses, which are unreliable, subject to traffic delays, and 
generally less enjoyable means of public transit.   

#7 is guess. the system and availability if not defined yet. 

I ride the 15/15L more frequently in warmer months as I don’t mind waiting for a bus as much then. I use 
Lyft/Uber more in the winter. predictable and more frequent busses would increase my usage year round.  

Many people want/need safe mass transit options between Anschutz & Auraria, but cars aren't disappearing 
anytime soon, either. Drivers will spill onto 17th, 13th, and 14th as diversion, thereby crowding local 
neighborhoods. A plan that includes both good mass transit and cars would be more helpful and agreeable. 
(Again: I could not find information on this aspect of the plan, so if this is *not* part of it, please consider me an 
ally and 100% in for the project.) 

This is so great! 

I live in Aurora but work at the eastern terminus of the proposed project. 

I drive Colfax because with all the bus connections I would have to take to my office, my commute is 3 times 
longer. BRT will not fix that. I drive Colfax because I travel after dark, and there are scary, dangerous people on 
the bus and I fear for my safety. A pretty bus median and dedicated bus lane will not change the people who 
actually go on the bus, but will slow the commute for those in cars, impact businesses with the difficulty in trying 
to park when irate drivers behind them are impatient with their parking efforts, and more cars then try to travel 
on 13, 14th and 17 as an alternative. Which despite what city planners say, will happen and further impact 
neighbors on those streets.  

As a resident of Colfax, I am very excited for this project. I want fewer cars on the road and more accessible 
transit options. Right now I say I only use it monthly because I ride by bike whenever I need to get somewhere 
on Colfax, but as a cyclist, I would love to see fewer cars on the road.  

Lots of ridership around Glencoe - Hudson St area and a bus stop should remain there 

I take the 15 bus to East High School. My friends and I are terrified each trip. The people on the bus are rough 
and scary. I have seen knife fights on the bus, fist fights, drug deals, the smell of pot and crack being actively 
smoked, and have had a recently released rapist tell me that he wouldn't mind going back to prison because he 
wanted to rape me, all while driving on the bus. I can't use shelters at the stops because of the drug deals, and 
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active drug use in them. Prostitutes provide services behind some of the shelters or solicit. I will not take the 
bus after dark, and ask my mom who drives Colfax to work to pick me up whenever she can. Making a pretty 
and very expensive Center BRT will not change the people on the bus or the safety, but it will impact all the 
other drivers who use Colfax. 

There are 2 bus lines on Colfax, 15 and 15L. BRT will essentially replace 15L. Are you anticipating that the 15 
will continue to drive in the remaining lane of traffic to serve local transit? That will further impact the remaining 
traffic flow. But if you put in more stops that will prevent the BRT from reaching the 50mph that will supposedly 
reduce commuter time (while slowing the commuter time of all cross streets that have to stop when the bus 
approaches, and the local traffic for the remaining travel lane)This is a ridiculous waste of money and will not 
help the people who actually live in the area or use Colfax, like myself. Just because this was included in a 
large bond project doesn't mean that it makes sense to proceed with. The folks who should have voted on this 
are the folks who use Colfax and live or work proximally to it.  

Do not kowtow to the parking centered voices in the community. People are slow to change and change can be 
an uncomfortable adjustment. Parking is killing the American city, requiring great expense for parking, fuel, 
vehicles, roads, time, and pollution. Please work with RTD to ensure efficiency and affordability with significant 
connect-ability to other transit systems in the Denver metro.   

I currently commute from Baker to University Hospital in Aurora. Without a rapid Colfax Transit option it would 
take me over 70 minutes each way to get to work. Though I am a public transit enthusiastic I can drive it in half 
the time. I eagerly anticipate the brt which I look forward to taking on a daily basis. While there may be affect on 
traffic, Colfax is already not a fast road and I typically take 6th and 14th to travel this stretch by car. 

Very concerned about increased traffic in my neighborhood  

Are you coordinating with City of Aurora to maintain flow of project to I-226/Anchutz campus? 

Have other cities done this successfully 

There is untapped potential for neighborhood use. The most important factors to increase ridership is reliability, 
functionality (fast routes during commuting hours to downtown), and safety. 

I don't frequent the Colfax Corridor very often, hence my "rare" use of transit along Colfax.  That said, when I 
do use Colfax, it would be great to leave the car at home.  In fact, I'd be inclined to frequent the corridor more 
often if I didn't have to deal with having a car to park. 

I am totally against this bad idea. I am against removing automobile lanes on Colfax for public transportation. 
The 'if we build it they will come' public transportation attitude is short-sighted and naive. You should not push 
your desire to force people to take a bus when they would rather use their car which is faster and safer. You 
are infringing on my right to decide which mode of transportation is best for me. If you choose to take the bus 
go right ahead. Just don't force me to get from point A to point B in the mode you feel I should use - that is what 
this project attempts to do. 
 
Also, there should be another answer choice to question #6 of 'Never.' I never have nor do I ever plan to use 
public transportation on Colfax. The busses are dirty, unsafe, expensive, and take more time than my car. The 
fact that you don't have this choice speaks volumes to your insincerity in this survey. I vote with Aurora who I 
understand thinks this is a bad idea. 

Absolute idiocy. 

Please don’t do this. 

Please consider the input of the residents in neighborhoods impacted by the design.  

I would like to serve on a citizen's board regarding this project. 

It will negatively impact our neighborhoods. 

It isn't needed. 

This sounds like a total boondoggle for the Hancock camp. 

See answer to the 2nd question. 

As a homeowner I'm very concerned about the traffic and neighborhood impacts.  I don't know who would take 
advantage of the buses once built, other than the folks that already use it today.  I'm wondering of the 
investment would be worth it.  I don't think it'll keep people from driving -- it'll just increase traffic on non-colfax 
streets unless the lights are timed to allow traffic to flow (and if Colorado Bl is any example, that is not 
happening). 

Do it! 
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Bad idea 

I see Denver becoming a less desirable city with decisions that have been made over the last 10 years. By the 
way, the RTD SkyRide was a much more efficient, dependable, and less costly than the terrible A line. It’s a 
hassle to go to many areas of the city that are being overbuilt without any consideration for parking, etc, etc.  

Not convenient for people aging with mobility issues  

Please think of those of us who prefer to drive.  This will increase travel times, and should there be accidents, it 
will be a NIGHTMARE to have only one lane each way.  BAD IDEA!! 

Unless BRT goes all the way to 225 it seems an incredible expense with limited benefit and several negative 
consequences. (fewer bus stops, less parking, traffic diversion to side streets, reduced local access.)  

Just imagine the drunks and addicts trying to safely stand in the middle of colfax waiting for a bus?!  

this is a terrible idea.  transit is inder utilized.   

Overall safety of being on Colfax will make or break BRT.  Much of the corridor is not a place you currently 
want to be hanging out on, particularly at night.  If I don't feel comfortable walking to/from the BRT station, or 
waiting for the bus, I'll stick to using my car or an Uber. 

Must be affordable and minimal time between buses 

This entire project is another disaster for Denver.   
 
My understanding is that Aurora is not going to be part of this project. All facts should be given to the citizens. 
 
I did not see any information regarding ADA accessibility. 

The stations need to be a little closer together than the current 15L.  Additional station between Colorado and 
York, York and Downing, and Broadway.   

Democrats love High Speed Rail, Bus, etc so they can waste taxpayers money on ridiculous services that no 
one will use - and make their crony friends wealthy on taxpayers backs!   
 
Stupid A Line is still not running as it should be and it's been operational for nearly 2 years!!! 
 
Look at stupid bike lanes on Broadway and Downtown! Bikers don't even use them, still ride in traffic lanes and 
all those businesses lost parking needed for their customers. 
 
All this city does is waste money and raise taxes on hard working people!   
 
This Native can't wait to move the HELL out of Colorado! 

This seems like a poor idea 

Settle down, traffic engineers.  Wrong way-on ramps, traffic circles, I know you need to put in the time to get 
that pension but what you do scars the city for a long time. 

I believe that I am like many residents who use 17th from Montclair to access downtown... as well as Downing, 
Speer, and Lincoln from the DU area to access the downtown area by car. 

It makes more sense to go East than into Denver  

I’m from the west, I drive like every one else. Drive around and you can see it. Except at rush hour, buses and 
light rail are mostly empty. To take out two lanes on Colfax for dedicated bus, and in the future, rail, caters to 
the construction industry, not the citizens. 

Colfax is more than an east-west corridor, it's the major road through Denver.  It's a highway.  I think there will 
be terrible congestion and cars will cut through residential areas to get to their destinations because Colfax will 
be too slow.   

I might use it once a year to go downtown for fun but otherwise no.  I think it's a good idea in principle but not 
for Colfax, which is the main east-west artery through the metro area and it will cripple traffic movement.  Public 
Works and RTD are being dishonest in saying it will cause "minor additional diversion" to adjacent side streets.  
Not only will drivers get off Colfax because it will be too slow but they will have to divert through side streets to 
access businesses because they won't be able to make a left turn where they need to.  They'll have to go to a 
signal, cut through side streets to circle back to Colfax in order to access the business.  ACE on the FAX 
comes to mind for westbound traffic, for example.  The same goes for residents on either side of Colfax.  They 
won't be able to access their own street.  
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 Stating that there will be a "significant shift from vehicles to transit" is unrealistic.  And 55,000 riders per day?  
That's overly optimistic, given that BRT will service only 5 miles and that Aurora is not participating in this plan.    

Do it 

If I use transit currently I use a line that parallels colfax like the bus line on montview. If there were brt I would 
likely use it instead. 

Sounds like the city is attempting to shift 40-50% of traffic off of Colfax onto the Historic 17th Ave Pkwy and 
13th avenue which are already congested. 

It seems that this has not had a lot of public input. I haven't seen it in the news, radio, etc...Are there other 
options? Rail? Trolley?  

Please build TRUE BRT on Colfax and don't water it down!  Our City needs this connection more and more 
each day! 

Even if the line is built I would only see myself using it a couple of times a year for a Rockies game. If I were 
taking my wife downtown for a nice dinner I wouldn't ride the bus because it could be too dangerous coming 
home at night (remember when 5280 said that the 15 was the best entertainment in town for under $5?). When 
the weather is cold I would drive downtown. 

This plan is totally inconsistent with long term  Denver residents. City planners think you know how to alleviate 
the enormous traffic issue you have caused by allowing developers free reign. You do not care about 
neighborhoods and how long term Denver residents feel. I have very little regard for your plans. 

Go team. It’s a such a cool idea. A real solution to the issues of transit with a reasonable cost. 

This is just another attempt by Denver planners to restrict traffic flow. 

 
 
I'd also like to see bicycle lanes included on Colfax as part of any major renovation project. Having a reliable, 
well-marked East-West bike corridor would be fantastic. 

How much would this impact traffic congestion on Colfax? 

I want to see numbers of bus riders now.  How much is this going to cost and isn't there a better way to spent 
this money??  I want more information. 

This is an ill-advised plan that will not increase ridership. Gentrification of the commute will not erase that the 
area itself is rough, and that scares most from "hanging out on the Fax". With Aurora not participating in the 
design all that it will create is an 8 mile logjam in traffic that impacts neighbors and the tens of thousands who 
drive Colfax and do not bus commute.  

Please don't water it down.  

Concerned with my safety 

I used to use the Colfax bus on a daily basis for work; I think the new look, improved bus stops and 
streetscape, and improved speed will make it something that I use more frequently. 

Great idea and the same concept should be considered for Colorado Blvd. 

This is really awful; everyone hates it. It’s such a bad solution to our issues. We will definitely leave Montclair 
and I’m sure a lot of our neighbors will as well. Is this really the only solution to bettering Colfax that the city can 
come up with? Because it’s about thirty years too late. 

Would love to see more communication on how the project is developing since we are directly impacted by 
location.  
 
THANKS A TON!  

Please rethink this idea.  It has huge consequences that will impact residential and business.   

Traffic will be a nightmare and people will not go there which will hurt retailers. 

The businesses on Colfax will go under if you do this - there will be no parking, no way to get there and will be 
a complete mess - however, I'm sure will proceed as this city govt doesn't care one bit about the citizens and 
what is best for the majority of them.  It is totally ludicrous what you have done on 14th by the City and County 
Building - you have made it almost impossible to part by the C&C Building and run in to conduct business  - you 
have a complete lane dedicated to a few bikers and inconvenience the many many people that need access to 
the building or that are driving on 14th.  The same on Colfax - that is a complete waste of money to 
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accomodate a few and inconvenience the majority - but of course - you don't care about that in your over 
zealous dream of removing cars 

Current public transport going East/West is not convenient. The travel time is too long. 

Terrible idea. Would increase congestion on 13th and 14th Avenues. Central Denver needs a subway system, 
not this!! 

Prior to retirement I either rode the 15 bus daily or walked to work.  I would have liked to have the BRT system 
at that time. 

I walk to most destinations on East Colfax. 

I’m worried this will push cars onto other East/West avenues which haven’t seen upgrades in traffic 
control/synchronization in 30 years. 

We can't wait for this!! Just wish it was coming sooner!! 

The answer to #6 is "Rarely" because I avoid riding the 15, even though I live on 14th about a block from the 
Tamarac stop. I'll walk well out of my way to catch the 10 or the 6, or just plain walk. 
 
The answer to #7 is "Yes", but there's a short leash. If BRT simply becomes The New 15, I'm out and you've 
pissed away a lot o' money. 

While I don't currently use buses, I sure will give this a try, particularly if the ambiance is friendly and inviting.  If 
it feels just like typical bus line, then most likely I will not use it.  Currently I sometimes drive to 40th and 
Colorado Train to catch it to downtown.  The bus option might be good alternative. 

we need to address last-mile connections!  the stops won't be exactly where everyone is going...let people bike 
in-between...don't make this an auto-centric corridor!  

Although  I occasionally use mass transit, I drive more often and hate the idea of less lakes and more traffic 
congestion on Colfax.  My biggest concern is that traffic will be forced to 13th and 14th, as well as 17th and 
18th, forcing increased traffic into neighborhoods. Hate this idea 

Why am I going to cross the street to a middle lane to use BRT?  Why would I want to travel Colfax at a Rapid 
speed?! 

There is already a problem of not having enough pedestrian crosswalks, so lots of people jaywalk in the middle 
of a block to get across Colfax.  Need to make sure the bus stations do not make that situation worse. 

There must be a stop in between York/Josephine and National Jewish. The 15L/BRT should serve the many 
many people who live in Congress Park and City Park South but cannot walk all the way to those intersections. 
Steele Street (or Adams, Milwaukee, etc.) would be good options. 

I think this is such a great idea! It will provide better, faster transit for those of us working downtown and also 
bring more business and people to capital hill. This stretch of Colfax has already improved so much over the 
last 5 years and Is becoming a really great destination for visitors and locals here in Denver. Thank you! 

Think it's a great idea which should be considered on other corridors such as Broadway/Lincoln.   

Think about doing a tram. 

I would use transit regularly on Colfax if it didn't take so long.  In fact, if I could use BRT on Colorado and 
Colfax I would rarely drive. 

I hope the city of Denver would consider building a series of parking structures at key points adjacent to Colfax 
and certain BRT stations. This would allow those with automobiles to more easily park and then take the BRT 
to various points along Colfax--or to events or businesses downtown. In this way the Colfax BRT could mimic 
the successful Mall Ride (with the exception that the Colfax line could generate increased fare box revenues). 

I have heard that the stops make become less frequent in some spots which concerns me. Right now the 
closest 15L stop going east is .25 miles from my home, if you get much farther it would discourage me from 
taking it, especially when it is dark early in the morning and in the evening.  

If the vision of dedicated bus lanes and faster boarding times can be realized, this bus corridor will offer faster 
travel times and move more people than driving. This will help get people like me out of their cars and using a 
more efficient system. 

Left turns should be prohibited at certain intersections and concentrated at other locations.  

Re:my "yes" answer to #7, the only reason I answered yes is because if the new system is in place, and I 
need/want to go someplace other than east or west, it likely will take a lot longer.  I'll be trapped between 2 
even more congested thoroughfares.  Yuk! 
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try to be opened minded about this 

This is politically motivated and is not a transportation solution. 

Q7--if you are going to install BRT, it's not like I'd have a choice about using it when I traveled Colfax, so this 
question is kind of pointless. 

Do it! It sounds awesome! 

 Denver needs to be more progressive in public transportation and getting more cars off the road.  

RtD is the WORST! 

N/A 

#6 Does transit mean driving on Colfax or bus travel? 

I do not use transit on Colfax now because it is not convenient, not connected to where I'm coming from, not 
timely, and feels unsafe. I hope that BRT can improve all of this. 

I think this is a huge mistake. Keep the status quo.  

Like I said this makes no sense. Can't believe the stupid plans this city and Hancock comes up with. Only hope 
is Hancock will be voted out fo office by the time.  

Please educate me if my concerns have already been addressed in the design, but I'm just not seeing it. 

I've lived on 13th Avenue next to Colfax for 54 years I've seen Colfax go through a lot of changes but by far this 
is the worst idea I've ever heard of. 

I have lived on 13th Avenue for 54 years I've seen Colfax go through a lot of changes this one will be very 
detrimental to Colfax and all adjacent neighborhoods 

horrible survey methodology.   

I would like to see several dedicated pedestrian / bike lanes across colfax. I would be more likely to ride my 
bike and have my children ride to school if we could safely navigate colfax, 13th and 14th avenues.  

Improve ease of payment with a transit card.  Like the London tube oyster card. 

DO THIS ALREADY! 

I don't use transit on Colfax as regularly since I've moved from the Capitol Hill/Cheesman Park area to 
Lakewood, but I have potential job opportunities in Aurora and would love an easier/faster option for public 
transit using Colfax.  

Please consider better/safer sidewalks and bike lanes and crossings 

I live just 1 block off Colfax. I fully support the BRT, but also realize it will definitely shift traffic into my street 
and into my neighborhood, especially during construction. PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE take that into 
consideration and include within this design measures to mitigate those effects. Specifically, 16th Ave should 
be local traffic only, and 17th and Montview must be policed closely. 

I would use it if there were a new similar system on Parker and Leetsdale, running all the way from the Town of 
Parker to a downtown connector like the Colfax BRT.  Also, frequency of use would depend on where new 
office is located.  The BRT system on Colfax looks like it would be a huge improvement to the whole corridor.  
The trees would add a beautifying element, and speed of transit would really take that area to the next level of 
urban design. 

I have a blind daughter who is on Capitol Hill. I think about her safety getting out to boarding islands. 

It looks like a great idea, the only issues I see are the stop locations. Would it be like the 15L or would it stop 
between lights to streets that the 15 has already? The 1 lane for traffic isn't good. And how will it connect to the 
other transit lines?  

If it is my only option, yes I would still ride.  But I think this is a horrible idea and very inconvenient and unsafe 
for passengers.  

I live right off Colfax with two young children; it would be nice to see traffic on Locust Street reduced and better 
managed. 

I consider this to be a program that intends to make my business go away.  It will be worth less money after the 
income drops during construction and after completion.  I consider it to be business gentrification. 

A sticking point for me in using buses is the difficulty in buying tickets. A top up plastic card that you keep in 
your wallet and top up online, that can be used on the light rail and buses would make using public transport 
easier for me. 
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More traffic police would be a nice thing to consider, especially during construction. Often, patrols are not 
present to see drivers making dangerous and pedestrian pressuring maneuvers... To get people to use public 
transit, it has to be safe, and it has to be efficient. Provide those things and they will. 

Please consider alternatives to keep traffic out of neighborhoods. 

This plan seems incredibly short-sighted to me and designed to benefit business at the expense of 
neighborhoods. Although I would very much like to see improved streetscapes, the benefits to be realized from 
the elimination of two driving lanes for non-bus vehicles are not worth the costs resulting from the diversion of 
traffic onto residential streets. 

I have Parkinson's and bus travel is harder than when I was young. 

Please do not continue w/BRT. It is not going to work, but it will waste a lot of valuable transportation dollars 
that could be put to good use on a much better plan. 

It's about time!!!! Other parts of town have had their share of municipal taxes benefits, now, finally, East 
Colfax!!! 

If bus service to the A-Line were improved, I feel like this BRT would not be needed - there's a nearly parallel 
running high speed train that's only a bit to the north - I feel like the reason people use the bus instead is 
because of cost - it's obvious the economic status of the riders of route 15 (it's lower than most of us) and thus 
the extra cost of the train isn't an option - maybe it should be.  

It sounds like an interesting project to move people on Colfax Ave a little more quickly.  

Question 7 is pointless. If I have to travel Colfax by bus I won't have a choice will I? 

I’d like to see other arteries with services like this too.  

Please spend the money on improving safety at intersections and lighting. BRT isn't needed or wanted. The 
current #15 is one of the city's most success bus lines please don't change it. 

Do not reduce traffic lanes for this rediculoisness... 

RTD needs to improve the ticketing system before more people use transit. The app is a great start, but 
ultimately getting more people on eco-passes is the way to go.  

You can improve intersections and connections and bus stops without making a special thing.  

I use A-line, LRT-D, and 43 bus with some regularity.  Sunday mornings, I drive to Saint John's Cathedral on 
Colfax. 

Implementing BRT on Colfax will be challenging, however, the current situation along this busy street hinders 
its economic and quality of life potential.  Currently, there are few convenient opportunities to frequent 
businesses on Colfax without driving a personal vehicle. For example, going to a concert at the Fillmore or 
Ogden using transit requires multiple connections and is usually cut short due to  less frequent night schedules. 
I personally know of visitors who skipped out on patronizing Voodoo Donuts and Denver Biscuit Company on 
Colfax because of the hassles of trying to get there from downtown without a car.  Unfortunately, even those of 
us with our own transportation often find the task of trying to find street parking near popular spots along Colfax 
too daunting at peak times.  
 
Bus Rapid Transit would help connect the Colfax corridor to downtown and make it more accessible to those 
who are in the city center without personal transportation. At the same time, it could reduce congestion at 
popular locations by providing more convenient alternatives to driving. However, for the system to truly work, it 
must coexist with heavy local vehicle travel and seamlessly connect with the rest of the RTD transit network. 

It is a stupid idea. I am third generation Denverite and plan to move if this project is implemented  

I would use the new bus service if I had safe walking access.   

It's great that the City and County of Denver moved forward on this despite the restrictions, including the City of 
Aurora. 

You need to solve the congestion on Quebec Street from Alameda to Stapleton.  You never mentioned it and it 
is one of the worse.  However, lots of bike lanes which are used by very few, screw up traffic and parking.  The 
goal is to bring people to downtown Denver and your solutions do just the opposite.  Need more, better and 
cheaper parking.  Easy vehicle routes to downtown.  Union station is almost impossible to get to with 
construction and congestion.  Where to park, I don't know.   I ride a bike but not to work.  Your solving the 
wrong problem and spending millions, and you will fail and lose your jobs. 

I would use it more if the other bus routes, especially the north-south lines like York or Colorado ran more often 
than every 1/2 hour!  If the frequency of those routes were increased, the entire network would be more 
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convenient and enticing.  For example, I can't easily get from my home to the 40th & Colorado Station when 
the bus runs every 1/2 hour.  Even if Colfax had BRT and frequent buses, the connections to the rest of the grid 
are missing, so i don't use it. 

Another improvement that would help speed buses along is giving passengers options to pay for bus passes 
before boarding, similar to what is done on light rail. At busy intersections ie Colfax and Colorado Blvd. there 
would be kiosks that passengers either scan their bus pass or pay for a buss pass then board through both the 
front and back doors.  This system is in use in NYC and is much quicker than everyone boarding through the 
front door and having to pay one by one as they board.  

RTD can't control the bums, druggies and winos, I can't Imagine anyone who doesn't have to ride the bus, 
wouldn't. 

Transit design and implementation is about moving people. Develop full BRT features with signal priority. Exert 
the political power to resist the demands to water-down the project to placate motorists.  
 
Traffic Engineering in Denver is generally harmful to people. Lets change that. 

Denver's city government is pushing through a BRT system on Colfax that no one wants and no one needs. 
This pet project is patronage at its worst and the traffic impacts to neighborhoods north and south of Colfax will 
cause you to rethink this plan 5 years after it is done.  

i would use this if it cleaned up the bus areas as current bus stops get trashed and are a haven for trouble 

Need to look at how to keep riders respectful of one another 

Please don’t water this down for people who can’t imagine a life that is less dependent on personal vehicles. If 
we make it a real BRT that is well connected to other routes and modes, people’s minds will change, even if 
that change is slow at first. 

Please do it! 

It's sad that the BRT for Colfax was included in Ref 2A! This money could've helped so many other 
neighborhoods that lack what Colfax already has. 

It is important, when designing the signalling along the BRT corridor, to give the priority to transit vehicles. 

Additional options are needed 

Important to keep the big picture in mind here. 

Rail is really needed because of extremely heavy ridership and overloaded buses, but BRT is the best 
alternative. 

There should be something to get people on and off the bus quickly. Sometimes the 15 and 15L is parked for 
one minute + at busy stops as people are paying to get on. This can be taken care of at kiosks to expedite the 
process.  

Maybe a new light rail route is better... 

Safety / Lighting / Security around the stations are critical to success and my family's ridership. Coordinating 
service with Aurora is also important. 

why not rail? 

I will use it, if we go with a Trolley vs. a Bus system! 

I would love to use public transit.  Right now, I commute 3.8 miles daily each way by bike or car.  Using transit 
would take close to an hour and a half - simply not a reasonable compromise (I can walk faster . . .) 

Please don't "water this down" by not doing center-running BRT. This is the only way for it to make sense and 
to make it effective enough for riders to actually have an incentive to use this new bus system. 

Let's speed this up, we've been discussing "improved transit" on Colfax for at least a decade!! 

What are the plans to make sure these stops will be accessible at all times for people with disabilities?  

Depending upon the total travel time, I would consider switching my commute from biking from West Highlands 
to the A line and then from Peoria to get to Anschutz to biking to the BRT along Colfax. I would definitely use 
this in inclement weather when I do not want to ride my bike at all by taking a bus that connects to the BRT. 

Consider other modes like street cars (like Toronto) that are driving lanes certain hours and bus/street car 
lanes other hours. Also like Toronto allow parking in lanes for certain hours and remove and have as driving 
lanes for other hours, dependent on direction (ie driving only westbound towards downtown on north side of 
street in AM and the reverse in the evening based on working hours).  
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Move forward with a progressive and functional project.  Ensure the mobility and accessibility needs are met 
and that the design creates a true main street with well designed facilities and amenities that significantly 
improve the look, feel, and safety of the corridor. 

The efficiency of the service should take priority over traffic impacts for cars..if this means very few left turns off 
of Colfax, so be it. 

Should this go through, businesses on Colfax will be dead to me - why would I want the hassle? 

I am curious on if there are plans for bicycle traffic. Not sure if it is the safest option but am curious if 
discussions have been a part of this. 

The buses currently on Colfax are too slow and crowded for my use. An efficient BRT would be a welcome 
change.  

I'll use BRT, but not often. I don't commute that direction. I'm really hoping it will work, and we can fix Colo Blvd 
next. One other thought... We really need to pay attention to what the loss of a traffic lane will do to 17th, 16th 
13/14th, even 12th streets. I live off of 12th, and most evenings it's a de-facto pedestrian mall. If more 
commuters start taking it as a "short cut" it will really hurt our neighborhood. I'm sure the folks who live off 16th 
feel the same   ... and one final thought - I would be eager to participate/lead any community planning 
committees around this issue. I'm optimistic, but we need to watch certain issues around the implementation.  

This is a tremendous opportunity for the City of Denver to improve the transit corridor with the highest ridership 
in the city.  Since the 15 and 15L already transport over 30,000 riders each day (more than any FasTracks 
line), Public Works should prioritize building the most timely and efficient system to transport riders from point A 
to B, while also reducing barriers to pedestrian access across Colfax.   
 
The most timely, efficient, and safe alignment is a center-running BRT combined with traffic-calming measures, 
including lane and/or parking reductions. 

In the times I have ridden busses on Colfax they have arrived far less frequently than advertised on the RTD 
schedule.  Please get this done.  Reducing the nearly ubiquitous use of private cars in Denver is crucial to 
improving the quality of life in this city. 

Lack of a park n ride anywhere near Colfax significantly limits ridership ability. RTD should strongly consider 
installing a park n ride at one of the many vacant parcels near Yosemite intersection. 

Please consider express buses that do not stop at every stop. The main factor in my not using light rail is how 
long it takes. I lived directly next to the Lincoln stop and only took the train downtown once. It was 1hr+ for the 
train or a 25min drive. Please let the BRT thrive by giving passengers a highly rapid option. 

Please build this recommendation.  The speed and quality of the proposed service will be a major improvement 
for this part of town that lacks high-speed transit services. 

Why is the stop on Grant by the state house gone? 
 
Will it *really* be 24-hours? I can imagine RTD saying it needs to shut down between 1 and 3 a.m. for 
maintenance.  
 
Don't forget about the Central Rail Extension that voters passed in 2004. Still waiting! 

I think it's a decent idea but could result in car congestion if not done well. 

Please don't water this down when we have such an amazing opportunity to create a culture of frequent transit 
in Denver. 

looking forward to this project and expanding all the way to West Colfax too! 

ridership will not go up as much as planned and this is not a good project to be working on 

Center lane. Center lane! CENTER LANE! Please and thank you. 

Watering down the BRT promised as part of the bond issue to anything short of a "true BRT" on Colfax - which 
means, center-running and dedicated ROW - would be truly unfortunate.  This project should set be the 
example for how to transform other arterials across the City.  If we can't do real transit on Colfax, we can't do it 
anywhere. 

I fully support the plan as is.  

Avoid making a 'watered-down' version of BRT here that could kill the potential for big increases in ridership - 
as the City of Aurora did in building their very slow 'R-Line'. 
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The only reason I rarely use transit on Colfax is that I do not live or work on Colfax.  However, with center 
running BRT, it may become quicker for me to get home via the 15L and connect to the 40.  I currently take the 
Rte 6 home, which can take 45 minutes to travel 5 miles because of traffic.  I look forward to the center running 
BRT moving forward and think it will be a huge benefit to all of Denver, not just the section of Colfax discussed.  

I often travel with my bike, so on-bus bike racks would also be ideal, much like they have on the A-line light rail, 
or on Ft Collin's MAX line. 

i think it is great that the city is considering this type of transit along the Colfax corridor. This should definitely 
help address some of the congestion and challenges currently in place 

I hope this project will lead to many more dedicated transit lanes across the city. 

The focus should not be on parking or priority given to vehicles. BRT must prioritize the movement of people in 
order for its and Denver's success. Streets should no longer be built for cars/vehicles, only. Bicycle and 
pedestrian access and safety must be integrated within the BRT system. Public restrooms and BIKE PARKING 
need to be included, both long term and short term bicycle parking facilities.  

Looking at the rendering, pedestrian movement across the median at non-signalized intersections should be 
considered as well. 

I STRONGLY urge you to move forward with center-running BRT. I fear that watering down the first-ever "real" 
BRT system in Denver would run the risk of turning people against it. A center-running alignment will make the 
system as efficient as possible which, in turn, will create the most believers in the system.  

Your information was quite unclear as to where pedestrians board this new bus system.  You might have 
imagined that boarding information is intuitive to your audience---I couldn't find anywhere! 

I have been waiting to use this system since I moved to east Denver one year ago. I am a huge proponent of 
the center lane system and cannot wait for it to be put in.  

Need to improve pedestrian safety 

Please see my answer to "Why?" in Question 2 above. 

Our family is very concerned about the Colfax corridor as homeowners. We live along 16th Ave in South Park 
Hill and already we see increased traffic from Colfax at rush hour. We have few or no sidewalks, pedestrian 
crossings and stop signs and then take away a lane of traffic... we’re sure to have more cars racing through. 
I’m excited for change but please don’t create this without addressing our safety concerns. So many families 
living in this area are active outside going for walks (even without sidewalks) along with dog-walkers & bike 
riders. Local access onto and off of Colfax to get home is also an important consideration.  

I use RTD bus service to and from my studio (Colfax & Logan) when weather prevents bicycle use.  

I realize that there is a very vocal contingent of citizens from Park Hill, Montclair, and Congress Park that do not 
want center-running busses on Colfax because they use the street as an arterial into downtown, but truthfully 
these commuters should be steered into the east/west one-ways instead of Colfax. The Colfax corridor was 
(and could be again) a shop-lined main street through Denver, friendly to pedestrians and acting as a central 
transit route through the city 

I am so excited for BRT! I moved from Chicago where I used public transportation everyday to Denver. In 
Denver use to take the bus to the light rail when I was commuting to the tech center until the 38L went away, 
then it wasn’t feasible to take the 38, so I started driving. I now live in Mayfair and work downtown. The 15 isn’t 
an option for me due to the length of time it would take to get downtown. However, the BRT would be a 
comparable or faster commute then in my car. I would also visit other parts of Colfax more frequently when I 
could just jump on the bus. I can’t wait! Oh, and I am all for the proposed stop at Hudson!  

East Colfax should be a high performing commercial corridor, instead it’s a mostly unpleasant, gappy 
mishmash. BRT could provide the catalyst to make this one of the best streets in the city 

Half measures and partial solutions always cost more in the long run.  

The most important factors for me are traffic flow, parking, and accessing local businesses. If traffic will be 
negatively impacted, what is the point? Leave the system as it is. 

I am a heavy user ofColfax ave, as are the other members of my household. But we rarely use public 
transportation, despite the fact that it would frequently make sense to try to access the bus. An example of why 
we are not able to use the  bus happened just last night. My girlfriend tried to take the 15 from Colfax and 
Willow (where we live) to The Ogden Theater (on Colfax). This should be a door-to-door service, we live right 
off Colfax Avenue. She waited for 20 minutes past the scheduled pick up time for the bus but it didn't arrive. 
she ended up using a ride share app which cost her more than triple the amount a bus ride would have cost. 
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I think the concept as currently envisioned is a really great one and I think keeping dedicated bus-only lanes on 
Colfax is extremely important for this to be a successful and impactful project.  Please don’t water down this 
vision to BRT-lite!! 

With BRT on Colfax I would have access to that street AT ALL with public transportation. Today if I need to get 
to Colfax I'm essentially forced to drive, but with BRT I would have the ability to get there without a car or 
Lyft/Uber much easier. 

It is going to be a little difficult for a while because the street will be different than it has been for decades. 
However, the changes will be transformative to the surrounding neighborhoods if BRT is implemented in a 
center lane configuration. 

Be bold Denver needs to reclaim its streets for multi-modal transport and bus is an overlooked asset.  
Desperately need improved east-west mobility.  Also promote economic development benefits like this in 
Cleveland with Health Line 

The sooner, the better! 

Please don't water it down by creating a regular bus lane. It needs to be fast to work.  

Denver needs to concentrate on intra-city transit solutions like this. 

This is the best opportunity I've witnessed in Denver to completely transform the city's most iconic street and to 
set a strong example of efficient public transit within Denver proper, and I truly hope the city's residents and 
planners will make the most of this opportunity and implement center-running BRT on East Colfax. 

The safer we make our city for the use of pedestrians, cyclists, and users of mass transit, the better chance we 
have of increasing our sense of community, reduce our collective carbon footprint, and set a positive example 
for communities around the country. Denver is a wonderful city, and this will help us remain one of the top 
livable places in the country. 

Concerned about the space between stops.  It appears this could be 1/2 a mile or more 

Who ever is in charge of this Survey could you please contact me I believe we can help each other out with 
information I have gathered and observations from personally watching the Albuquerque ART Project  over the 
last year. [Email Address] 

How will increased traffic and other unfavodable elements be mitigated in adjacent neighborhoods during 
construction and afterward?  

Laudable idea but too much for the existing corridor size unless the goal is to greatly reduce auto traffic along 
its length. 

Please bring BRT to more streets in Denver! 

I'm excited to see the improvements!  

I really hope Denver can make this happen. Projects like these are how cities improve the living experience of 
their citizens.  

I believe it will (literally) drive car traffic onto residential streets N and S of Colfax. Man of those streets, east of 
Monaco do not have sidewalks - a huge hazard. Also this is a 24 hr solution to a 4 hour problem 
 
BRT one lane for rush hour is a fine compromise, but not a dedicated permanent lanes 

This is a great start denver! Hopefully we can continue improving transit and making roads safer for all. Please 
work on the federal corridor next, it can really be dangerous sometimes! 

The RTD Colfax route 15 is currently one of the sketchiest to wait for and ride.  Because of that I usually 
choose to walk instead, or bike or drive if my trip is more than a couple miles.  My hope would be that the 
improved and more visible center located stops will be less attractive to those engaging in unwanted behavior 
and be less intimidating to the casual rider.  

I lived and worked on E. Colfax 1971-78 
 
and 1990-97.  I have studied best transit practices all over the world. I was Executive Producer of the AIA Film 
TOD: reshaping the great American City. I am not a naysayer or a NIMBY. I am practical. 

This is an excellent idea that will help a lot of residents get from their homes to the light rail system. 

I often drive along Colfax to just get through the city, but on the occasions I walk I'm always surprised at what 
the street has to offer. An efficient, clean, and safe BRT system would greatly increase my visit to the Colfax 
neighborhoods. 

Colfax deserves real BRT. Please do not water it down. 
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I would love to see a plan to link Colfax BRT to the A Train and make it more convenient for East Colfax 
residents such as myself to get to the airport. 

I’m sadended by this project because it just further delays progress on what we really need for Colfax Transit - 
an elevated rail system.  

This will transform so many neighborhoods along Colfax and help connect us to the rest of this city! 

Love the idea!  We have enough streets for cars and parking as is (13th,14th, 17th and 18th).  Prioritize the 
humans, not the cars! 

Improve Colfax, but not in a way that diverts the issues a couple blocks in either direction. 

I visit Colfax mostly as a pedestrian. Please make the street safer for peds! 

Please do not water down this project.  

I use other RTD lines but I (and many others, I believe) would consider changing routes if the speed and 
connections are good enough. Done properly, this will not just enhance existing service, but will bring new 
riders into the system. 

Please. The solution to the traffic is to stop the growth. Denver is starting to look like Los Angeles.  

Used to use it all the time but I wouldn't use it now at all... would like to see the BRT system.  Good luck!  :) 

It's simply unimaginable that any city would consider reducing one of its main traffic corridors to one lane in 
each direction. Did anyone think about limiting the right lanes during peak hours to buses and right turns only, 
the way it's set up on Broadway? Wouldn't that accomplish the goal of improving mass transit on Colfax without 
the drawbacks of reduced access to local business, impaired ability of emergency vehicles to travel the 
avenue, and increased traffic on 13th, 14th, 17th, and Montview Avenues? And wouldn't that save millions of 
dollars? I'm starting to wonder who lobbied for this idea... 

Clearly explain that this is a Denver-inspired project.  Keep in close contact with Aurora/RTD counterparts in 
order to successfully push BRT all the way to Anschutz.   

Please maintain project integrity.  Planners know this is the best solution, please don't let uncompromising 
NIMBYs neuter the project in order to get their "OK" that likely never will come.  

Denver needs and deserves great transit. The city will continue growing, and we need projects like this to 
ensure that we can accommodate future density. 

I’m a property owner nearby and also work in the area and will be very disappointed if the center-lane solution 
is not implemented. It is crucial to the modernization and scalability of our neighborhood and city. 

Bring back streetcars! 

I think you only have one chance to "get it right," so you MUST involve ALL of the businesses and 
neighborhood associations along the corridor in the planning process. 

Though i live a block away, I avoid ALL travel on Colfax (bus, car, bike, or otherwise), because it is slow and 
unsafe. I would love a well-designed BRT system to get across town.  

Please ensure that the BRT infrastructure remains strong from beginning to end and isn't reduced to just an 
express bus service like US 36's Flatiron Flyer. 

May possibly use BRT more frequently in later years 

The center-running Colfax BRT plan is the best way forward and it would be a great loss if the plan were scaled 
back. The Colfax BRT can be a model for BRT elsewhere in the city and the region. 

I don't use Colfax transit often because it is too slow and unreliable.  If it had BRT everything changes.  Then 
run one down Colorado and I'll never drive! 

Coordinating the traffic lights with the buses is crucial.  The buses should never be stuck at a red light. 

N/A 

I live right on Colfax. Please don't let this project get watered down by those who would prioritize commuting 
*through* my neighborhood over my neighborhood and its character.  

I don’t use the Colfax bus because it’s too slow and crowded. BRT would help this. I also would like to see BRT 
on the entire Colfax corridor, west as well as east. 

Keeping these actual buses clean and safe is also priority, as that is the reason it is easier to avoid them as 
well. 

I appreciate so much the work that Denver is doing to increase transit options. As a bike, rail, and bus 
commuter this issue is very important to me. I like in a one car household and often rely on transit to not only 
get to my place of work, but also to travel for errands and social plans. I believe this dedicated lane on Colfax 
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will be the first step towards improved transit in Denver. We need more ideas like these to make Denver a 
welcoming city to all, not just those with the means to purchase cars.  

You are building a blockade of South City Park and I don't appreciate it.  

We need to take the surrounding neighborhood concerns seriously. This addition of BRT needs/must enhance 
the neighborhood and should not be an opportunity to tear down our homes to build highrise apartments - this 
is a genuine concern of the immediate neighbors.  

I use the Colfax bus to commute to/from work downtown every day, so I'm so excited to see this become a 
reality. The sooner, the better.  

Comment on additional study - BRT stop locations (further apart!) 
 
Keep up the great work y'all! 

Would prefer fewer stops 
 
Extend into Aurora at least to Havana 

-Provide traffic data now, 5 years, 10 years, etc.  
 
-Continue to work with neighborhoods and businesses for inclusivity. 

Comments on challenges question. Resist temptation to add more stops to slow service - it will decrease 
ridership.  
 
Don't value - engineer the value of i! 
 
Comments on additional study question: As few as practical.  
 
Ped crossing between intersections 

I fear the plan could get watered down from public pressure. I so wish Aurora would extend the center-lane 
running and the Fax Partnership is trying to encourage them to.  

Thank you for pursuing big, bold ideas! 

- Respondent noted use of transit on Colfax, weekly and monthly.  
 
1. Mid to larger medians 
 
2. 11' car lane? Can't we shave that? 
 
3. Experience and shade are what we want as pedestrians; trees are a great manifestation of that, but not the 
only way (art, trellis with vines and flowers) 
 
4. More traffic lights at intersections 

1. Don't put fabric seats on public transportation, it's unsanitary.  Use plastic or vinyl seats please.  
 
2. Please aim for electric buses 

Make it happen NOW! 

I would use this every single day. I live in East Colfax, and my office is moving to Federal and Colfax. This will 
be an amazing service for me, personally, and will pave the way for future successes in the city. Thanks for 
making this change to the center lane! 

This is the worst things for the neighborhoods along Colfax  

I stopped using bus transit on Colfax when the buses became unpleasant - "manspreading", gang wannabees, 
rude.  And when buses dropped me off into snowpiles.  In addition, the bus simply does not get me to where I 
need to go in (I do not do grocery shopping via bus; I do not go to doctor's appointments on the bus; I do not 
pick up and drop off kids via the bus).   
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Please do not have stops too close together. For example, the propose led stops at Hudson and Elm as well as 
Williams and Downing are too close together. BRT should move quickly and stops should be spaced about 0.5 
Miles apart 

Stay committed to the vision of true BRT. Resist watering down the project to compromise with people who 
may complain about issues like parking, left turns, etc. Stay true to the vision of 100% full BRT. 

I live close enough to the corridor to walk and use this bus frequently.  I have a small child and currently see 
the Colfax streetscape as a primary challenge to using the bus.  With center running lanes and access to 
stations from both sides of the street I would be likely to use the line frequently to visit businesses along the 
corridor and downtown.  Frequency and access to stations will be a primary factor in whether I us this line for 
leisure and not just work related transportation. 

In our neighborhood I know we will have a stop at Quebec, Uinta and Yosemite, which are great. I believe 
however, there needs to be a stop at Syracuse since it is a major thorough fare and new Syracuse bike lanes 
should connect with the BRT. Trenton and Colfax one block from Syracuse is a future TOD site, per the city 
owns the 7900 block vacant lot and helps to build a large affordable housing development on the property. 

7.5 minute peak time headways and 15 minute off-peak headways. 

Please don’t take away any more parking spots, PLEASE!!! How/where Can I comment about the parking 
nightmare in Denver? I️ have ideas. ?? My other concerns are maintaining local left turn access and PLEASE 

do NOT make Colfax only 1 lane for cars or make 1 lane “bus only”. Also it’s VERY important that it’s nice and 
pretty. The new plastic traffic posts in the median at the intersection of Park Ave and Colfax and along 
Broadway by the new bike lane are so ugly. They make our beautiful city look cheap and flimsy. Best of luck!! 
I️ think it’s a fantastic idea as long as it’s done well.  

This will bring in a new look and feel and tons of tax revenues from Colfax businesses.  Do it now! 

I like the stop selection and combination of the 15 and 15L with more stops than the 15L, but fewer than the 15. 
My initial concern with center running was that the 15 would be stuck in traffic so this solves it. I also really like 
keeping the equivalent of the 15L on Colfax west of B-way (RTD should do that today) as many folks are 
connecting to the light rail (west and south). However, I think the transit only lane should be maintained through 
here, even if side running, for this to be effective as this is a congested corridor. Also, I would hope that off-
board fare payment is maintained in Aurora even if a lot of the other elements are not. This would speed things 
up tremendously. 

We are unlikely to use until our children are older and we don't have school pick ups. BRT doesn't help much in 
the near term.  

My job is moving from Westminster to Downtown Denver and I look forward to being able to use a bus to get to 
work and back home instead of my current commute that can be (and with the I70 plans will becone more 
likely) 70 minutes one way. 

Please have the people designing the updates to Colfax actually use the 15 and 15L now and have them use it 
on a daily basis for at least a year. Rush hour, late at night and mid day, to really see what it is like. 

The RTD #10 is closer to my house so that factors into my Colfax bus travel.  

Start over with this and put BRT lanes at curb and remove parking from Colfax.  
 
Also you might consider talking to Aurora about this.  
 
How is it going to work when the buses get to Yosemite and have to change to buses that operate in the curb 
lane for the trip through Aurora? 

Wrong solution, wrong implementation, short sighted. Way to much money has been spent and still more.  
Again, Detroit built their streetcar for less the Denver has studying BRT. 

How long will it take to complete?  Won't we have driverless cars by then?  Have you factored that into your 
plans? 

I hope this actually happens. It seems like they've been studying this for 2 decades.  

Right now Colfax is too wide and open. I live off this street and regularly see cars going by in excess of 50mph 
(weekend mornings). With such valuable public amenities and spaces, as well as so many wonderful 
businesses along the strip, the BRT will open up these places to so many more people while encouraging them 
to leave their car behind. The current bus 15 and 15l bus routes are too slow and inconvenient to use instead of 
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a car. I often bicycle downtown, but it would be nice to have access to fast, safe, and shelter3d transportation 
especially in winter  

I will no longer be able to enjoy the many things along colfax with this plan because I am disabled with need of 
wheelchair and careful street crossings. And, it is likely, Colfax will never again be accessible to Access-a-Ride 
and accessible vehicles. 

If you put a protected bike lane down Colfax, I would use it.  

50 to 70 of our employees use the Colfax bus daily. Our business is located on Colfax. 

I will have to use it b/c I don't want to drive and park downtown every day but this new system will make my use 
HARDER, not easier. I don't even like the sound of the plans.it might be easier for the RTD this way, but not for 
people who rely on the bus every day. 

Keep up the good work 

We want people to come shop, dine, etc. on Colfax, but in reality, this bus lane will make it more difficult for 
businesses to prosper.  How many people take the bus vs. car?  We have a great bike lane on 16th, through 
city park, and up to Montview.  Want people to move faster on the bus, have more buses on 17th - not a route 
that leaves every 30 minutes.  Put another bus route up and down 13/14th. 

I am really excited about the potential for BRT to cut my commute from Congress Park to Auraria by 5-10 
minutes. However, I'm equally concerned that this will result in way more traffic on 13 Ave. as drivers move off 
Colfax. We need to make it less attractive to drive so that more people will get on the bus! 

Please make this a true, gold standard BRT! 

I agree with dedicated bus travel lanes in the center of Colfax Blvd. We still need room for cars to travel on 
Colfax (at a slower speed) or they will go through the neighborhoods. 

This is very exciting. Can we just jump in and build it out this weekend? :) 

I am vehemently against this project and will no longer visit businesses along Colfax if this is approved. 

It's important that transportation planners stay committed to a true BRT vision and don't let the concerns of car 
owners water down the Colfax BRT into a halfway transit solution. Center-Running is the way to go - go for it! 

This needs to be implemented ASAP 

 

Additional Comments (Email, General Comment Forms, Hotline) 

  

Additional comments 
In the area of Syracuse and Spruce, what are the currently proposed BRT stops? 

Hello, as a Denver Resident I wanted to voice my full throated support for center running BRT. It will improve 
travel times, reliability, and create less ambiguity and confusion for drivers. The trade-offs are worth it. Thank 
you for including this as an alternative to be considered on Colfax. 

High quality center running transit ftw! 

excellent initiative! 

My name is [name]. My email address [email address]. My cell phone number is [cell phone number]. My wife 
and I and previously before they grew up our three kids have lived on Locust St. which is one block west of 
Monaco between Colfax and 17th Avenue. So we’re in the influence zone and I personally spent 20+ years 
riding the 15 and then subsequently the 15L back and forth to work in the Capitol Hill area. So I’m very familiar 
with the corridor and with the buses that have been serving it for a long time. Two questions I wanted to talk to 
somebody about: have to do one with left turns off Colfax (if they’ve even be possible) and #2, streets like ours 
that I know are going to be effected by people wanting to avoid the non-left turn possibilities at Monaco and 
come down our street to juggle to 17th and vice versa. We have already experienced that ever since we’ve 
lived here. So I would appreciate someone calling me back who would be prepared to talk about that. I have a 
personal interest, as well, in the years I worked for the state of Colorado in flood plain management in the six 
blocks from Jersey to Glencoe that are in the floodplain of the Montclair/Auraria creek, whatever you want to 
call it, that flows on into City Park and beyond that to I-70 and so on and I’m very aware of Public Works 
working on the basin plans, still have some concerns about what’s going to happen in those six blocks with 
buses going through a floodplain. 
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I work with CCDC. I want to make sure the new development will work good for people who live in wheelchairs. 

Living in the area I'd like to stay up to date on project information. 

This is a very exciting proposal for the Colfax Corridor! I look forward to hearing more about it.  

Is there a construction timeline other than 2020+? 
 
Is the construction project going to move from east to west or from west to east? 
 
Is there a detailed construction plan with the phases identified over 25 years? 

Studies around East High School and traffic patterns? 

Ive always lived within 3 blocks in my 25 years living in Denver. I strongly support this. I hope it can be finished 
in time for my daughters to take the new faster, more reliable, and less sketchy 15 bus to East High School and 
possibly CU-Denver. Get me a sign for my yard to get the neighbors on board!!  

I live on 12th street-this proposal will result in pushing traffic off the main business cooridor even further into our 
neighborhoods. 13th and 14th are already congested and people use our neighborhood streets as raceways. I 
witnessed a car hit a pedestrian on 12th just a couple years ago. I don't want our neighborhoods of kids to be 
put at further risk of drivers trying to get around the mess this will cause for traffic on colfax. People are not 
going to change their habits of driving just because of a change in the bus line. Show us a study where a 
change in a local bus line that results in traffic snarls because of roads removed from use causes people to 
stop using cars-it doesn't-they just take an alternate route in their car which would be right through all the side 
streets and neighborhoods. I'm so disappointed in this proposal-I love colfax and love living near it but it's 
business and the rest of these streets are residential and need to be protected. 

I do not currently support Dedicated Rapid Transit Lanes on Colfax. I support developing of Colfax by other 
means. 

Hello - I have lived on the Colfax corridor for 18 years. I support improvements to the Colfax, but the Bus Rapid 
Transit proposal raises some large RED flags. 
 
The response to traffic congestion on the website is a "non-response" and listed below. This change would 
cause huge increases to traffic on 13th and 14th in addition to 16, 17th, and 18th. Removing driving lanes for 
buses is not a good solution for Colfax especially as our population increases to the East and those people 
commute to work downtown. They aren't going to park and take the bus - let's be honest here. If Aurora adds 
more housing east of the airport like they are planning, these corridors will be a mess.  I'm also wondering if the 
city has asked people that live and work along the corridor if they would ride this bus except for special events? 
Colfax has gotten more and more homeless and drug dealers from the downtown area closing 16th st. malls 
and other areas that I feel this line will become another rec center like our public library - that is another issue 
altogether.  
I would like to be included on information regarding this topic and hope a workable solution is devised, but 
eliminating driving lanes for dedicated bus lanes only is pretty scary.  Why don't we try Bus Only lanes during 
certain hours first and go from there? Will this proposal go to vote? 
 
Traffic congestion and diversion to ajdacent streets occurs today and will increase with or without the project. 
Minor additional diversion to adjacent streets is projected due to BRT on Colfax. This minor additional diversion 
is not expected to result in significant additional delays. 
 
In order to keep vehicles and buses moving, a number of operational improvements will be made to congestion 
hotspots on Colfax and parallel roadways. These options include, but are not limited to: signal optimization, 
extended or new turning lanes, and minimal capacity improvements through re-striping or minor curb/gutter 
relocation (all within existing right-of-way). 

Where will the traffic go when Colfax is changes from two lanes each direction to one lane each direction?  

Hi Mayor Hancock and his team! 
 
I'm a Colorado native and have lived in Denver for most of the last 20 years I used my bicycle as my primary 
mode of transportation. I am very pleased to see that you have formed a mobility action plan. Because housing 
prices continue to rise I now live further from central Denver than I typically would. This means I drive more and 
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of course affects my quality of life. I find it really difficult to get from East Colfax to any other part of Denver or 
the Metro Area via public transport in a reasonable time. It would hugely helpful to have something faster than 
the 15 even the 15L to reach downtown which is where I need to go to connect to a light rail. Please consider 
something to connect Mayfair/Parkhill/Stapleton to the rest of the light rail system. Denver is changing fast and 
commuting is getting more difficult. Please follow though with your promises. As prices rise I'll likely need to 
move further out. If I can at least take the or light rail that will help make it less stressful. But more affordable 
housing would be nice too. 

I was at a meeting last night that was billed as a meeting for the Quebec expansion, but there was a poster 
from the Colfax Connects Corridor. And I talked to one gentleman about it, but he recommended that I talk to 
Ryan Billings. He gave me this number. I have some questions. If somebody could call me back I'd appreciate 
it. My name is [name] and my number is [number]. I live at [address].  

Without addressing all those jail/motels and crime along east Colfax EAST OF MONACO, I for one, do NOT 
want to have to be walking a quarter-mile to get to a bus stop. Telling me that busses arriving at the stops more 
often will make up for me having to hike to a stop a quarter mile away every morning and evening n the snow 
and the dark through the gauntlet of drug dealers, panhandlers and hookers makes me reconsider taking public 
transit all together. Maybe I'd be better off driving instead. A big part of the reason I use public transit is 
because the stop I use is so close to home. Put it a quarter mile away over icy sidewalks in the dark - not so 
much. 

Just saw the proposed middle lane bus route. I am considering purchasing a building at [address]. I am 
wondering if the project to add a middle lane bus route involves widening Colfax and involving existing 
businesses along Colfax to move or give up sidewalk or property square footage to accommodate this 
proposed plan? 

I reviewed the study and looked at the renderings.  -Placing medians, trees and vegetation is a very bad 
idea!!!!  Denver is a high plains dessert.  A median and vegetation will waste such a large amount of water 
needed elsewhere, such as gardens and agriculture.  Please rethink the median.  Maintain a lane for vehicles.   

Colfax Avenue should've been upgraded a long time ago. I hope the measure is put up for a vote and passes 
by an overwhelming majority. This only makes sense. Population is out of control. 

[wants to provide feedback on Colfax BRT] 

Rachel, 
 
Thanks for your phone call last week. Our neighborhood has three more questions. 
- one of your drawings show bus stops and Quebec and Monaco, none at Oneida. Is that the proposed plan? 
-will there be a left-hand turn possibility from Colfax to Monaco (there isn't now)? 
-will pedestrians be able to cross Colfax where there isn't a stop light? And if yes, will there be pedestrian 
crossing areas? (i.e. will families be able to get the our closest park (12th & Newport) -- where can they cross 
Colfax)? 

Have you considered the impact of driverless cars on the BRT system?  

My brother and his wife life in Toronto, Canada.  She said they had a similar system of the buses running along 
the center of the street and leaving passengers off on an island and it was a terrible failure.  FYI. 

Additional options are needed what about the business there input .this is a long corridor the longest in the 
nation.To implement this is not a good idea your city is booming and will continue to grow. Aurora is already the 
second largest suburb in the usa. 

Thank you for working on this! We need a quick way of easily moving between South Park Hill and Union 
Station. I’d love to see an updated/quicker version of the old trolley system, but I’ll settle for a bus as long as it 
is faster than walking (which the 16th St Mall bus sometimes isn’t). 

I am a resident at [address]. I am interested in learning of the traffic impact that the Colfax Corridor project will 
have on Krameria Street as well as 17th avenue. 
Krameria street and 17th avenue are residential streets that are already greatly over trafficked which makes it 
very unsafe for our families. Will there be traffic studies provided to the neighborhoods directly impacted by 
diversion of traffic off Colfax? 
And how is the city intending to address the increase of traffic on these streets from a safety and welfare 
standpoint? 
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What about parking for the businesses on Colfax? I do worry about the small ones, that have parking on Colfax 
and limited,or no parking except on the street.  

Shifting Colfax to one lane in each direction is going to divert traffic to residential streets like 13, 14 & 17. It's 
going to heavily impact me personally. 
 
Sure wish you'd give economic credits to encourage businesses along colfax to transform into a cute Main 
Street. I lived in Los Gatos CA and Danville CA and they both have vibrant downtowns.  
 
Get rid of motels and car dealerships. 
 
I'm still very concerned about diverting traffic to residential streets. 

Hi my name is [name]. I'm a property owner along East Colfax Avenue. Wanted to understand what the City is 
thinking about or planning on doing along East Colfax with regard to buses. So if you want to put me on your 
mailing list that would be great. Easiest way is [email]. If someone wanted to call me with regard to how I could 
get ahold of you folks that would be great at [number]. If you'll please leave a message. Appreciate your time 
and look forward to getting some information so I can understand your thought process. 

My biggest concern is serving neighbors with ambulatory disabilities who drive as I do...I can’t walk to Colfax 
and from Colfax to appointments etc but depend on Colfax for access to the city.. One lane? Need Car to get 
around the city... my life isn’t limited to Colfax 

Mr. Billings, or other City official: 
 
I copied the three bullet points below from the Colfax Corridor Connections web site and have four questions. 
 
-Significant shift from vehicles to transit due to improved travel times, reliability and convenience 
-Bus ridership more than doubles - from 22,000 up to 50,000 daily riders by 2035 
-Improved transit travel time of up to 15 minutes during peak hours by 2035 
 
1. What is the evidence to support the point that people will shift from vehicles to bus transit? 
2. What percentage of the increased ridership numbers are based on population growth vs. shift from vehicles 
to bus transit? 
3. Is the improved transit time for both bus and vehicular transit? 
4. Is one of the goals to get people off of Colfax Avenue? 
 
As a frequent traveler on East Colfax Avenue, I will not be vacating my vehicle to ride the bus. I will likely have 
to find other streets to travel, as this project seems very likely to cause vehicular congestion. Common sense 
tells me that eliminating one lane of vehicular traffic will result in long lines of vehicular traffic with bus lanes 
mostly empty. If one of the goals is to get folks off of Colfax Avenue, I believe the project will be a success. 

Who do I contact to ask questions. I own the home at the corner of [address].  I have many questions. My 
neighbor has informed me that you're going to take my parking in my alley access away. Plus put the street all 
the way up to my fence and it's a very dangerous corner I am scared now . 

Has the idea for a subway line under Colfax ever come up? 

In reference to the new plan for the bus rapid transit on east Colfax. There are many small businesses on east 
Colfax that depend on parking in front of their business. Your new plan would do away with street parking. Has 
this been talked about and what does the new plan do for this problem? If the street parking is eliminated it 
would have a big negative effect on all the small business. 

Mr. Billings, 
 
I am a property owner on East Colfax. I would like to know if you have considered the fact that the new plan for 
a bus rapid transit on East Colfax would eliminate street parking in front of many small business. There are 
many small business that do not have parking and depend on street parking. If the street parking is eliminated 
it would have a devastating effect on all the small business. 
 
Please let me know what was discussed about this issue and the problem it would create. 
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Thanks for the change to give input and to stay informed. Denver is a 21st-century city that works. This project 
and the associated outreach are examples of that. 

Should have done this year's ago 
 
Their once was a trolley car on Colfax. 

I understand Denver wants a BRT system so we can say we are as trendy as other cities with BRT, but I don’t 
think the solution is down Colfax as the volume of traffic is too great. Why not put it down Broadway from 
alameda to 15ty to union station? East Colfax just isn’t the place for it. I would like RTD and the city of denver 
to evaluate the entire bus system - not just for current ridership - but where they could gain more - the routes 
are old and could be redesigned - I’m still waiting for a line down 38th to Park ave to Colfax. This isn’t about 
BRT but movement of people across Denver. BRT on East Colfax just doesn’t make sense. 

A big concern I have is residents accessing alleys from Colfax as there will be no way through.  That creates 
most traffic in alleys going one way.  This is a pain for those between 14th and Colfax another one way!  

Mr. Billings, 
 
Thank you for your e-mail. My business property is on [address]. 
 
Can you please let me know if street parking will be eliminated on that block. 

How about going full in with light rail vs. buses? Add an adjacent north/south option via Quebec so Lowry can 

access it? City planning has grossly over approved housing in Lowry and Crestmoor area without any 

additional public transit infrastructure. 

I strongly believe in making the Colfax corridor more accessible! I take the Colfax bus every day for work, and 

while it is totally reliable and lovely, having more rapid transit for this busy bus line would serve a wide range of 

Denverites more efficiently. 

 




